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With Microtek's Color/Gray Scanner
At last, a scanner that adapts to your

f

changing needs.

The Microtek MSF-300Z Color/Gray
f

scanner reproduces everything from 24 bit

f

color to 8 bit gray-scale to black and white

line art. All at 300 dpi. Making it the one image capturing

device that's ideal for desktop publishing, multimedia

projects, presentations, even pre-press work.

And atjust $2,695, it's ideal for limited budgets, too.

Especially when you consider it includes some of today's

most sophisticated color and gray-scale image editing software

What's more, you can work in the operating environment

of choice. Whether it's with the MSF-300Z for your IBM PC

orPS/2.OrtheMSF-300ZS

for the Macintosh.

256 Can 800-654-4160 or in

California, 213-321-2121

for all the details.And get the one

scanner that adapts to whatever

you're trying to capture
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ofa whole family ofinnovative si

available from Microtek.
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Verhum News
/erbum goes on-line, helps produce CyberArts Inter-

national, gets interactive, and organizes its next Be-In. The

Verbum Galley finishes its first season with Barbara Nessim.

4 Relay

Michael Gosney

Our publisher gives an overview of breakthrough multi-

media products, reviews multimedia "books," gives his views

on the topic of the moment, virtual reality, and comments

on "Techno-Babylon."

8 The Artist's Voice: Barbara Nessim

A new column featuring interviews, panel discussions and

commentary by artists, on art.

1 0 Virtual Reality Check:

Everyone's Hot to Cybertrot

Linda Jacobson

An observer of the VR scene offers an overview of the

phenomenon, complete with time line.

1 4 Art and Activism inVR
Brenda Laurel

What role will VR play in our lives? Laurel eloquently ex-

amines some key issues sunounding VR and its future.

I 8 The Verbum Interviews:

John Barlow, Timothy Leary, Myron Krueger

Three outspoken men in the thick ofVR and interactive

media share their thoughts on the current state of these

"arts" with Michael Gosney. m J

1 1 Neomeclia: To Live and Learn in 3D
fiiiiiiiiiiiJr Wr

David Traub

How can VR enhance learning? Columnist Traub

hypothesizes a classroom scenario.

16 Gallery: Virtual Reality and Interactive

Multimedia *
We present glimpses at some of the latest creations by

pioneers working in both areas.

36 3D on Your Desktop
Michel Kripalani, Gregory MacNicol and John Donovan 1

Each author explores the top 3D rendering packages avail-

able for one of the three main desktop platforms: Mac, DOS
and Amiga.

41 New Frontier Products

Mike Kelly

Here's a quick introduction to significant items that have

recently come on the market, especially multimedia tools,

3D packages and video software/hardware.

SO Fi

John Od;

Verbum's art director checks out the Wacom tablet with

Oasis and Painter.

5W Designing Hypermedia (for fun and profit)

Steven Rappaport

The designer ot The Book of MIDI takes us step by step

through the process he used to create this inexpensive

HyperCard product.

61 If6Wuz9
Mike Swartzbeck

In "Life Begins at 040/' our intrepid electronic cartoonist

pokes fun at accelerator cards.

61 Verbumalia

Everything you ever wanted to order.

m ilipfi
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VERBUM, P.O. Box 12564, San Diego, CA 921 12.

Editorial Submissions

Write to Verbum Editor for a copy ofVerbum's Editorial

Guidelines at P.O. Box 12564, San Diego, CA 921 12.

Art Submissions

Send creative works with a 100-word explanation of the

process used (including hardware and software) and a

50-word biography, on disk and on paper (Macintosh

format preferred, MS Word or MacWrite for text files).

If work involves combined media, photostats, photos or

transparencies are welcomed; color prints are preferred.

Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope for

return of the materials. Send to Verbum Art Sub-

missions, P.O. Box 12564, San Diego, CA 921 12.

Production Notes

Issue 5.2 was produced with PageMaker 4-0 on

Macintosh Ilex and Ilci machines. The color pages

(except the ads) were output on a Linotronic L-300

with Aldus PrePrint. The graphics are from artists'

electronic files, scans of transparencies or photographs,

or conventional separations. Film was output by

Central Graphics of San Diego as negatives at 2540 dpi.

Fonts used in this issue were Adobe's Gill Sans and

Goudy. Verbum 5.2 was printed on 60# Northwest and

10O Warrenflo (cover) by Pendell Printing of Mid-

land, Michigan.

Frontispiece

"Soreno," a biting antiwar statement, was created in

FreeHand 3.0 using imported objects made in Swivel

3D and scanned imagery edited in Photoshop. The

poster was designed by Tim Nielson of Nielson Design

Group in Traverse City, Michigan during a week-long

workshop in advanced computer illustration taught by

San Francisco-based illustrator John Hersey. The work-

shop, held in June 1991 , was part of a series ofsummer

courses offered at Kent State University in collabora-

tion with the University and College Designers Associ-

ation. (For more information about the Kent State/

UCDA summer workshops contact j. Charles Walker,

Director, Blossom/Kent Art-Design Program, School of

Art, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242.

216-672-2192.)

Cover

This image was created by Barbara Mehlman of Visual

Intelligence Artists (VIA) in San Jose, California as an

assignment from Brenda Laurel and Telepresence. She

used Time Arts' Lumena software on a 386 IBM-PC

with a Vision- 16 board and a JVC video camera. She

first mapped out the image in video resolution, then

went into Lumena's BigPic mode to clean it up and add

final touches. The image consists of a montage of pho-

tographs taken by the artist, including one of her own

arm, which she enhanced and manipulated to create

the feeling of a virtual environment. Mehlman's com-

pany, VIA, creates "Artitorials" (visual short stories),

develops interactive multimedia and does software de-

sign and illustration.

CyberArts: The New Sciences

and the New Arts Dance

Nearly 4000 people attended the sec-

ond CyberArts International Confer-

ence held November 15-17, 1991 in

Pasadena. Presented by Keyboard

Magazine in association with Verbum,

the show featured seminars, product

exhibits, a Gallery and concerts.

Virtual reality and music products

made for a lively exhibit floor. The

CyberArts Gallery, produced by

Verbum, featured framed works by

Bert Monroy, Marius Johnston,

Barbara Nessim, holographic works by

Ellen Sandor, "depthography" pieces

by Anthony Munn, a Mandala

Theater featuring the work of Beverly

Reiser, Carrie Heeter and Galen

Brandt, and multimedia exhibits in-

cluding Jamie Levy's "Electronic

Hollywood." Evening concerts fea-

tured multimedia and laserlight

shows, high-tech performance art, and

music from Marc Ream, JeffRona and

Cliff Martinez, Dave Stewart and

Barbara Gaskin, and Jaron Lanier.

Presenters included keynote

speaker W.M. "Trip" Hawkins, MIT
professor and reflective hologram in-

ventor Steve Benton, 3D sound pio-

neer Christopher Cunell, digital artist

David Em, VR trailblazers Brenda

Laurel, Scott Fisher, Jaron Lanier and

Steve Tice, and interactive cable sys-

tem expert Dr. Diana Gagnon. Cyber-

Arts has established itself as a truly

significant conference—a cutting-

edge creative laboratory grounded in

practical applications and industry

realities. Next year's conference is

scheduled for October 29 through

November 1 at the Pasadena Center.

For more information contact Cyber-

Arts International at 20085 Stevens

Creek Blvd., Cupertino, CA 95014,

(408) 446-1105.

Verbum Goes On-line

Now you can be in touch with us elec-

tronically through on-line services.

The new Verbum Forum

has debuted in the Multi-

media Forum on Compu-

Serve; our mailbox num-

ber is 70313,2570. Also in

the works is plugging

Verbum into America

On-Line. A series of on-

line roundtable discus-

sions and events are

planned.

Verbum Interactive

Gets Positive Reception

Verbum Interactive 1.0, the first

"issue" of our CD-ROM magazine for

the Mac, is a hit (see Verbumalia on

page 62). Reviews have been very

positive, with coverage in Time maga-

zine and leading industry publications.

An IBM-PC/Windows version ofVI

1.0 (for both "MPC" and IBM PS/2

machines) is planned for an early 1992

release, with the launch of a quarterly

disc for both platforms to follow. CD-I

and CDTV beckon a consumer ver-

sion, which is also underway.

1992 Digital Art Be-In Becomes

the "New Human Be-In"

The fourth annual Verbum Digital

Art Be-In is scheduled for the evening

ofJanuary 14, during Macworld Expo

in San Francisco. The Be-In is a cel-

ebration of multimedia art, design and

creativity for artists and producers

from around the world. This year's

event is also, synchronistically, the

25th anniversary of the original

Human Be-In; thus the New Human
Be-In. (The Human Be-In, the Janu-

ary 14, 1967 "gathering of the tribes"

in Golden Gate Park, melded artists,

poets, musicians and visionaries of the

'60s consciousness movement.)

The first Verbum Be-In was held

on January 21, 1989 at American

Zephyr Studios in downtown San

Francisco. The event brought together

artists, hackers and industry movers

and shakers in a celebration of the new

electronic art and design world. A
variety of impromptu exhibits and per-

formances marked the evening.

On April 12, 1990, the second

annual Be-In was held at the same

venue, with many multimedia and

music/graphics performances and

growing parallels with the spirit of '67.

Last year the event was held on Janu-

ary 12 at the San Francisco Fine Arts

Center. With about 1,800 attendees,

the Be-In featured the innovative mu-

sic of D'Cuckoo, several other perfor-

mances and a broad array of exhibits

and art installations.

From 7:00 to midnight on January

14, 1992 the New Human Be-In will

take place at the Forum in San Fran-

cisco's South-of-Market area. Music of

the '90s, multimedia art, virtual

reality, luminaries and genetic reso-

nance promise a transformational

experience.

Tickets for the Be-In ($10 per per-

son in advance, $15 at the door) are

available in limited quantities directly

from the Verbum offices (call 619-

233-9977) or can be purchased at the

Verbum booth at the Macworld Expo.

Verbum Gallery Completes Debut

Season with Nessim Show
Barbara Nessim, well-known New
York artist, mounted "Similar But Not

the Same," featuring hand-painted

laserprints of stereoscopic images, as

the sixth and final show of the inaugu-

ral season of the Verbum Gallery.

Other recent Nessim exhibits include

"Random Access Memory" at the

Sangre de Cristo Art Museum& Con-

ference Center in Pueblo, Colorado.

The interactive portion of"Random

Access Memory" is traveling with

SIGGRAPH to Frankfurt (Germany),

The Boston Computer

Museum and CyberArts

International. Barbara

was commissioned by

Levi Strauss to create

two drawings for a na-

tional ad campaign, one

of which appeared on a

billboard in New York

City's Times Square.

(See the interview with

Barbara on page 8.)



INCE 1988 OR SO, we've been following the development of multimedia technology, and

the aesthetic concerns thereof, with increasing attention. As most are aware, we've

entered multimedia publishing with the release ofVerbum Interactive LO onCD-ROM.
In the past, we've devoted two issues to the topic: 3.2, the "4D" issue, in spring 1989, and

4.2, the "Blendo" issue, in the summer of 1 990. With issue 5.2, we follow the pattern with

another snapshot ot the current state-of-the-integration. This time, though, our editorial

eyeball is focused primarily on that radical edge of new media known as virtual reality.

Although we've touched on this fertile subject here and there in the past, we've been

waiting for it. to ripen somewhat before giving it too much attention. Besides, why repeat

at's already been said in Time, Newsweek and the National Enquirer 7
. But seriously, this

exciting subject and, we hope you'll agree, an exciting issue ofVerbum. We're pleased

to have Brenda Laurel return to our pages with "Art and Activism in VR." Linda Jacobson

plements Brenda's piece with an overview of virtual reality's past, present and

ible future, "Everyone's Hot to Cybertrot." The Verbum Interviews with John

rlow, Timothy Leary and Myron Krueger bring some informed perspective and

personality to the subject. Our "Neomedia" guy, David Traub, offers an excellent essay

on the promise ofVR in education: "To Live and Learn in 3D." And, speaking ofthe very

RBBjiMichel Kripalani, John Donovan and Gregory MacNicol provide

a stimulating show-and-tell on the latest innovations in digital 3D tools, "3D on Your

Desktop" In the how-to-do-it department, we take a close look at the development of

Steven Rappaport's HyperCard product The Book of MIDI in "Designing Hypermedia

(for fun and profit)." This issue's Gallery has two faces, one on Virtual Worlds and the

other on Multimedia Design. Art directorJohn Odam makes his "First Contact" with the

ever-popular Wacom pressure-sensitive tablet on the Mac and the new paint programs

that can use it. Mr. Mike Swartzbeck is back, with another "If 6 Wuz 9" desktopped

hippie-hacker comic. Finally, we're pleased to initiate a new column, "The Artist's

Voice," with Barbara Nessim. (Davis and Dayton, both out globe-trotting, will return

next issue.)

see the Verbumalia section

CD-Technology (408-752-

8500) and Optical Access

(617-937-3910) offer

excellent values; see also

new models from Apple,

NEC and Toshiba.

614-761-2000

415-281-8650

IT'S A MULTIMEDIA CHRISTMAS

Breakthrough CD-ROM products for the Macintosh, the launch of the Multimedia PC,

Commodore'sCDTV and Philips's CD-I ... all available just in time for Christmas 1991.

Mac CD-ROM Like a determined tortoise, CD-ROM marches forward. Solid, sure and

just a trifle slow. Multimedia CD-ROM technology on the Mac is now well established.

The drives are getting better and cheaper. Compelling products are emerging. The new

multimedia game paradigm can be seen in Reactor's Spaceship Warlock. Verbum

Interactive and Nautilus have realized the idea of the multimedia magazine, or "infor-

mation service." Graphics software vendors such as Pixar, Paracomp and Aldus are

publishing onCD-ROM, offering suites ofprograms with demos, tutorials and sample files

accessed through multimedia "front ends." Established font, clip art and stock photogra-

phy CD-ROM product lines are expanding, with more sophisticated offerings—Wrap-

tures, for example.

MPC and IBM "Ultimedia" The Microsoft-inspired MPC (Multimedia PC) sys-

tems—clones with built-in CD-ROM drives, multimedia hardware capabilities (so to

speak) and Windows Multimedia Extensions software—are in stores. They even have

their own MPC Maga%ne to back them up. As for MPC titles: games are plentiful;

innovative edutainment software lags behind that for the Macintosh, but not by much;

and the professional markets show reasonable promise.

IBM, charting its own course, has launched the "Ultimedia" product line, including

the 386/CD-ROM equipped PS/2 M57 SLC, PS/2 TV (hardware add-on to send a video

signal to the screen), a 3-1/2" read/write optical cartridge drive and new ActionMedia II

video/audio boards.

Home Entertainment Systems Commodore's CDTV has been shipping now for

several months. And the first consumer CD-I player, produced by Philips, just shipped.

For the Christmas selling season, the competing formats are on a fairly level playing field,

312-528-1600; see page 42

see page 62

see page 42

see Verbum 5.1

see page 41
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800-5674321

415492-3200

213-451-1383

NCR 1115 Notepad

computer using GO
Corporation's Pen-

point pen-based user

interface.

$16.95, Chronicle Bo

415-777-6234

The advanced "virtual

audio processing system"

(VAPS) was developed by

Christopher Curreil and

Audio Cybernetics,

818-703-7102.

with similar system capabilities. CD-I's long-promised, full-motion, full-screen video is not available

on this initial system but should be early next year. Commodore, meanwhile, is planning to bring the

same capability to its players next year as well. The forecast for the consumer multimedia market will

be somewhat clearer as we begin 1992.

THE MULTIMEDIA BOOK

Publishers and book lovers have feared the day when computers will somehow replace the traditional

book. I'm speaking of the nicely typeset and bound hardcover book that fits comfortably with an easy

chair. In spite of the extremely difficult economics ofbook publishing, I don't see us giving up the rich

tradition of fine books anytime soon. But "talking books" on cassette are increasingly popular, and the

concept of the book is being extended in the digital realm in several ways.

BOOhS Oil CD We're seeing the early manifestations of multimedia books published on optical

discs. Dictionaries, encyclopedias and reference titles are the first examples, published by forward

thinking companies such as Discis. We expect to see traditional books, including textbooks, training

manuals and even literary works, converted to optical disc titles in increasing numbers during the

next few years. Obviously, such conversions must be more than text and pictures on a screen, or why

bother? "Repurposed" content must use the various capabilities of digital multimedia—-sound,

narration, music, video, animation, hypertext, database access, to name a few key ones—to mal

compelling, or at least useful. Some of the best disc "books," however, will probably be bl

original material created as multimedia from the ground up. Early offerings include origin;

media children's titles on CD-ROM from Br0derbund and an "Expanded Books" seri<

Voyager Company, using sophisticated hypertext, including The Annotated Alice in Wc

Douglas Adams's The Hitchhiker s Guide to the Galaxy and Michael Crichton's Jurassic Park.

fhO Handhold Digital BOOh The multimedia book as hardware, a handheld miniature PC with

booklike characteristics, is here. Pen-based computing, the next generation in PC interface technology,

makes possible a truly portable "digital book." A pen is used to trigger commands and enter text. An
advanced handwriting recognition system, a new language of"gestures" and a notebook organizational

metaphor make up the Notebook User Interface of the Penpoint system developed by GO Corpora-

tion. Other related products include Microsoft's proposed Pen for Windows software, Momenta's new

"pentop" computer, and Sony's new Data Discman, which plays mini-CD-ROM discs.

Reverse TwiSft "Multimedia" Art BOOhS At the risk of further confusing the fuzzy definition of

"multimedia," I'd like to highlight three traditional bound books that found their way to our offices

recently, each offering its own "multimedia" twist in print. One, IfYou Sleep On Your Other Side It Will

Go Away by Atlanta artist Pattie Belle Hastings, is a beautiful hardcover composition of avant-garde

digital design in type and scanned imagery, printed with several custom colors on a variety of paper

stocks. Poetry and art explore the interplay of dream and waking states. The other book-as-work-of-

art is Griffin & Sabine: An Extraordinary Correspondence by Nick Bantock, also a stunning hardbound

volume, aesthetically and technically. The sleeve notes call it a "multimedia novel," referring to the

combination of lush four-color spreads with postcards and tipped-in envelopes containing letters from

two psychically connected illustrators who discover each other through their artistic correspondence.

Although more a product of pop-up children's book printing than computer technology, Griffin and

Sabine is a delightfully interactive experience in prose, illustration and innovative book design. Finally,

3:16

—

Bible Texts Illuminated, by Donald E. Knuth combines digital production with innovative

design and printing. Knuth, a professor ofcomputer science at Stanford University, conceived the idea

of "sampling" bible texts (verse 3:16 of each book of the bible) and proceeded to design and produce

the book on a Sun SPARCstation using TEX, the typesetting program he developed. He then teamed

up with his friend Hermann Zapf, the legendary type designer, who designed the cover and recruited

58 outstanding calligraphers to interpret the biblical verses. The calligraphy was scanned and

separated using Photoshop on the Macintosh. Another product ofcombined media, it's a beautiful and

spiritually enriching book.

VIRTUAL REALITY: BE THE WORLD

Virtual reality technology is, in one important sense, the ultimate

interactive multimedia interface. You don't just trigger simulated

controls on a video monitor, you actually "enter" a three-dimen-

sional world, pick up objects, operate virtual control panels and

interact with artificial creatures. You can hear sounds in 3D. In

advancedVR system models, you become a predesigned body form

and navigate through a high-resolution world. You can interact

with others who share the same artificial reality, not only by

*

i

Hi

415-345-7400

BIBLE TEXTS
ILLUMINATED;

$24.00, Nexus Press,

408-688-1970

$29.95, A-R Editions,

608-836-9000



YPL Research founder and preeminent virtual

reality spokesperson Jaron Lanier shows Yerbum
Graphics Editor Jack Davis his latest high-

resolution virtual world at the 1991 S1GGRAPH
conference. Jack flew through a room toward a

teapot, then into the teapot, where he found

images of people covering the curved interior

surface.

speaking to and touching them but by feeling them.

Virtual reality promises breakthroughs in scientific visualization, archi-

tectural and engineering design, medical research, training and education,

telepresence (long-distance manipulation of robotic equipment) and even

virtual telecommunications ("televirtuality," meeting with one or more

persons in cyberspace), a new wave of computer gaming and even theme

parks. VR is already a thriving industry, though not nearly as established as

the media coverage implies.

The design challenge in VR is great, not to mention the

responsibility. It's an important area, one that we hope our

readers will contribute to. The VR field, in spite of its dyna-

mism, is in need of creative ideas and thoughtful aesthetics.

After all, we may as well create our world(s) with a holistic

perspective. We may as well do it right.

"Tactile feedback" devices

are available now, from

firms such as TiNi Alloy

Company, 415-658-3172.

Prototype tactile feed-

back glove design with

"tactors" on fingertips.

ART & TEC O-BABYLO

1 ."The Lion of Commare."

First published in Thrilling

Wonder Stories, 1949; later

in book form with Against

the Fall of Night, Harcourt

Brace, 1968.

2. Dreamtech of Australia

(07-8084810) sells an

integrated home media

system called the

"Holodeck Room" with

wall-sized hi-res video

screen and 3D sound field

amplifier synchronized with

environmental lighting,

moldable "flotation

flooring," environment

software and other

wonders.

S A TEENAGER, I read an obscure Arthur C.

Clarke story, "The Lion of Comarre." 1

In a future

world built with advanced thinking machines,

the young Tom Swift-like hero seeks the fabled

city ofComarre, which lies beyond the bounds of

his contained civilization. None who have gone

to Comarre have ever returned. On finding the

city, he discovers thousands of sleeping humans,

whose favorite dreams and desires have been read

by the city's machines—and are delivered, end-

lessly, as simulated worlds projected into the

sleepers' minds. Wk
The people ofComarre had been seduced by

artificial reality, losing track of their bodies, leav-

ing the real world behind in favor of a personal

paradise. I remember how this story disturbed

me, even as I was being seduced by artificial

realities such as those provided by Dobie Gillis and

Star Trek. These televised worlds were only the

beginning. ^HHHHHHa
Today integrated home media systems and

portable devices access expanding data streams:

music CDs, "talking books" on cassette, fax,

modem, cellular phonenet, cable TV, videocas-

sette, laserdisc. With digital multimedia, the

stream of imported data/reality will broaden dra-

matically, with increased interactivityand "smart"

access for users. Star Trek's "holodeck,"
2
the ul-

timate in hok>organic reality simulation, may be

decades, not centuries, away.

Amazed at the possibilities of digital media,

we envision tools for enlightening education,

transcendent entertainment, instantaneous com-

munication. But in building these positive appli-

cations, we must be conscious of the other side of

the coin: mental pollution, social elitism, privacy

violation, the potential for a "Techno-Babylon"

where institutions control digital media.

Hollywood Hythos Meets the
Digital Realm
The current Hollywood myths Terminator 2 and

The Lawnmower Man treat human conscience

and the fast-evolving digital world. Both films, in

content and production, draw upon current tech-

nologies and cutting-edge theories. Their scripts

evolved in part from contact with the communi-

ties of artists and programmers and thinkers who

are creating digital technology. Both films have

lessons to teach and exemplify the power of

modern myths to shape real human reality.

Terminator 2 is a $ 100 million production that

presents the absolute cutting edge in high-end

computer graphics, or perhaps more appropri-

ately, simulated reality . It represents a milestone in

simulation on the Big Screen: human forms are so

perfectly simulated, the resolution is so high, the

movements so properly organic, it is clear that we

The Lawnmower Han
production designer

Alex McDowell and

art director Chris

Farmer in the base-

ment VR lab they

designed.
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In The Lawnmower Han Dr. Angelo (Pierce

Brosnan) takes Jobe into virtual reality with

floating chair, headgear and data gloves in his

basement VR lab.

Marnie (Jenny Wright) and Jobe (Jeff Fahey),

in data suits, climb into free-movement gyro-

spheres for filming of "virtual sex" scene.

will soon be unable to trust anything we see on

screen. The film is true science fiction at its best.

Advanced robotics are used to depict advanced

robotics. The computer graphics take it from

there, portraying a mechanico-organic cyborg

made of "polyalloy" intelligent liquid-

metal . . . way cool indeed. But the T2 story is a

poignant myth, speaking to the conscience ofthe

computer-milimryArdmtriaUcomplex-'hex:

The development of an advanced computer

chip leads to a global computer network, "Sky

Net." It controls the nuclear forces and, becom-

ing self-aware, turns against its human creators,

launching an attack on the human race, annihi-

lating major cities, including Los Angeles, on a

fateful Judgment Day. Survivors form a resistance

force, fighting the evil computer's robot armies.

Fearing failure, the Sky Net sends a cyborg termi-

nator (Arnold, Til be back") in time to kill the

mother of the leader of the resistance before he is

born. "Terminator 1" fails in this mission. In

Terminator 2, the myth is expanded and made

complete. Sky Net sends a new, improved termi-

nator back to kill the young boy; the resistance

sends Arnold, this time reprogrammed to be the

good guy. He protects the boy, now reunited with

his mom. She is the film's primary hero, the

mother-woman-daughter who decides to take

charge of her planet's future by attacking the

source of the evil technology: the man who de-

signed it. In a 4th dimensional Klien bottle twist,

it turns out that the unwitting inventor of the

Judgment Day chip drew most of his inspiration

from a chip-from-the-future found in a severed

terminator arm. She hears the voice of con-

science, from herself and from her son, and stops

short of killing the brilliant young engineer. He
learns of the future that came from his break-

through designs, and vows to destroy all traces of

his work. The future, we hope, is saved.

Then we have The lawnmowerMan, based on

a (rather minor) Stephen King short story. The

film is actually the work of Brett Leonard, who

conceived, wrote, directed and, with his wife and

partner Gimel Everett, produced the film. With

roughly one-tenth the budget of T2, its digital

effects are equally groundbreaking, and its big

screen depiction of near-future virtual reality

experiences is unprecedented. Leonard involved

much of the VR industry itself in the film's

production.

Like T2, the film weaves a cautionary tale.

Jobe, the "lawnmower man," is an idiot savant

living in a small American town where the evil

Virtual Space Industries trains chimpanzees in

warfare with advanced VR systems. A VSI scien-

tist, experiencing a crisis of conscience, turns the

technology to beneficent use by increasing Jobe's

intelligence in his home-brew basement VR lab.

Jobe grows, takes control of Virtual Space In-

dustries and threatens Life As We Know It.

Along the way, he woos a female admirer into

some incredible—but very dangerous—virtual

reality sex ("teledildonics," soon to be a hot

product concept). Jobe becomes a Prometheus of

the digital flame, a would-be saviour turned fallen

angel. In the end, the future, again, is saved.

Ruminations
Taking an historical perspective, modern simu-

lated reality—film and television—is a vast, pen-

etrating new medium for our ancient storytelling

muse. Interactive multimedia and its virtual real-

ity extensions promise an even deeper and more

complex channel to our minds and hearts. With

digitized data and speed-of-light communica-

tions, a global network of multimedia nodes is

evolving. This network, a kind of exteriorized

collective mind, appears to be following the

"holographic" paradigm of the brain: each point

containing the whole. Top-down centralized

media is gradually giving way to a new kind of

user-media: dynamic multimedia nodes

—

people—assimilating information, communicat-

ing, learning, playing, working, navigating the

world net.

In building this network, we are democratiz-

ing and decentralizing, transcending the primi-

tive, one-dimensional mass media. We're under-

standing and overcoming its negative effects,

such as overblown consumerism; the loss of our

inner reality; and the "Big Brother" effect: mil-

lions of intelligent people hypnotized by the

broadcast of political mindsets. Nazism. The So-

viet Union before glasnost. And the Gulf War.

We bought it. We believed it. We saw it on TV.

What of the nightmare War? Could it be that

the pervasive simulated violence, from computer

games to Terminator 2, serves as a kind ofcatharsis

for the human psyche? Our lower brains, pro-

grammed to survive, to fight, to kill, may be

finding a needed outlet. Perhaps if we channel

these primal genetic programs into simulations,

instead of Gulf Wars, we can work it out, work

these dangerous programs out of our genes over

time.

If we seek truth with this numinous media,

using it to heighten awareness and deepen expe-

rience, to educate ourselves in new ways, to

connect with others, to enfold the world; if we

contemplate our place in nature and the inherent

naturalness of these high-technology processes

and effects; if we build our collective mind with

an artful hand, following the organic and aes-

thetic patterns ofnature. . . the future willbe saved.
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"Hand Memory" by

Barbara Nessim.

ura Nessim has erm^^Rpne of the

se artists using personal com-

. her work. Tm^^mork
sed artist has been exhibiting her

iputer'assistedji'ie^Rks in

U.S. ami abroad for several years

.

Michael Gosney interviewed her during

! opening of her emtmuhe Verbum

< ofDigital Art in San Diego in

1991

ur career began early

BN: Yes, 1960 to be exact. I gradu-

ated from Pratt College and I began

working right away. I won an

award-—Society of Illustrators—for a

group of ten etchings that I did called

"Man and Machine." I was fascinated

always with the gears and inner work-

ings of machinery and man's rela-

tionship to that. The machine that

man has is his brain, but he's soft all

over. In other ways machines are re-

ally hard, but they need man's brain

to make them work. That relation-

ship always interested me. So I did an

innovative series—I called it mono-

type etchings—which had never

been done before. What I did was to

take a black-and-white plate, clean it

very well and paint oil paint—all dif-

ferent colors—on the plate itself and

print it all at once so it swirled the

black and the color. That was 30

years ago, and the pictures still look

fantastic. The color is just in beautiful

condition. And when I was doing it

then, at the Pratt workshop, they told

me that I wasn't allowed to do that.

And I said, "Well, where are the

rules? Are they posted on the walls or

something?" Also while I was in

school I printed etching plates with-

out ink. I made big numbers, like 3

and 5, in a kind ofAztec design and I

etched the plate really deep and

printed it without ink. I was told I

wasn't allowed to do that either

—

and that was probably around 1958.

MG: Pushing the technology enve-

lope even back then. So you started

out in fine art?

BN: I went to Pratt and I was trained

classically in fine art and in illustra-

tion; then there was no difference

—

fine art and illustration worked to-

gether. But you couldn't take any

other subjects. You had a strict pro-

gram. Taking graphic design or ty-

pography courses wasn't allowed—

I

was only allowed to take lettering. I

couldn't even audit the classes.

MG: You had to choose back then

between being a fine artist and being

a commercial artist.

BN: Yes. And I chose to be a fine art-

ist only because I had gone to the

High School of Industrial Arts,

which is now called the High School

ofArt and Design [inNew York

City], and I had studied advertising

there so I figured, "I know advertis-

ing. I know how to do a paste-up

mechanical, why do I need to take it

in college? I might as well learn some-

thing." So I took painting and illus-

tration because I didn't know any-

thing about oil painting, lithography

or etching. And I loved it and I'm very

happy that I did that.

MG: Some ofyour work from the

early sixties really had that sixties

kind of feel; it reminds me of Peter

Max's images. You mentioned that

you knew Peter Max and Milton

Glaser.

BN: Yeah, I spent a lot of time with

both of them. Peter used to come

over to my house and look through

my drawings.

MG: That style, with the rainbow

colors and flowing images, became a

commercial success in the sixties. Is

that what your commercial work was?

BN: When I first got out of school I

didn't want to be a painter. I wanted

to be an illustrator. I was always told

in school that I was more of a painter

than an illustrator and I kept balking

at that because I knew that painters

starved and suffered—that's what

they did in the sixties.

MG: They still do, I think.

BN: So I really worked hard trying to

be an illustrator. But my work wasn't

that commercial—even though I

worked very hard to make it so.

I was doing images with rain-

bows and with very female-

oriented images, and the

feminist movement didn't

happen until the late six-

ties—Ms. magazine didn't

come into being until

1972—and I was doing im-

ages in 1963 all about women
and how they relate to the

world. One image I can re-

member from my sketch-

book is a man in a

shirt and tie with glasses on and

there's a woman standing at the side

ofhim and she has no clothes on.

And she is looking into his head and

he's looking out into the world. And
they both have glasses on. So she's

looking at the world through his eyes.

Now that's 1963.

MG: Later your work became fairly

popular in feminist circles.

BN: What happened was the period

of time grew into my work. I was

doing this kind ofwork because I

needed to do it, not because I

thought, "Oh, I must protest." I

wasn't into protesting at all. I loved

my life, I had a great time. I went out

a lot and I enjoyed my life. I'm not

negative at all—I'm positive, if any-

thing. But the relationships between

men and women always concerned

me. It was always either that you got

manied or you had a career. Or you

got married, had kids and moved to

the suburbs. Well, I knew that that

wasn't for me. My influence, as far as

the women's movement, was that all

of a sudden the women's movement

started coming into play and then

people realized that my work was very

related to it and people wanted my
images or my thinking behind the

images.

MG: Your images are very thought-

laden. Obviously you care a lot about

what you're saying in your work.

BN: And my concern is to do it

through humor.

MG: Well, it's interesting that even

though your work is very feminine

continued on page 24
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San Francisco-based

journalist Linda

Jacobson specializes

In audio, music and

multimedia technolo-

gies and the people

who use them. She

also runs Wordsworh,

a business that pro-

vides writing and

publishing services.

W/vy is virtual

reahty so darn sexy?

Because it's about creation?

Because it represents our

ultimate mastery ofthe world, a

process ofconscious evolution

that could helpfix the $obal

mess we've created?

Because itpromises to bring

satisfaction, joy, andnew
meaningtolife?

3

1
:1

NE REASON for the allure of virtual reality (VR)

lies in its potential to enhance every field of

human endeavor. Kids will use it to meet histori-

cal figures and make friends in other lands. Par-

ents will use it to take a vacation without leaving

home. Doctors will use it to practice surgery

without risking patients' lives. Engineers will use

it to test the strength of bridges before they're

built. Artists will use it to create new media, new

worlds and new types of art.

The technology of virtual reality lets you

enterand travel about computer-generated, three-

dimensional environments
—

"cyberspace." This

activity involves wearing such pace-setting fash-

ions as stereo glasses, data goggles, data gloves,

and data bodysuits. To immerse yourself in virtual

reality, you don goggles and glove, wired to a

computer. The goggles contain two tiny video

monitors showing a 3D view of a synthetic envi-

ronment—a playground, perhaps, or an octopus's

garden. Position-tracking devices built into glove

and goggles send data about your head and hand

movements to the computer. Swing your head

and you see things above, below and behind you.

Wave your hand, point your finger and clench

your fist and you move around the space, grab

objects, defy gravity and interact with other vir-

tual visitors.

Other types of systems call themselves "desk-

top VR" because they let people view and inter-

act with a 3D environment via a window on a

stereo-imaging monitor or in a special chamber,

requiring the use of stereoscopic glasses and spe-

cial input devices such as torqueballs, joysticks

and modified mice.

VR represents a convergence of several fields,

includinghuman/machine interface design, event

simulation and data visualization techniques, ro-

botics, computer graphics and computer-aided

design. Consequently, scientists and artists are

experiencing a new symbiosis, while cyberpunks

are headed on a collision course with power-tied

business heads—such as the entrepreneur who

recently stated, "We don' t do virtual reality. Were

involved inthe simulation industry, whichhasbeen

around since the 40s. VR is just hippies with

Macintoshes!"

The "simulation industry" this entrepreneur

mentioned refers to the flight simulators NASA
started building after World War II. Art and

A SELECTED YR
CHRONOLOGY

Some key North

American events in

cyberspace's recent
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philosophy came into the picture 20 years later,

via a beatnik with a camera, not a hippie with a

Mac. That was in 1962, when cinematographer

Morton Heilig patented Sensorama (an arcade-

style attraction that combined 3D movies, stereo

sound, vibration, aromas and wind; the "passen-

ger" sat on a motorcycle seat, grabbed the handle-

bars and peered into a movie viewer to enjoy "the

ultimate film experience"—and all for a nickel).

Sensorama was based in part on technology that

Heilig patented in 1960, a viewing mask called

"Stereoscopic TelevisionApparatus for Individual

Use."

By the time the Beatles appeared on regular

television with Ed Sullivan, MIT engineer

Ivan Sutherland had charted a VR course with

his prototype ofahead-

mounted computer

graphics display—the

one that lead to the

data goggles we hear

about today. Soon af-

ter the Beatles broke

up, arts scholar Myron

Krueger coined the

term artificial reality to

talk about his "com-

puter-controlled re-

sponsive environ-

ments" that took an

aesthetic approach to

the use of computers.

While Krueger

struggled to fund his

work, the U.S. govern-

ment was backing

other interface R&D
projects that played

major roles in VR's

OnitsHghest

level, VR is

art. In

the potential of

chan§ngthe

way we view

ourselves and

[
Li \

!

/ U. J M

history, including MIT's Moviemap project

(which let you "travel" through a videotaped

version ofAspen by touching parts of the screen)

and the U.S. Air Force's SuperCockpit project.

Marshalled by Tom Furness at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base in Ohio, SuperCockpit came to

fruition in 1981 after 15 years of development. It

proves that there's no better teacher than experi-

ence: the system depicts3Dgraphic space through

which pilots learn to fly and fight without taking

off into real skies to inflict real injuries. It was so

successful yet so expensive that researchers at

NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain

View, California decided to develop a more af-

fordable system, the one based on the data glove

that caught the public eye in 1989.

VR'S MANY LEVELS

Virtual reality today

means many things to

many people. On one

level, it's a new way to

work with computers. Instead of

looking at a screen, you peer into

goggles. Instead oftapping on a key-

board, you wave a hand or twist a

torqueball. Instead of scrutinizing

columns of numbers, you poke your

head inside a3D grid that represents

figures graphically. It lets us use the

computer to see things we normally

can't perceive, such as atomic par-

ticles, ultrasound waves and x-rays.

On another level, VR repre-

sents a new way for us to com-

municate. It goes way beyond the

telephone and picturephone in its

ability to aid and abet human
interaction.

On yet another level, VR is the ultimate

multimedium. Interactive multimedia computer

programs work with video and audio technology

to provide interfaces to databases. When VR
technology can serve as such an interface, it will

provide a multisensory way to access multimedia

content for purposes ofeducation, entertainment

and commerce. NASA is developing technology

that inserts live video windows in a virtual envi-

ronment, thus blending computer-generated

backgrounds and video imagery from remote

camera, videodisc or tape. In Japan, Matsushita

Electric Works displays thousands of kitchen

products in a computer-generated environment;

shoppers use VR systems to re-create and "enter"

their own kitchens where they can choose appli-

ances and arrange and rearrange them at will.

On its highest level, VR is art. In cyberspace

we'll realize the potential of changing the way

we view ourselves and the world around us.

INSTITUTIONAL VR

mum jml mmm ho's doing work with VR

wR^HB^^f technology? One hotbed of

Wf VR activity is the Seattle-

mm iBw based Human Interface

Technology Laboratory (HIT Lab). Earlier this

year the HIT Lab formed the Virtual Worlds

Consortium, composed ofprofit-driven organiza-

tions that want to advance and support VR
developments.

Another wellspring is the University ofNorth

Carolina at Chapel Hill. UNC's scientists have

worked for years with head-tracking devices and

head-mounted displays. They've pioneered ren-

dering hardware that allows real-time "walk-

throughs" in CAD building models, and they

broke ground using VR to build virtual mol-

ecules. UNC's doctors and biochemists use these
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techniques for molecular modeling and tumor

treatment. To create these virtual environments,

UNC developed Pixel-Planes 5, a graphics sys-

tem that generates over 2 million triangles per

second.

Who will benefit first from these endeavors?

Folks with big bucks: leaders of commerce who

want to use VR to store, manipulate, analyze and

present the pillars of data that support their

organizations. Humongous multinationals from

Boeing to Fujitsu belong to the HIT Lab's Virtual

Worlds Consortium, while major technofirms

—

IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Apple Computer, Texas

Instruments, AT&T—have announced inten-

tions to exploit VR.

Why? They'll use VR for design (in CAD/
CAM design or modification of objects ranging

from houses to snowmobiles to helicopters), data

management and visualization (to present data

graphically instead of numerically, facilitating

analysis and decision making), and telepresence

and televirtuality (telepresence refers to the ability

to interact in a distant environment through

robotics, while televirtuality expands on the

videoconferencing concept; in a televirtual real-

ity, artists in different cities could meet in a

computer-generated "studio" to create pieces and

talk concept).

You needn't work for a big company or major

institution to start experimenting with VR.

Homebrew systems are being built in garages

across the country, dreamt up by the same breed

of freelance engineers and designers that birthed

the PC. These systems probably will reach most

artists first.

Cyberspace is "new space for freedom,

a place for art," says Nicole Stenger, a

filmmaker from France who's working

on a VR art project at MIT, the HIT
Lab andVPL Research. "Some artists sensed from

the beginning that the medium of computer

animation was no mere 'image-generation' in the

traditional sense," she adds, "but a virtual world

that we would inhabit someday when the tech-

nology would allow it."

While debate ensues about how cyberspace

can best serve the human race, no one doubts its

potential as a creative medium. And while it is

scientists, engineers and academicians who fos-

tered VR's research and development, it is art-

ists—such as musician Jaron Lanier, novelist

William Gibson and dancer Vincent John

Vincent—who captured the imagination of the

public and attention of the mass media.

Now's the time for other artists to plant their

voices in this field of seedlings, and not leave all

interface decisions up to scientists and engineers.

"Artists are needed to bring this technology to

life," says interactive multimedia designer Janey

Fritsche, production manager of Life Story, the

award-winning interactive "movie" project de-

veloped by Apple's Multimedia Lab, Lucasfilm

and the Smithsonian. Fritsche continues, "So

much of a design's success depends on sensory

reaction as opposed to analytical stimulation that

it behooves designers to include well-honed artis-

tic sensibilities. Most of the impact of interactive

multimedia and virtual reality is a 'feeling' thing."

VR will engage our feelings because it will let

people enter artwork and interact with it in a way

that alters it. Will it be created in three dimen-

sions on a "canvas" the size of a soccer field in

which the viewer can "play" the art? Will the

viewer blow on a virtual sax that oozes colors from

its bell? Will viewers scale virtual murals? Will

virtual art be primarily a theatrical medium, as



Brenda Laurel suggests, characterized by dra-

matic structure and emotion? What kind of syn-

thetic agents will artists create to represent them-

selves within the medium? The first motion

pictures were simply theater productions on film;

considering this, will artists make virtual analo-

gies to existing tools or innovate new paradigms

and tools?

Most observers agree that the key to cyberspace

art will be interactivity. It's up to cyberartists to

imbue virtuality with its own set of aesthetics.

WHERE IT'S GOING

Cyberspace artists will largely retrace the

steps of the pioneer computer graphic

artists , who were able to gain access , one

way or another, to the systems used in

business and education. There are going to be some

big, fullyfunded early efforts this time around
,
though

,

because the impact of cyberspace technology is a lot

more appreciated than computer graphics was in its

infancy.—Randall Walser, Autodesk, Inc.

Let's hope he's right. Because cheapVR ain't.

An RB2 Virtual Reality System from VPL Re-

search, for instance, costs $55,000—and that's

without a graphics workstation. (In 1992, VPL
plans to start shipping a less expensive, entry-

level VR system that works on Apple Macintosh

and Silicon Graphics's IRIS Indigo.)

So how will "average" artists get ahold oftools

to create virtual worlds? They can start with a

low-tech approach—the Mandala System for the

Amiga, or a combo of Swivel 3D and stereo

glasses. Maybe someone will open a VR studio

similar to a recording studio. And once the piece

is done, how and where will it be experienced?

Let's start proposing answers while the tech-

nology matures. It does have a way to go: VR
hungers for costly CPU power. There are no

standards or uniform concepts for data display.

Visual imagery is low-res. There's much work to

be done in the tactile and force-feedback areas.

Data goggles don't feel comfortable after an hour

of wear, and some say data gloves are unsanitary.

Still—experts predict that by the mid-90s,

we'll have the tools we need to create photo-

realistic simulations within virtual worlds. We'll

buy VR applications just as easily as we buy 3D
modeling or rendering packages . . . and we'll be

able to create sillier putty, porky pigments and

literally loud colors.

So get ready forVR: the ultimate do-it-yourself

kit for all those who ever wanted to create their

own reality.

i

VISION OFVR ART
By Steve Garber

ER WINGS UNFOLDED like a flower

as she descended over the grass and

landed on a morning glory hanging

from the fence. It was as if in waking

she had become a butterfly. For a mo-

ment she paused, looked down into

the cavernous neck of the flower,

then spied the house at the far end of

the field. It seemed a formidable dis-

tance, but within seconds she had

flown through a window of the house

and into the painting of a tropical

rain forest that, hung on die far wall of

the living room.

As she crossed through the pane

of glass, still flying, she became an

iguana. Towering into a canopy of

trees were 100 year old cycads. Tree

ferns fanned out overhead like the

feathers of an exotic bird, each frond

whispering to the wind. She made

her way to the ground, where thick

layers of leaves seemed to melt be-

neath her feet.

In surveying the surroundings she

accidentally walked into and through

the trunk of a tree. Standing before

her was a busy street filled with the

bustle of a city. As far as she could see

stood a vast metropolis: skyscrapers,

planes, streets filled with cars and

trucks flowing fluid through the as-

phalt banks, and a helicopter circling

overhead. To the east stood a large

mountain range.

The helicopter came in closer.

Alerted to its activity, the sound of its

blades whoosh, whoosh, whooshing

through the sky like police on the

hunt, she decided to move on. Hav-

ing taken only two steps she popped

out the side of the tree and back into

the forest with its lush green foliage.

She could still hear the whirlwind of

the copter blades inside the tree.

Somewhere in the distance she could

hear the sound of birds.

On the forest floor lay shards of

glass in which she could clearly see

her reflection broken among the

pieces. If she made swimming move-

ments it was possible to swim into the

quiet pool of glass and dip down into

i t. Underneath were long corridors

filled with blue and red light flowing

like enonnous rivers, and from her

vantage point, hidden among the

grassy glass shards, she could see the

cyberdetectives searching for her

digital image. They had been looking

for her for hours and she had some-

how managed to continually escape

their detection by slipping from one

environment to another. She slipped

back up to the forest.

After a minute or two she came to

a door that stood alone as if growing

out of the forest floor. Through the

door she could see Beshada, a reflec-

tion ofher own image, hooking a

computer jack to her arm.

They had come up behind her

without warning and when she

turned to the sound of footsteps, like

bytes in the dark, she stood before an

image whose blue radiance blinded

her. Swinging her arm up into the air

she flew out of the forest and through

the door to greet her image, which

disappeared. She threw off her

goggles and stood on the edge ofyet

another reality.

Beshada is an artist in the year

201 2, and this is the latest "virtual

reality-maker" (VRM) software

package available on the market. Her

ability to exist in the form of a butter-

fly and to move with ease between

different worlds was made possible by

the VRM software, the use of a data

suit and special viewing goggles with

her personal computer. It is all part of

a trend toward "personal simulation."

The program allows artists to ex-

plore their own paintings and draw-

ings from within the image. It allows

them to examine parts of these cre-

ations that in the past had no defini-

tion, no existence. It is art defined by

cyberspace. Forms are given exist-

ence by an artist's imagination and a

computer's ability to render it. It

makes the creation ofnew worlds a

reality. Today, using a personal com-

puter with affordable hardware and

software to walk into a picture is a di-

mension of art that is, as yet, merely a

flicker in the eye of "virtual reality."

Virtual reality or artificial reality

provides artists with a new medium

in which to work. It is a medium in

which die audience can be active

participants, viewer and user, in a

work that in a sense is never final.

The piece will not be finished when

the artist is done creating it. It will

not be finished until the viewer-user

has participated in it. The computer

may "learn" from the viewer-user's

participation and thus change the

outcome. This lack of finality is likely

to present a problem to 20th century

artists. It is akin to a feeling that the

final creation is not really the result of

the artist. But as with all new art

forms, great artists will come who will

be at home with the technology and

will create worlds unimaginable to -

humans today.

Art traditionally gives society a

glimpse ofwhat it is, has become, or

might soon be. In this respect virtual

reality is very well suited since it can

transform from one world into an-

other with great ease.

Virtual reality presents the artist

with an entirely new tool for casting

the soul into consciousness. In this

new tangible reality of the imagina-

tion the artist's muse can create 3D
images that are abstract, surreal, real-

istic, impressionistic or "virtually"

any form of representation desired.

Although it is unclear, possibly

unimaginable, what exact form vir-

tual worlds will take, one thing is

clear: they will take form, and uSey

will transfonn the individual and the

society. Fredrich Nietzsche saw the

world as "a work of art that gives birth

to itself." In such a world it is the

artist who tests the power of the

medium, searches for the medium's

outer boundaries, its limitations and

its potentials. Ultimately this is a

search for new worlds, worlds that

may very well become our own.
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BB,ONG AGO I drove through the deserts of
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Nevada, Arizona and Utah up to Zion canyon.

For a time I followed the bed of the Virgin River.

It was 1 10 degrees and I dried up like an apricot in

my rented red convertible. After dark, shooting

stars landed on the dashboard. 1 hiked the next

morning. At the end of a two-mile climb, I finally

stood at the top of 3000-foot red mountains that

had been dunes, then desert, then covered by an

inland sea, then thrust up through receding wa-

ters toward Father Sky. My eyes turned to pyrite

under dusty desert lids, and I grew a long turquoise

tail. And it occurred to me that I've been unfairly

dismissing an issue that deserves genuine atten-

tion in the world of virtual reality.

Lawear an article in the London Guardian

accused virtual reality of being "the enemy of the

greens." The article suggested that when VR
provides compelling and beautiful alternatives to

the "real" world (and by this I think that the

author meant the natural, phenomenal world),

people will be enticed into forgetting about their

own world, the health of the planet, and even

their own bodies. At every conference and in

almost every interview, somebody alludes to the

notion thatVR encourages the further separation

ofmind and body. In the future world ofWilliam

Gibson's Neuromancer books, the body is "meat,"

and the interesting parts of life (except maybe

sex) are on the net. Vernor Vinge painted a

picture ofsuch a condition in his celebrated short

story "True Names"—the mind accelerates into

the net, clothed in pixelated radiance, leaving

the body forgotten, slumped over a keyboard in

some shabby basement room.

The persistence of this image is probably the

single greatest factor in the continuing sensation-

alism around VR. It makes some of us in the VR
field very uncomfortable—because it's entirely

plausible, and because it's entirely at odds with

the visions and motivations that drove us into the

medium in the first place. We know that there is

a potential, even more anesting than the images

of Gibson or Vinge, for taking your body with you

into worlds of imagination, remote real land-

scapes, fantastic new works of art. But try ex-

plaining diving into dark blue dream-holes to a

A scene from

Panspermia, a com-

puter animation cre-

ated by Karl Sims on

a Connection Machine,

using massively paral-

lel computing to gen-

erate worlds by de-

signing their genetic

characteristics.
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I am nauseated by the

endless, monotonous stream

ofcrappumped outbythe
comptergame industry. It

breaks my heart that nasty,

violent, sexist little games are

still the thing thatpeople are

mostfamiliar with, in a

medium where I see such

iridescentpotential.

journalist ... get all wet and mnny with these guys

and they really let you have it.

So we try to ward off the negative vibes of

these fears and criticisms by pointing to the good

that can be done by VR. It can raise consciousness

about the natural world by giving people remote

first-person access to places on the earth; it can

give people the ability to change scale in relation

to a place and see at firsthand all of its myriad

patterns and processes. If any significant percent-

age of the population ends up telecommuting

through personal VR systems, the result will be

fewer cars on the road and cleaner air. And
transcultural networked VR systems will acceler-

ate the breakdown of nationalistic and even

geographic baniers to global community. I have

said all of these things myself, and I believe them

with all my heart, but there are some things I

haven't been copping to when I get asked the

question, "Why shouldn't we be afraid of VR?"

FEAR OF VR

mm am nauseated by the endless, monotonous

I stream ofcrap pumped out by the computer

I game industry. It breaks my heart that

Hi nasty, violent, sexist little games are still

the thing that people are most familiar with, in a

medium where I see such iridescent potential. It

makes me sick that I was in the computer game

business for nearly 15 years and I couldn't figure

out how to make a difference. And who do we

blame for this? Do we blame the 14-year-olds who

buy this stuff? Hey, you are what you eat, and I've

been doing some of the cooking. By the time

artists and humanists realized that they could

have any power to change what was going on in

computer games, the market and the mindset

were established and the superstructure of the

game business had grown a pretty healthy im-

mune system. Some people moved their values

out to the newer medium ofmultimedia; I moved

on to research, and then to VR, and sometimes I

still feel like I'm running out ahead of a wave of

cultural pollution that's threatening to break

overmy head at any moment. The first publicVR
installations are war games. But sometime we've

go to stop running and stop whining and do

something about it, and it might as well be now.

But I'm ranting ahead of myself. I want to try

to tease the issue apart a little, to try to understand

the basis of these fears, and to think about what

we as artists might be able to do about them.

At the root of the problem, perhaps, is a basic

fear of representational art. Every new represen-

tational medium in its early life stimulates a great

deal offear, hype and controversy. The stories are

familiar. Plato banned the theatre from his Re-

public on the grounds that people would confuse

life and art, thereby undermining both judgment

and morality. The church hurled lightning bolts

at the vernacular press. Early photography was

outed as being "just like life," and, of course,

here are the tales ofaudiences freaking out in the

. arly days of film, mistaking close-ups for severed

heads and ducking when a gun was fired toward

the camera. But very quickly, people come to

invent and recognize the language of a new

medium through its conventions—acts and scenes,

single-point perspective, close-ups and jump cuts.

The confusion doesn't last long.

As the novelty of a new medium wears offand

we become sophisticated in its use, the issue of

style emerges. As a representationalmedium forms,

it attempts to capture some aspect of reality

through imitation. This happens naturally in the

technology-intensive phase of its evolution. But

this is not the same as realism. Early paintings

were not realistic as we now understand realism in

graphical style—they were saturated with sym-

bolism and imagistic shorthand. Photography

began with portraiture—a conceptual approach

that was also steeped in convention—and in VR
we still fly with our fingers and our disembodied



hands pass right through objects we're trying to

grasp. These things are not realistic, but we don't

notice them until a medium begins to emerge.

;lf!IM:iJ!f\M,U.HM:i.VM:iiMfllM:W

ealism is a style that typically arrives

fairly late in media evolution. It

didn't really hit the theatre until the

i early 20th century—two thousand

years after drama began. In American theatre,

realism was invented to express a particular set of

values—it was deeply bound to an emphasis on

contemporary social problems, and its political

bias was decidedly liberal. The popular belief that

realism is the absence of style is as wrong-headed

as the belief that Western objectivity is the

absence ofpoint ofview. Photorealism, an artistic

style that is popularly thought of as the pinnacle

of realism, is concerned, not with life but with

technology—photorealistic painting rhapsodizes

on the camera, and until quite recently, photo-

realistic computer graphics celebrated computers

and mathematics. It certainly wasn't driven by a

great fondness for chrome balls and extruded

letters. The point is that realism as a style isn't

simply about lifelikeness; realism carries as much

"point of view" as any other style.

AtSIGGRAPH, the annual computer graph-

ics conference sponsored by the Association for

Computing Machinery, we've seen a dramatic

change in the style ofcomputer graphics over the

last two years. More and more ofthe works shown

at SIGGRAPH are based on incredibly intricate

models of objects, physics and natural processes.

Last year Karl Sims presented a piece called

Panspermia that was filled with lush, fantastic

plants growing from seeds on an alien planet. He

created the piece, not by constructing images, but

rather by designing and constructing a gene pool

that could "grow" worlds of endless variety. At

this year's conference, we were treated to leaves

blowing across a playground on a windy day,

reflections in deep water, geese flying across a

purple autumn sky. These images were derived

from deep simulations of natural phenomena,

and they embody an understanding and a joy of

expression that goes beyond mere modeling into

a region of worship. In their loving revelations of

the patterns and processes ofnature, these images

initiate a postrealistic style, a kind of neoroman-

ticism in computer art. The techniques that

derive from this style feed back to the medium

and transform it; in the future we will think of

representing things by imitating their outward

According to Brenda Laurel, the image "Diving

Man" "represents immersion—the moment in

which we break through our own reflections

and enter a new realm of possibilities. Like the

aboriginal notion of dreamtime, 'telepresence'

is a way of dreaming worlds into being—a new
medium for the ongoing dance among land-

scape, imagination and spirit." The original

photograph was taken by James Japangari

Seela, an Australian aboriginal teenager of the

Yaruman people, and licensed from the Austra-

lian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. The image

was transformed by Barbara Nehlman for Tele-

presence Research.

and visible characteristics as a quaintly old-

fashioned, cumbersome and lifeless approach.

The style of a work is often the unthinking

artifact of contemporary culture; the hack artist

simply works in the style of the times—both the

artist and the viewer are anesthetized by it. The

multisensory photorealism of contemporary vir-

tual reality is an artifact ofa necessary stage in the

evolution of the medium. But in a vital work,

style is something that an artist deploys, for rea-

sons that may be both artistic and political. Now
that photorealism lies within our grasp, we are

afforded the opportunity to question whether it's

appropriate to turn up the knobs on every sensory

modality. Immersion is not just physical and

perceptual; it is also cognitive and emotional.

One of Marshall McLuhan's great insights was

that "hot" media—media that saturate our senses

with information—can also cauterize the imagi-

nation. You can fall asleep with the television

blaring, but when you're driving along absorbed

in a really good radio show, you don't even see the

road—the visual part of your mind is elsewhere,

partying down with your imagination. An obvi-

ous implication, and one that I'm pursuing in my
own work, is that ambiguity and sensory incom-

pleteness are key elements in the kind of deep

participation we desire with a work of art.

When McLuhan wrote Undersmnding Media,

he characterized the young medium of television

as "cool"—a medium that invited imaginative

participation. Realism—and turning up the sen-

sory gain—have completely changed the picture.

In the 70s, people began to seriously worry about

their kids turning into zombies in front of the

tube. In the 80s, people worried about kids turn-

ing into zombies in front ofcomputer games. And
today, of course, people worry about their kids

turning into zombies in virtual reality. Well, the

bad news is, they did, and they did, and they will.

The Rat Patrol and Space Invaders and Battle-

Tech will be with us always. But working our-

selves up into a Luddite frenzy won't make a

damned bit of difference. The real question is

why, and what we're going to do about it. I want

to offer what I hope are a few insights based on

some of my own experiences.

THE NERD PROBLEM

As I burrowed my way from theatre

into the computer game biz back

in the late 70s, I started running

across a kind of person I'd never

encountered before: computer nerds. You know,

the guys who sat in front of screens all day and

wore their pants up under their armpits. With

some alarm, I began to discover the nerdiness in

myself. But as an artist in a high-tech world, and

as a woman in a really male field, I also felt some

serious alienation. I couldn't understand why

these guys seemed so autistic—and why their

games seldom had really interesting social or

political or artistic content.

I got my eyes opened at the Hacker's Confer-

ence in 1988. There were about 13 women there,

out ofa group of300, and there was the obligatory

panel on women in computing. All ofthe women

were at the session, and a handful ofmen straggled

in, mostly because they were genuinely con-

cerned about the issue, but also, I think, because

they felt it their duty to take the obligatory

beating. And they got it. One woman after an-

other talked about how the boys had kept her off

the mainframe at college, how they changed her

password and messed with her files or turned off

her log-on.
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Finally, a male friend of mine spoke up. He
was an ace game programmer, shy and brainy,

who was really trying to communicate. He stam-

mered a little. "I don't mean this as an insult," he

said, "but what you need to realize is that most of

us got into computers to avoid you. You know, the

social stuff. The stuffwe're not any good at." Well,

you could have heard a pin drop. There it was, the

truth hitting the floor like a bag of cement. And
I suddenly realized that I wasn't the only one who

was disadvantaged.

Flash forward. I'm giving a talk at the gradua-

tion festivities ofthe computer science club at the

University of California at Davis in the spring of

1991. The room fills up with positively gorgeous

young people. About 30 percent of them are

women; many are Asian. The boys look like rock

stars, only more wholesome. Pretty little gold

earrings peek out from behind long, clean hair.

The preshow chatter is about programming, yes,

but also about film, global politics, even social

events. I mean, these people are making dates. I

start talking to them, asking questions about

what they're studying. And I keep getting an-

swers like, "Well, I started out in ethnographic

studies and ended up in computers" or "I designed

my own major." And I feel some old tension

release between my shoulder blades. If these guys

are in it, maybe the future is going to be more fun

than I thought. But they're not there yet, and we

have a lot of work to do.

The sense of alarm around virtual reality

persists. Every week, at least, there's an article in

some newspaper that accuses the medium of

offering us a replacement for the physical world

and our own bodies. In a culture riddled with

addiction, the fear is that VR is an especially

pernicious form of escapism that will further

enfeeble our waning commitment to the natural

world and the physical quality of life. While this

notion embodies a level ofconspiracy theory that

I'm not quite ready to sign up to, it does bring us

back, in a circuitous way, to the nerd problem. I

suspect that there are a lot of people working in

the VR biz who don't particularly like their

bodies, who aren't comfortable with them, and

who really are, perhaps, looking for a way out.

But remembering my programmer friend at

the Hacker's Conference, this tendency isn't the

result ofpremeditated evil, but rather of a hole in

experience. Dive into the desire for self-

replacement, and you'll find, at bottom, the basic

human quest for identity. In all cultures, one of

the fundamental ways that we learn about who

we are is through self-representation—the clothes

we wear, the way we speak and move, the way we

relate to other people. But not only are these

traditional modes unwieldy for many people,

they are so constricted by social and cultural

symbolism that finding creative self-expression

throughthem is often like passing acamel through

the eye of a needle.

Which flashes me back to acting

class, long ago and far away.

In theatre movement, we

spent a whole year doing one

exercise. First, we cast our faces in plaster and

made masks of them that were entirely neutral,

entirely at rest. For the whole year we wore those

neutral masks over our faces. Each of us acted out

a simple scenario: I am walking along a dock; I see

a pier; I see a boat at the end of the pier. I walk to

the boat, haul it in, untie it, step in, pick up a pole.

I dip the pole into the water until it hits bottom,

I propel myself out into some quiet harbor, and I

sail away.

In the beginning, we were caricatures despite

our blank faces—all our physical quirks glaring

out from our habit-encrusted bodies. As we re-

laxed and got into the Zen ofthe thing, a moment

was reachedwhen there was just the dock, just the

boat. Our bodies were becoming as neutral as our

faces. And finally, something extraordinary hap-

pened to all of us. The world started to fill in. The

Thefuture of the.

medium—and the

effect that it will have

onpopidar culture and

individuaiiives—

depends hugeh on the

ahiity andivitingness

ofartists to tal<e control

ofits evolution.

barnacles on the boat, the sound ofwater lapping

against the sides ofthe boat, the feel in your knees

as you step into the boat on the water. And a kind

ofserene joy started to seep into us from what our

bodies were doing, from the inside out and the

outside in. When the masks came off at the end

of the year, the faces had a new light in them

—

and we had new knowledge about the extraordi-

nary palette ofbody and imagination in discover-

ing who we were and who we could become.

Now, that's virtual reality. It's about computer

graphics and animation and cycles and

I/O, yes, but it's also about sensation and percep-

tion, ambiguity—about forging new connections

between body and imagination and spirit. To my
mind, the future of the medium—and the effect

that it will have on popular culture and individual

lives—depends hugely on the ability and willing-

ness of artists to take control of its evolution.

If you are familiar with my work, you know

about my interest in plundering the theatre and

narrative arts for new approaches to interactive

media. The course of media evolution invariably

involves the recapitulation ofprevious forms. But

there is a place at which dramatic and narrative

metaphors finally break down, and that is the

point at which experiences become so interactive

that the originating artist no longer has exclusive

or even primary control over the shape of the

whole. True interactivity means shared author-

ship; interactive experience becomes a time-

displaced collaboration between the originating

artist and the people who become co-makers of

the piece by interacting with it.

To design for such deep participation requires

a total reworking ofthe idea ofauthorship and the

ontology of form. It involves a commitment, not

to dictate, but to midwife the emergence offorms

and styles that are genuinely new. It requires that

we work on some difficult artistic and cultural

problems with vigor and discipline. Most of all, it

necessitates that we aggressively advance this

agenda in our educational institutions, our dis-

course and ourR&D labs. Because it's not enough

to be an artist doing work or a theorist thinking

off. We have to manage the politics of this new

medium from the inside of the institutions where

it's taking shape. We have to plant the right

visions in the public mind. We have to do the

research, make the examples, and cultivate the

cultural and economic climate in which virtual

reality can bloom.

Conscience and heart can make all the

difference.
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IJohn Barlow
John Barlow is one of the most appreciated in-

dividuals on the new media scene. Perhaps it's

his affable personality* or his cogent way with

words. John views the world from the dual per-

spective of a down-to-earth rancher and a long-

time lyricist for the Grateful Dead. He has re-

cently found himself playing a leadership role

on the forward edge of digital media. He co-

founded the Electronic Frontier Foundation with

Lotus founder Hitch Kapor* has been hyperac-

tive on the "cyberculture" lecture circuit, and

is writing a book about it all titled Everything

We Know Is Wrong to be published in 1992 by

Viking Penguin. Verbum's Michael Gosney inter-

viewed him during the SiCGRAPH conference in

Las Vegas In August 1991.

1Timothy Leary
Timothy Leary can't help himself. He just seems

to end up ahead of the cultural wave. First it

was psychology. Then psychotropic experimen-

tation (and sometimes enlightenment). Then

space migration. Years ago he entered the early

computer scene, promoting the personal com-

puter as an evolutionary tool, working on a

computer game version of William Gibson's

iieuromancer. These days he finds himself

riding the new media wave, and he seems to be

enjoying himself as much as ever. We arranged

some rare, uninterrupted moments with Tim at

the Beverly Hills home he shares with his wife,

Barbara. Now 71, the clear-headed and articu-

late Leary has some definite opinions about

digital technology yet is ever curious and open

to new ideas.

iHvron Kineaer
Nyron Krueger, like many of the pioneers of

virtual reality, considers himself an artist first.

He coined the term "artificial reality" in 1984
(see the review of his latest book on page 48).

His VIDE9PLACE installation (see page 18) was
an early, exciting example of the potential of

virtual reality for aesthetic experiences.

Michael Gosney interviewed Myron at the 1991

SIGGRAPH conference in Las Vegas.

JOHN PERRY BARLOW
MG: In the last couple of years you've

been finding yourself in a cultural

observer/commentator position with

the new computer-culture scene.

Might you describe that?

JB: Well you know, this is where the interesting

people are. It used to be that you hung around

rock 'n' roll because that was where the interest-

ing people were, but I don't think of the standard

arts, either music or the quiet arts, as having

anything like the creative juice at the moment

that I see in the interesting hybrid that's devel-

oped between the computerand artists. Its kind of

like cross-breeding animals of very different ge-

netic material; the hybrid is a good deal stronger

than either of its progenitors. That's what I see

here. There's an enormous amount of energy and

creative vigor bringing an amazingly expanded

sense of the possible. Expanded almost beyond

the ability of people to easily incorporate it. I

mink the most interesting thing that s going on is

the gradual recognition on the part of a lot of

people that these things are not simply a medium,

but a place. A place where we're already spending

a majority of our time without even noticing it.

NG: The cyberspace place?

JB: Yeah, exactly.

MG: As I've heard you define it,

"Where your money is right now."

JB: You look at the way people lead their lives

now and more and more their lives are based on

information rather than experience. The input is

not hands on. It comes to you from one screen or

another. And I have a lot ofconcerns about that,

but I think it's a very interesting phenomenon,

and it bears closer watching than anything else

that I can think ofgoing on culturally. The other

thing about it is that the whole field is sufficiently

malleable that I can come in with no experience

except 17 years running a cattle ranch and a

reasonably acute pair ofeyes and actually have an

effect on the future in the sense ofhelping people

define the proper metaphors and define the work

they do around those metaphors. That's very

satisfying.

NG: Certainly your highest-profile

tangible activity, other than being a

lyricist for the Grateful Dead and a

co-speaker with Timothy Leary, seems

to be your relationship with Mitch

Kapor and your activity with the

Electronic Frontier Foundation. Could

you give us a brief description and

update on that?

JB: As I say, I think computers are creating a place

and it's a place that is fundamentally different

from any place that we have ever lived before.

And we're moving there without proper thought

to the kind of society that we want to build there

and no sense of the social contract that's going to

apply.

A social contract requires billions of indi-

vidual human interactions to develop ... and a

lot of time. Mitch and I felt that the conditions

under which cyberspace is settled have to be kept

open and fluid in order for that process to proceed

correctly. To that end, we founded the Electronic

Frontier Foundation.

The first order of business is to assess the

nature ofcyberspace. It seems to us that conditions

there are completely different. We don't know

some very basic things, like what's property and

how do you define it and how do you restrict its

passage. Because property in this context is differ-

ent from any kind of property that we're really

used to dealing with. For example, copyright and

patent only appear to work as well as they do

because they're fundamentally vested in physical

objects. Copyright worked because it was hard to

make a book; as soon as it quit being hard to make

a book, it quit working. By the same token, patent

works as long as you're doing a transformation of

material into an object and executing on a physi-

cal plane. When that's gone, then it's a whole

new ball game.

We don't have answers to that, we don't know

about issues of privacy. Your every commercial

move is now recorded. We're either going to give

up privacy altogether or we're going to have to

come up with some different methods for achiev-

ing it. I'm not very comfortable with the idea of

government regulation of personal information

because I don't want the government regulating

any kind of information.

But, there is such a range of issues attached to

this. I mean, we originally just thought that what
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we were going to do was to make certain that

everybody understood that the First Amendment

applies to digital media, and among our earliest

realizations was that the First Amendment is a

local ordinance, really. Cyberspace has no na-

tional boundaries and the level ofpersonal liberty

will tend to fall to the lowest common denomina-

tor, which is often corporate rather than govern-

mental. There's no First Amendment in any

corporation. One of the things you do when you

sign up to work for a large corporation is give up

freedom of speech. Seriously.

And so, with all these issues for EFF to deal

with, it's a little like you've got a thread hanging

out on your sweater—you grab it to pull it out and

the next thing you know you've got more yarn on

the floor than there was in the sweater and the

sweater's still there. We find ourselves dealing

with telecommunications policy, with private

property law, with civil liberties and a whole

range of issues that are extremely complex.

MC: Is the Electronic Frontier Foun-

dation funded by any of the high-

tech companies?

JB: Until recently, as you know, we were funded

exclusively by Mitch Kapor and Steve Wozniak

and John Gilmore. We all felt the instabilities in

that system offunding. Over the long term it's not

a good way to do it, and it's not fair to ask those

guys to pay for things that are in everybody's

interest, so we recently started going around to

large companies and saying, "Look, there's a

necessary nexus between free speech and free

enterprise, especially when the item ofcommerce

looks so much like speech that they're practically

indistinguishable. You have an economic inter-

est in seeing to it that law develops in a way that

will make it possible for you to have an open

market in the future."

And they've been pretty responsive to that.

We're just now starting to get major corporate

support: Sun just gave us $75,000 in workstations.

We just had a meeting in Silicon Valley with

CEOs from a lot of different companies, and I

think we're going to be looking at significant

support.

MC: Great. What would be the priori-

ties in terms of activities?

JB: Well, we want to try to define projects they

can put money into and also feel comfortable

with. I mean, a lot ofthem are very uneasy about

getting into bed with civil libertarians. Unfortu-

nately, we've reached a point in this great land of

the free where an affection for liberty bears a

certain taint, weirdly enough. So we're putting

together projects dealing with telecommunica-

tions policies, for example. This is an area where

they all have a vested interest and they don't have

a sufficient understanding of the regulatory

nightmare to try to untangle it themselves. So

they're increasingly turning to us to do that.

MC: I see. Are there any government

agencies that parallel your activities

or that you're relating to?

JB: No. It feels to us like we rushed into an

enormous vacuum. That's part of the problem:

the vacuum turned out to be so huge that practi-

cally any energy we pour into it is a drop in the

bucket in comparison to what needs to be done.

But so far we're basically the only people in there.

Actually, Computer Professionals for Social

Responsibility has been there for a while but

they're more focused on Star Wars and privacy

issues. And they also have a different take on the

whole issue of privacy than I do. I mean, they're

more comfortable with the idea of trying to

regulate personal information.

MC: The whole issue of copyright

with regard to all this self-publishing

and self-production is certainly some-

thing hard to deal with.

JB: I just think we're going to have to give up on

it. But I think there are still methods to get paid

for the work you do with your mind, because ideas

are not static. Right now we've got this enormous

glut of data which is putting all of society into

datashock. But the difference between informa-

tion and data is a distinction that can only be

drawn by the operation of the human mind,

applying meaning to the data. There's always

going to be a market for people who can stripmine

the data and find the ore. And they're going to get

paid for the delivery of their opinion in a lot of

Barbw

different fashions, if not necessarily by royalty as

it's been in the past.

I think in a lot of cases what you're going to

have is writings that get disseminated very broadly

but with a premium placed on being the first

person to get the information. So it's going to be

a matter of where you are in time, rather than a

matter of possession. And I don't think we're

going to leave the tangible world altogether by

any means, because people still like books and

they're going to go on liking books. And as long

as you're still converting information into some-

thing tangible, you've got a point where you can

protect it.

MC: What do you think about the

whole concept of multimedia?

JB: I'm starting to refer to it as mucho-media,

because there sure is a lot of it. You know it's

funny: I went to this multimedia roundtable at

UCLA and there were assembled the graybeards

of multimedia—Negroponte and Sculley and all

these wise men gathered together—and it was

like there was a giant invisible elephant in the

room. I mean they could just smell it. They just

knew it was there, but nobody could describe it.

Nobody knew how to make a buck from it. And
I think that's likely to be the case for awhile.

What I think multimedia will be good for is

postsymbolic communication between people.

Not so much as a publication medium but more

like video mail. I think people are going to try to

convey their experiences to one another in a form

that is more closely parallel to the sense of expe-

rience than language is. So I really see multimedia

more as a communications form than as a broad-

cast form.

MC: VideoDesk, Nyron Krueger's

thing, is kind of neat. Sharing space

with another person, interacting with

another person in virtual space.

JB: Right, exactly. But there's a problem there. I

went to Xerox Pare and I met this fellow who'd

been running their video room project—they

had a room in Xerox Pare and they had another

one at their research facility in Portland—and

these two rooms were totally wired: I mean ifyou

were in one, in a sense you were in the other. You

could see everybodywho was in both rooms ifyou

were in one. You could hear what they were

saying, you could see their body language, you

could interact with them. And I asked him,

"Well, do you feel that it works?" And he said,

"No." And I said, "Why not? What's missing?"

And he said "The pranja" The breath.

MC: I think that's a very essential

point. Except the extent to which

human beings can know each other

better through this enhanced commu-
nication, and thereby subtler levels of

communication can be facilitated.

JB: Right.

MC: You talk to someone on the

phone and you can get pretty darn

far in knowing a personality.

JB: The phone is a broad band width communica-



tions medium. The phone has some real advan-

tages over text.

HG: It has feeling In it.

JB: It has feeling in it, exactly. It can contain a

kind ofnuance that text rarely delivers. You don't

need to tell people on the phone that you're

joking. In E-mail, ifyou don't put a smiley face on

there you're in jeopardy of being taken far too

seriously.

HG: In general, we seem to be wait-

ing to see what multimedia can be*

JB: Right now, we know what multimedia is. And
there's nothing very complicated about it: Multi-

media is simply the ability to put pictures and

sound into the datastream. And that's all. And
we've been able to do that in a lot ofdifferent ways

for a long time.

NG: But we can interact and edit In

ways we never could.

JB: That's right. I think that we're quite a ways off

from knowing what this is in the sense of what it

will become. Right now I'm perfectly content to

see people build tools like crazy if they can figure

out a market for them and then let the street find

its own uses, as Bill Gibson says. I have a sense

that all of this stuff, going back to the cave

paintings, is about some Great Work that human

beings have been about for a long time. My sense

is that we are trying to create Collective Con-

sciousness. Hard-wiring the human Mind, with a

capital M. And I have sort of a hippie-mystic

vision of that, but every vector I can plot from so

many different areas and fields is headed that

direction and at a hell ofa rate. And I don't know

what that's going to be like, that collective

organism.

NG: Well in this broad sense, it

seems like multimedia is an area that

promises to help us get the Big

Picture. What are we? Who are we?

Assimilate and transmit the picture

back to the human organism.

JB: There's some real danger associated with it.

Some ofthe stuffwe've done so far, along the line

of television, has actually not taken us closer to

reality, if there is such a thing, but further away

from it. It describes the map and not the territory.

If you had any doubt about that, you weren't

paying close attention during the war in the Gulf.

You had the screen reality that was highly medi-

ated. Where the whole thing was clean, surgical,

no problem. And then you had those poor bas-

tards down on the ground who were still

another century.

NG: Do you have any thoughts on the

artists and their roles and responsi-

bilities in the development of these

new media forms?

JB: I think the artist's role is as it has always been

which is to explore perception. Coming to

deeper understanding of how it is that we go

continued on page 52

TIMOTHY LEARY

NG: The whole business of virtual

reality is a subject that keeps coming

up. It's interesting how during this

past year it's become such a pop

concept—before people even know
what it is.
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is like that. Cyberspace, as a

concept, is over now. I basically object to the

term, because it gets confused with space. I'm

totally for space—I've been one of the number-

to me, space is like the Biosphere down in Ari-

zona. They're doing it. Civilian stuff, notStarWars

or "Beam me up, Scotty" or Space Invaders shit.

I object to the use of the word cyberspace now in

what we're trying to do with art. Basically it's

electronic environments. It makes it sound spacey

and . .

.

NG: Kind of scary.

TL: . . .Star Trekky and also kooky—you know,

kid stuff—preadolescent male stuff. But anyway,

cyberspace is gone. You don't hear anyone talk-

ing about it. That was the buzzword, remember, a

year ago?Now multimedia. I like that one. I think

that one's going to stay.

NO: I like that word, too, although a

lot of people have been objecting to

it. But I think multimedia is appro-

priate.

TL: But the term virtual reality—of course I'm a

fairly well-educated, literate person and I read

lots, but I don't know what it means really,

"virtual." To me it's just electronic communica-

tion we should talk about. The telephone is ID,

one-dimensional, VR. Basically, if you can digi-

tize it, then it becomes totally neurological and

you can do anything you want with it.

HG: Yeah, that's kind of what it gets

down to.

TL: So digital reality is probably the best term.

You've got ID, that's the telephone; 2D is the flat

screen; and 3D would be the goggles. There is an

illusion or an apprehension or assumption that

virtual reality or digital reality means that you

had to have these goggles on. I deplore the notion

that VR means high-end systems with goggles,

because as you know the stuff they talk about the

most, like Jaron Lanier's [VPL Research], is like

$200,000 or $300,000.

NG: As opposed to the lower-end

systems?

TL: Eric Gullickson and Sense8 have something

that comes in for about $25,000 and that's a tool

forVR programmers, it's not a consumer item. It's

called World Tool. It's a brilliant, brilliant con-

cept. But again, my interest always is in the

individual, like the 14-year old kid in the ghetto

or the third world. My whole thing, as you know,

is empowering the individual, and pulling the

power away from the large institutions. I like to

use Mike Saenz's Virtual Valerie [an erotic inter-

active game] as my demonstration for whatVR is.

You're on the outside. Suppose you're a poor kid,

a third world kid, and you've never seen an

apartment building like this. And then you walk

into the lobby and you've never seen an elevator.

You click on the elevator button and it opens and

you walk in. You walk in the elevator and you

click on the side wall and suddenly you're looking

out. That 180-degree turn is not 3D but it's like

2.89D, and it's wild. In the first 5 minutes of

Virtual Valerie that happens, and it makes a chill

in my spine. So this whole hype about the goggles

is nice, but . .

.

NG: We can see virtual reality in

more accessible forms.

TL: Yes, this is important. I want to go back to the

role of the artist. There's an absolutely key devel-

opment here. Any new innovation starts with

the technical people. The first-generation prod-

ucts are made by the engineers, the hackers. Like

the first generation of automobiles, I can remem-

ber it: the first people driving cars were the

mechanics. You'd go out for a spin and you'd have

to



your wrenches and your goggles and all that. And
it had its own jargon that the average guy or girl

couldn't understand. Another example, the lens

grinders of Amsterdam, they were like the first

generation of hackers. But the first uses of lenses,

was by the military. Kind of like VR. Did you

know that?

HQ: No.

TL: Makes sense. Something that allows you to

see at a distance. What do you want to look at?

MC: A target.

TL: Right, the enemy. Who's approaching the

fort? So predictable. Then there was Galileo. He
got in trouble because he was looking at Jupiter's

moons instead of the enemy. (I'm making fun

now of some of those Silicon Valley people who

criticized me . . . "We've got to keep Galileo out

of this whole lens business because he might ruin

our deals with the government.") Nine out of ten

philosophers and astronomers wouldn't look

through Galileo's telescope. Talk about com-

puter phobia! But the point I'm getting to is the

role of the artists with new technology.

MC: Yes.

TL: After a new discovery is used by the inven-

tors, who takes over and domesticates, personal-

izes and popularizes it, makes it applicable to the

average person? The artist. I've been waiting for

years for the second wave of humanizing and

making the computer a comfortable place. The

original hackers make things kind ofugly. Look at

their houses, all jammed with this and that. You

know, the way they dress, not at all concerned

with superficial aesthetics like most people are. In

a way they are monks, and I give them honor

because without them we'd all be lost. But here,

like throughout history, a second wave comes

along, the artists and the musicians and designers

and storytellers.

MC: We're working on the interface,

and the content. A final question, for

Tim Leary, philosopher. Where do

you see us going as a race, a con-

sciousness?

TL: Number one: a key to the future ofhumanity

is digitizing information. Then you get it around

with the speed of light, it's language, it's global.

It's absolutely necessary to digitize. That doesn't

mean we have to give up our little googley-

googley love murmurs with each other or native

languages or books. We don't give up anything

—

we just add a global dimension.

MC: Yes. It's kind of a global nervous

system coming along isn't it?

TL: Yes. And also electronic or digital environ-

ments for building. •
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MYRON KRUEGER
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ComputerControlled Responsive Envi:

Then I realized that I wanted to

ronment that would perceive your body and

resporKrtOK completely

dominate your senses.

I wanted to give the environment perception,

but didn't know how initially. So I became the

eyes for the computer and I faked the interface I

wanted. So I sat at a remote location with a data

tablet, and people would walk into a gallery a mile

away and they'd see their live image projected on

a screen with drawing and graffiti. They would

start interacting physically so I found that I could

instantly communicate with them. People in-

stantly embraced the environment and ran with

it as ifDNA had been planning this all along. It

became obvious that our minds are so plastic

about reality. Anything you do that has an effect

on the world and obeys some sort of rules of

instantaneous feedback will be embraced.

MC: Well, certainly visually we
believe anything we see.

MK: And if it changes when we do something,

then we made it happen. In the early exhibits

people would see something happen and it

wouldn't be because of what they did, but they

would go out of their way to come up with stories

to explain what happened.

MC: What do you think about the

idea of projection directly on the

retina?

MK: I know that Tom Furness has talked about a

laser scanner that would project onto the retina.

I've talked about using a contact lens. There are

a couple ofcompanies that, a few years ago, had a

million lasers on a chip just as a technological

tour de force. So what I was advocating was that

instead of putting the image on a flat substrate

that you fabricate something to conform to the

surface of the cornea. So now you have a million

lasers projecting directly onto the retina—no

scanning. It is thinkable—I mean, we have done

the first part. We've already got a million lasers

on a chip. That gets rid of not just head tracking,

but eye tracking as well—because it stays with

your eye.

We've done entirely too little display experi-

mentation. That's true of every aspect of the

technology. We're waitingonthejapanese. We're

doing nothing ourselves. I mean, Furness had

1000 x 1000 displays 10 years ago: Where are

they? Why can't we use them? Well, they're

military. That's why. But the truth is that if you

want to defend the country you need to defend it

in the video game parlor. If you want to defend

the country, consumer electronics is the place to

do it.

MC: What about the present and

future of virtual reality technology?

What's your perception of the tech-

nology and its acceptance?

MK: The current technology does not reflect

what we could do. We're not driving technology

in the directions that it needs to go. We're not

experimenting, we're not trying different display

ideas. There are a thousand things that could be

attempted and tested. But for the last five years it's

been a software-only effort. You know, buy off-

the-shelf stuff while we wait for the Japanese to

make a better liquid crystal.

MC: Can you tell us about the

YideoDesk?

MK: With the VideoDesk you can have the

image of your hands not just to operate your

application but for communication and explana-

tion, sales and tutoring to a person in a remote

continued on page 52
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Piaget once said that "th

path to learning is throu

This quote becomes sign

cause it suggests the roots

formula that would enable us to opti-

mize learning against curcent restric-

tions of time, resources, space and the

availability of appropriately trained

and well-orchestrated educational

personnel It suggests that the ability

to embed lessons within lifelike con-

texts may produce some of the same

kinds and efficiencies of learning that

students subconsciously realize on a

daily basis in real life.

Over the past ten years I have

looked at a variety of machine-

scenarios that could

theoretically allow educators to cre-

ate knowledge-rich synthetic realities

that could capture, engage and com-

pel an audience while optimizing

their potential for learning. In the

early 1980s, as an undergraduate stu-

dent I looked to harness the popular

cinema's power to engage an

audience's identification with com-

pelling characters and drama. My
focus as a graduate student in the

mid-1980s was on exploring the

power of computer-based interactive

technologies such as CD-ROM to

replicate life's native stimulus-

response mechanism. Today as a de-

velopment executive for an enter-

tainment company committed to

producing "inspirational content" for

multiple media, I ponder the issue of

personal impact.

THE VISION

I have come to see that "immersion-

oriented" simulations incorporating

strong entertainment values repre-

sent a significant part of the solution.

I'm referring to a technology-based

experiential environment that mini-

mizes interface—or the distance be-

tween user and interactive content

—

while maximizing both the user's en-

gagement and his or her ability to

control discovery within the context

of an external pedagogical intention.

One of the key tools for the future

educational mix will be "virtual envi-

ronments" increasingly designed to

respond as a real-life "Holodeck."

(Hobdeck is a term borrowed from

Star Trek: The Next Generation that

describes the capacity to simulate vir-

tual worlds that users can explore in

the first person as if they were real.)

Of late there is an evolving conver-

gence of several key technologies

that will lead to such a Holodeck as

these technologies reach maturity:

• A variety of first- and second-

generation computer-generated 3D
projection systems are coming to

market that are able to offer the user a

basic experience of "immersion."

Some provide access to this experi-

ence by having the user don a sensor-

laden head-mounted display system

(VPL, Sense8, Autodesk, Telepres-

ence Research, Division,W Indus-

tries and others). Others engage their

audience with comprehensive wide-

screen projection scenarios (Sim-

graphics, Omnimax Theaters). A
third scenario places a user or users

within self-contained or networked

simulation cabs (BattleTech, Bullet

Proof Software).

• Expert systems have been evolving

over the last 25 years that enable

(1) increasingly sophisticated robust,

rule-based storytelling programs pro-

grammed to maintain narrative con-

tinuities (and thus audience engage-

ment) while allowing for audience

input (AI-based storytelling), and

(2) the development of script-based

synthetic actors (smart character

generation).

• Digital signal processing (DSP)-

based video projection systems such

as Vivid Effects's Mandala system are

rapidly evolving that allow the like-

ness of a user to be integrated into a

computer-generated synthetic real-
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ity. The user then witnesses himself

or herself as an integral component

to that synthetic reality—optimizing

the experience of identification.

• 3D audio systems by companies

such as Audio Cybernetics and Crys-

tal River have been developed that

can render believable multidimen-

sional audio realities by processing

and rendering multiple channels of

audio along discrete x, y, and z axes.

• Modern interface clothing such as

datagloves offering tactile feedback,

eyetrackers, mini-LCD devices,

biofeedback MIDI-triggers such as

the Biomuse system, and I/O devices

such as Simgraphics's flying mouse

serve to further decrease the distance

between user, data and synthetic

environment.

ô̂̂̂nce combined, these

and other immersion-oriented tech-

nologies suggest two distinct and

fairly recent media concepts: interac-

tive cinema and the exponentially

popular virtual reality.

The term interactive cinema de-

scribes a computer-based cinematic

model whereby either an expert sys-

tem or sophisticated branching struc-

tures are used to enable an audience

to influence the unfolding outcome

of a story while the microprocessor

maintains some general continuity

for that story. The basis of this con-

trol is rule-based systems that are able

to continuously reconfigure the con-

tinuity of a story drawn from a data-

base of parsed cinematic components

(shots, sequences), according to user

input and preprogrammed cinematic

logic.

The term virtual reality suggests a

comprehensive, immersion-oriented

first-person experience (the user as

direct participant) within a simulated

reality. The bases for most virtual

reality experiences are 3D projection

systems and interface clothing.

Combined, virtual reality and

interactive cinema suggest computer-

generated environments peopled

with expert system-driven synthetic

actors that are optimized for the con-

struction of learning experiences

tailored by the specific dictates of a

particular learning intention. They

suggest an optimal milieu for "experi-

ential learning" that should only con-

tinue to increase in popularity with

the evolution of appropriate tech-

nologies—and with the continued

decline of existing educational struc-

tures and strategies.

Taken together, these technolo-

gies theoretically provide the second-

or first-person experiences I imagine

as part of a home-, corporate- or

theater-based complex wherein pre-

packaged educational simulations

might be experienced as supplements

to a greater, human-directed educa-

tional experience.

:U!U:lJ:IH:i].mJl:im:llli:H

At a recent Intertainment confer-

ence, science writer Isaac Asimov

said that our brains, "by far the most

complex matter in the universe, are

built for amusement, and learning is

the optimal path to amusement."

Amusement is most definitely one of

the key components to the simulated

learning experiences I envision for

our experience-hungry future

learners.

I envision environments that will

enable the user to "design" simulated

dynamic microsystems that highlight

a particular knowledge base or criti-

cal thinking within the context of a

real-life stimulus-response scenario.

This experience would allow users to

"observe" these simulated occur-

rences "firsthand" within the context

of various internally and externally

generated stimuli. It could even en-

able users to "participate" in the

development of these knowledge

bases in the first person. In so doing,

the users principally or vicariously

gain access to the positive and

negative dynamics of this complex

interaction—as they would in

real life.

So, finally, a briefview ofmy sce-

nario. Assuming the choice ofhead-

mounted display—and a lesson

slanted to history—a view ofmy
model might unfold as follows:

1. The user places himself or herself

within an unobstructed cube and

proceeds to a touchscreen interface

on a wall and begins to define his or

her experience by choosing among

several recent periods and a character

he or she would like to identify with.

(In this example the student chooses

a specific epoch and elects not to fol-

low a discrete pathway and must

therefore create his or her own path-

way by triangulating among factors of

period, class, significance, occupation

and historic dynamics).

2. The user dons the head-mounted

display, moving to the center of the

room.

3. Noting a "virtual" menu that al-

lows for the launch of further charac-

ter-external action options (such as

the behaviors of other key charac-

The Dangers of YR
HILEA BIT FAR-REACHING, some ofthe possible

future psychological dangers of the ever-higher-

fidelity virtual reality experience can be imag-

ined. For one thing, the ability to theoretically

replicate a user's likeness could be a dangerous

proposition, depending on the modeling that's

enacted. And regardless of likeness, any simu-

lated negative judgment of a behavior of an

observer is undoubtedly going to leave the ob-

served feeling condemned—and maybe even

looking to this machine for their next move.

In many ways this proposed system might

serve to actually dehumanize the very users it's

purported to be humanizing (via the provision of

empathic insight). Simulating complex behav-

iors, including emotions, might certainly be

taken as a trivialization ofthese activities—or of

one's inability to experience them, or of one's

past experience of them, or even ofone's inabil-

ity to seek and share such experiences, except

under the example of such a machine. Will

respect be lost for human motives or emotions,

or one's right to unpredictable behavior, now

somehow boiled down to algorithmic predict-

ability?

One ofthe biggest issues is that people might

get hooked, either on manipulation or by the

vicarious thrill of television taken to greater 3D
heights. Another big issue is one of ethics. Who
decides the outcomes of these interactions, or

even of the compositions of the characters that

inhabit them ?Who detennines the standards of

conduct and moral behavior that comprise the

norms of healthy versus pathological behavior

that would undoubtedly be the result if such a

family simulation were couched as a game?



ters), the user clicks on an imaginary

"start" button.

4. The learning experience begins as

the historic events evolve within the

user's midst, assiduously integrating

those internal or external events the

user has chosen to trigger via the

ptions would exist, of

course, for various testing, analytical,

replay, remediation or modification

scenarios.

There are several arguments against

the treatment of simulated conflicts

within the context of machine-

facilitated interventions. For one,

there is the great challenge of devel-

oping a simulation that the user will

readily accept and participate within.

An ultimate hope for such a system is

to enable the user sufficient first-

person identification so as to explore

a reality as if it were real, thereby op-

timizing the potential for long-term

learning.

Another problem is the notion of

facilitating a technological inter-

vention that might challenge the de-
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signer's ability to a maintain a peda-

gogical intention within the context

of a user's ability to fashion his or her

own experience. Most certainly this

later consideration poses ethical and

applications-oriented issues that

must be confronted and resolved to

the satisfaction ofsome greater soci-

etal moral telos (indeed there are a

slew of potential moral and psycho-

logical problems inherent to the de-

velopment of "compelling" virtual

realities—see "The Dangers ofVR"
on page 23).

The third problem, of course, will

be the tendency to dwell on these

technological versus humanistic tools

and techniques as an innovative and

timely solution to a crisis in part

based on a lack of appropriately

trained and motivated teachers. This

is particularly a problem given recent

consensus through the educational

community that, in fact, people learn

primarily through social interaction

and collaborative processes that are

external to any technology-assisted

solution—unless technology is com-

bined to facilitate collaborative

learning (researchers in collaborative

computing and computer-supported

collaborative work [CSCW] are

working in this direction).

Nonetheless, one human's bane

is another human's boon. As long as

immersion-oriented dramatic simula-

tions are viewed within the context

of a greater, more comprehensive

educational design, any technologi-

cal tool, whether it be a virtual envi-

ronment or a TV, can be viewed as a

powerful learning device with built-

in assets that are valuable additions

to the educational mix.

CONCLUSIOK

While these technologies are not

quite evolved to the point of en-

abling complex, real-time and dy-

namic interactions with realistic,

simulated characters, the converging

computer and AI technologies sup-

porting virtual reality are pointing in

this direction.

For now, it is mostly still fantasy

to imagine the hypothetical interac-

tive virtual environment I have de-

scribed. Yet each of the component

technologies required to make the vi-

sion possible is now thriving beyond

prototype and moving to market. It

seems only a matter of time before

they will be integrated within single

solutions that are readily available.

I toast this future with the firm

knowledge that there will be positive

benefits to be derived of these sys-

tems—beyond the military postur-

ing, industrial manufacture and cor-

porate communications that typi-

cally precede the application ofnew

technologies to education. I toast the

efforts of anyone who might use and

develop immersion-oriented simula-

tion technologies with the intent of

delivering educational benefit to a

rapidly evolving world culture that is

busily speeding to a severely threat-

ened 21st century.

Ncssim
continued from page 8

and light, you tend toward the high-

tech tools. I think that perhaps what

gives your work so much appeal is

that you also handle the computer in

a light manner.

BN: Economically.

MG: Is that a key philosophy for you?

BN: Well, I'm very interested in eco-

nomics in everything. And I didn't

realize that economy was so impor-

tant to me until I got a little older. I'm

happy to describe myself as conserva-

tive. Conservative in the sense that I

like to conserve things and I don't

like to waste. And I do the same

thing in my art.

MG: Well, you're still using Mac-

Paint. That's pretty conservative

compared to a lot of the Mac art en-

thusiasts.

BN: I wouldn't mind using some

other color program, but I don't like

the output (although I haven't yet

checked out the IRIS printer you

mentioned) and I need to know the

color is archival; I don't want to

spend my time doing something that

won't last—because I don't have that

much time left.

MG: I think a lot of people appreciate

your work because you are a fine artist

in your approach and you use the

computer as a tool. It's not an all-

consuming part of your work—in fact

your work is mixed media—hand-

painted and assembled computer

printouts. What do you think about

what you're seeing in general in the

pages of our magazine and other-

wise—what do you think of the work

artists are doing?

BN: I think that ifmore mature artists

were working with computers as well

as the younger artists we would prob-

ably see more interesting things done

by younger artists.

MG: The younger artists are not be-

ing influenced as they might?

BN: They're not seeing enough good

things done on the computer. And
they don't want to use restraint. They

want to do everything at once, now.

They're not selective enough in their

work to know what's good and what's

not good. They haven't seen enough

and they have all these tools to work

with. I don't see enough thought. It

would be nice to see a body ofwork of

one artist and see it over a period of

five years and see where its gone from

here to there.

MG: You were innovating techni-

cally and conceptually back in the

sixties and here you are in the nine-

ties still innovating.

BN: I've always been interested in

new things. When somebody says or

presents something new, I'm curious

about it. I'm curious about a lot of

things, not only about art. I might

read about physics and think, "That

sounds interesting—I'd like to do

that." And so I think that the curios-

ity level in older artists isn't there all

the time.

MG: Do you have any thoughts in

general about art and the artist's role?

BN: First of all, when I think of art, I

think of truth. And sometimes I

think a lot of artists don't even know

they're doing what they're doing. I

know that for myself I don't even

want to know what I'm doing. I want

to walk that thin line of conscious

and subconscious and I want to be

aware ofboth of them in equal parts.

I'm always keeping tabs on my sub-

conscious through my sketchbooks

and through peripheral thought be-

cause I know that it's there and I like

to know what's going on there and I

visit it every once in a while. But I

sort of leave it alone and just con-

tinue my life in my happy manner

and go dancing or whatever. People

who are nonartists don't pay atten-

tion to their subconscious so they're

not always in touch with themselves.

Artists are really lucky because they

are in touch with themselves at all

times. At least that's how I am be-

cause I'm always evaluating. And
when I think of art and art on a broad

scale in all its avenues—music, writ-

ing or whatever it is—I think of

truth. And I think in the subcon-

cmtmuedonpage49
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Time To Get Into .

is unique. The only program on the Macintosh that allows

you to combine color image editing with PostScript® object

drawing, ColorStudio with Shapes is an essential tool for

achieving professional color composites and separations.

Start with an image.- Then create or import PostScript®

artwork. Add text by importing any PostScript® Type 1 font

Then stretch, manipulate, distort, adjust, color, trace and

modify. Render these graphics into your color images

seamlessly with Shapes' high quality anti-aliasing. Use the

Shapes outlines as stencils to clip an image, drop-out the

background and create high resolution masks.

Letraset and Colorstudio are trademarks ofEsselte Pendaflex Corporation in the United States, ofLetraset

Canada Limited in Canada, and ofEsselte Letraset Limited elsewhere and are widely protected by registration

Other brand andproduct names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

©1991 Esselte Pendaflex Corporation.



v
ls issue, we are pleased to showcase some

thought-provoking concepts in virtual reality

design. It is certainly difficult to represent a

dynamic, interactive3D world ofsights, sounds

sensations on a 2D page. But

til everyone can afford a CD-

OM drive and a color computer,

1 have to make the best of the

fashioned printed page. You

note that some of these de-

gns were accomplished with

gher-end computer graphic

ystems, something rarely seen in

erbum. VR is headed for the PC

Id, and here you'll get a taste oi

t's to come.

Animators from Xaos Com-

puter Animation and Design

created several VR scenes for

Stephen King's The Lawn-

mower Han using ID and

image-processing software

developed at the San Fran-

cisco company. These scenes

show a doctor's point of view

as he treats an experimental

patient in virtual reality and

the patient's point of view as

he enters virtual reality for

the first time.

Xaos Computer Animation and Design

350 Townsend St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

415-243-8467



Angel Studios pro-

vided eight of the VR
scenes for The Lawn-

mower Han. All the

scenes were created

with SCEMX, propri-

etary software devel-

oped by Angel's simu-

lation director* Brad

Hunt. In the Relax

Scene, an algorithm*-

cally generated lava

landscape was created

by animator Jill Hunt.

Brightly colored paint-

ing splotches cover

the surging floor,

which rolls and swells,

releasing columns of

lava bubbles. A par-

ticle-system program
gives depth and mo-

tion to the scene, as

the participant effort-

lessly floats through

the relaxing environ-

ment. The Came Scene

shows characters play-

ing Cyber-Boogie, a

high-speed steeple-

chase through a series

of obstacle-filled IB
environments such as

this tunnel with

jagged wall sections

that open and close

randomly like gnash-

ing teeth. Players lie

face down with their

heads in padded head-

rests to view the real-

time stereoscopic

graphics and control

actions with hand

grips. Angel is cur-

rently collaborating

with engineers at the

University of Califor-

nia, San Biego to build

a single-seat YR simu-

lator that would allow

players to totally im-

merse themselves in

an arcade-type game.

Angel Studios

5677 Oberlin Dr.

San Diego, CA 92121

619452-7775



Myron Krueger's

YIDEOPLACE is a YR
environment consist-

ing of a computer-

controlled video cam-

era and a large pro-

jection screen. As the

participant laces the

screen, the camera,

positioned below the

screen, picks up the

person's image, which

is then combined with

computer-generated

graphics and pro-

jected onto the

screen. The person's

movements are trans-

lated into actions in

the graphic scene.

The participant's im-

age, displayed in sil-

houette, can lift,

push or throw

graphic objects and

can also be colorized,

shrunk, rotated or

moved anywhere on

the screen.

Myron Krueger

Artificial Reality

Box 786

Vernon, CT 06066

203-871-1375
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George Coates's "Invisible Site"

Is a live multimedia spectacle

mixing projected real-time com-

puter animation with live actors,

illusion, light, music and magic.

This 45-minute production,

which debuted at SICCRAPH '91,

features stereoscopic images

(the audience wears IP glasses),

an original musical score by

Marc Ream and a futuristic

story in which characters ex-

plore a cybernetic world. The

centerpiece for the performance

is a 10" x 10" perforated silver

screen on which real-time com-

puter animation is projected

along with still and film images.

The screen is designed in such a

way that actors can interact



Body Surfacing: The

participant's actions

create abstract

three-dimensional

patterns of pulsing

light (opposite

page).

Parachuting: A par-

ticipant parachuting

into a graphic scene

(above left).

Digital Drawing: In

this type of interac-

tion, the participant

draws with the image

of one figure, erases

the whole image with

five fingers, or part

of an image with two

fingers (left).

Hanging by a Thread:

Two participants in-

teract, one in the

VIDEOPLACE and one

at a VideoDesk, an-

other Krueger inven-

tion. The participant

in the VIDEOPLACE
hangs from a thread

held by the partici-

pant at the Video-

Desk, who can make
the image swing by

moving back and

forth (above).

with the projected images from

both in front and behind it. The

computer animation for "Invisible

Site" is produced on the Silicon

Graphics 4d/llOVCX. Macintosh

llfx computers and a DEC Station

5000 model 1000 are also used in

the production.

George Coates Performance Works

110 McAllister St.

San Francisco, CA 94102

415-863-8520





This "real-time movie/ 9 created by

French designer Nicole Stenger,

consists of a paradisiacal cyber-

space garden with angelsf flowers,

fruit and music. The user dons YPL
DataGlove and new high-resolution

HRX goggles to enter this enchant-

ing world* Touching hearts on the

carousel "gateway" allows one to

travel to and explore various parts

of the garden* "Angels" in each

environment invite the user to do

something, and the user's response

triggers interactive surprises,

causing a personal story to unfold.

Modeling of the project was

done in the Visual Arts Depart-

ment at NIT, using Wavefront's

Advanced Visualizer on a Silicon

Graphics personal IRIS. The VR
work was done in Seattle using

VPL's Visualization interface and

its Body Electric software running

on the IRIS. The project is funded

by the Prix Villa Hedicis and will

be on view at various exhibitions

around the U.S. in 1991.

Vincent John Vincent and his co-

horts at the Vivid Group have

developed a number of "virtual

environments" on the Amiga per-

sonal computer that participants

can enter and control without need

of gloves or goggles. A video cam-

era captures the image of the user

and sends it to a screen, where the

user can affect aspects of a pre-

programmed environment by mov-

ing or by touching particular areas

that trigger actions, animations

and sound effects. Here, for ex-

ample, the woman on the bicycle is

capturing bubbles that turn into

birds that make music as they are

caught and released. In the second

image two people are playing a

game in which they place a ball

in various parts of the screen to

score points.

Nicole Stenger

Visiting Scholar

Human Interface Technology Laboratory

University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98195

206-543-5075

The Vivid Group

P.O. Box 127 Station B
Toronto, ON Canada M5T 2T3

416-340-9290
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Chris Walker and his colleagues at

Nr. Film, in collaboration with Sim-

Graphics* have developed what
they call "performance cartoons'*

that allow participants to create

their own movie experience in real

time. At SICGRAPH, participants

used SimGraphics' Flying House to

direct the actions of "Silver Suzy"

as she surfed through the cosmos

and took home a tape of their own
personalized cartoon they had cre-

ated on the spot. Suzy was de-

signed on a 480 PC platform using

Digital Arts software to set key

poses and reflection maps. Key-

frame information was Integrated

into a logic system that used the

Polhemus 6D sensor as an input;

a second Polhemus was used for

an independent moving virtual

camera input Suxy's database

was then formatted for real-

time application on the Silicon

Graphics Skywriter. The display

was then projected on a 9' by
12' rear screen using the Orizon

high-definition laser projector.

Walker calls his concept "vir-

tual production studio/theater"

and considers it "living proof

that high-quality images and

real-time animation techniques

can be combined."

Chicago-based Virtual World Enter-

tainments has made VR a "com-

puter sport." At the BattleTech

Center at North Pier Chicago, visi-

tors climb into cockpits from
which they view an imaginary

world on a primary screen. Each

participant takes on the persona

of a 30-foot-tall "BattleNech" and

is able to explore 100 square

miles of computer-generated ter-

rain as well as do combat with

other BattleNechs being controlled

by participants in other cockpits.

As many as eight people, in teams

of up to four, play against each

other. The world's first multi-

player interactive real-time simu-

lator, BattleTech was created by

Jordan Weisman and L. Ross

Babcock.

Mr. Film

228 Main St.

Venice, CA 90291

213-396-0146

SimGraphics

1 137 Huntington Dr.

Suite A

1

South Pasadena, CA 91030

213-255-0900

E
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> Virtual World Entertainments

1026 W. VanBuren

Chicago, 1L 60607

312-243-5660
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interface design and multimedia program

"architecture" represent some of the most

exciting new areas in the world of design.

Featured here are some innovative directions

in interactive design.
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Marie would like to have a conversation with you. First you have to

catch her attention, then you can ask her questions by clicking on such

choices as "Are you looking at me?" and "Nay I ask you something?"

Marie answers in French, but there are English subtitles. "Portrait

One," developed by Luc Courchesne, consists of a 30-minute videodisc

and HyperCard stacks on two floppies. Playing it requires a Mac, a

videodisc player, and a TV monitor. The user's conversation with Marie,

played by actress Paule Duchame, can be short or long, depending on

her "moods" and the user's tact.

Luc Courchesne

Ideaction, Inc.

.3484 Laval Street

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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Want a better understanding of digital color?

Then this interactive hypermedia stack was

developed for you. Through "chapters" on

color models, color physics, color perception,

color illusions, color attributes, color har-

mony, and design principles, the program
teaches users all the basic terminology of

color and provides insights into choosing de-

sirable and undesirable color effects.

Throughout, the user is invited to change

color illustrations with palettes that are pro-

vided in order to view the effects. To run the

program, all you need are Mac with System

6.0.2 or higher and a color monitor. The pro-

gram was developed by Holliday Horton and

colleagues at the San Diego Supercomputer

Center and is available for the cost of copying

and postage.

Holliday R. Horton

San Diego Supercomputer Center

P.O. Box 85608

San Diego, CA 92186

619-534-5100

Table of Contents

Global Change
ESMR Arctic Sea Ice 1973 • 1976

SMMR Arctic Sea Ice 1979

Arctic Environment

Hubbard Glacier

Malaspina Glacier:

A View Through Ice

Physical Oceanography
Bathythermographic Data

Click on color for overview «

I Uil >t>.» i < i Glacier Overview

Billed as the "science journal of

the future/ 9 Arctic Data Inter-

Active is a CD-RON multimedia

publication produced by Inter-

Network of Del liar, California,

and the U.S. Geological Survey.

The disc contains complete texts

of scientific journal articles, sat-

ellite imagery, data sets, image-

processing software, and anima-

tions. The user can explore sec-

tions on such topics as global

change, the arctic environment,

physical oceanography, resource

development, and sociology/an-

thropology. The journal was de-

veloped on a Mac but is available

in Both Macintosh and MS DOS
versions.

Payson Stevens

InterNetwork, Inc.

411 7th Street

Dei Mar, CA 92014

619-755-0439
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one of the first interactive pro-

grams to be developed for the

CD-I (compact disc-interactive)

home entertainment system. It

contains a sampling of 150 ob-

jects from the Smithsonian's 14

museums. Users can select trea-

sures by category (fine arts,

technology, etc.), by museum, by

period, by the names of associ-

ated people, from an alphabetical

list or as part of a thematic

"tour." Each object is presented

visually with two to five images,

accompanied by 20 to 45 sec-

onds of audio commentary,

sound effects and music. A de-

tailed text note can be displayed

at the viewer's discretion. Some
treasures include special presen-

tations that, for example, allow

the viewer to "walk around" a

sculpture, scroll over a painting,

or "play" an instrument. The

disc was designed and produced

by Jim Hoekema.

Hoekema Interactive

9411RosehillDr.

Bethesda,MD 20817

301469-6588

Here's a nifty way to visit Mars without ever

having to lift off. Using Silicon Graphics's

IRIS and custom path-picking and rendering

software to produce ID animations, Thomas

Yolotta has created an interactive multmedia

exhibit that allows users to choose their own
overflight of Mars terrain and learn about

the geology and exploration of our neighbor

planet. Currently installed at the Technology

Center of Silicon Valley in San Jose, the setup

includes a Mac llfx with MicroTouch touch-

screen, various multisynch monitors and pro-

jectors, and a Dolby surround audio system.

Visitors use a map to preview flight paths

and then are on their way on a chosen flyby,

looming through canyons, looping around vol-

canos, and experiencing Jolts as they bounce

off ridges. This sophisticated interactive mul-

timedia experience requires no computer

knowledge to operate and is continually being

modified and updated.

CK Media has developed an inter-

active CD-ROM shell for Pixar's

ID software packages, Showplace

and MacRenderMan. The interac-

tive portion contains a presenta-

tion of information about Pixar

and its products, a gallery of

images and animations created

with Pixar software and access

to on-line documentation for the

ID products.

CK Media

Hills Plaza

345 Spear St., Suite 500

San Francisco, CA 94105

415-9054647

Volotta Interactive Video

P.O. Box 2028

SanAnselmo, CA 94979

415459-6949



I production tool in

the world of 3D? A great number of softwai

developers would like to have you believe :

Many of these companies feel that 3D is a natun

transition for a whole generation of graphic de-

signers and illustrators who have already commit-

ted to the Macintosh as a production tool. De-

signing objects in 3D offers the user a whole new

perspective in creating and viewing images 1

make for excellent "eye candy."

This year has seen the emergence of many

new 3D rendering packages tor the Macintosh,

and from a range of companies. On one side we

have traditional Macintosh companies such ;

MacroMind, Silicon Beach, Paracomp and Strata

enhancing or adding 3D packages to their exist-

ing product line; on the other, we have startup

companies such as Ray Dream, Electric Image

and Specular International relying on a single 3E

software product. Ofparticular interest, however,

is the fact that Alias and Pixar, both well-respecte<

companies in the high-end computer graphic

market, are writing applications for the Mac-

intosh. With all the excitement that these events

are generating, it is easy to see that the Macinto

is becoming a viable 3D production platform.

WHAT DO YOU REALLY NEED?

It is unlikely that a graphic designer and

animator would have the same needs when it

comes to producing works that incorporate 3E

images. To select a package that is correct for you,

it is important to understand the main issue:

involved in 3D image production.

BadC Capabilities Complete 3D animation

packages offer three main capabilities: modelin

(creating 3D objects), rendering (transformin

3D objects into realistic images), and animation

(orchestrating objects, lights, camera and move-

ment). The available Mac 3D programs vary in

their ability to handle these three functions.

Although all ofthem offer rendering, some do not

do modeling, and with many the animation capa-

bilities are quite limited.

Modeling is the first step in image production.

The computer must have a three-dimensional

understanding of your object. All that the com-

puter is capable of doing is storing a list of points

and lines in 3D space. You are responsible for

defining this list. There are many ways to gener-

ate this model information, some easier than

others. While many programs have great short-

cuts for specific tasks such as extrusions and

lathes, when you try to use them in a real-world

situation you can hit obstacles. The programs

that are the most difficult to learn tend to be those

that are capable of creating the most complex

models.

Speed In the world of 3D, the bottom line

for most people is speed: it takes the computer an

immense amount of calculations to generate a

This image, "Digital DeChirico," was created

by Tim Clark based on a concept by Jeff

Barnes* It was modeled using Presenter

Professional, composed in Showplace and

rendered with MacRenhderMan,
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single image. Ifyou are looking to do any anima-

tion at all, pay close attention to the rendering

speed of any package that you may be consider-

ing. If it is slow on generating a single image, it

will be 300 times slower when it has to generate

10 seconds of animation at 30 frames per second.

If, on the other hand, you are a graphic designer

or illustrator and you only need a single image,

speed will not be as much of a factor.

Quality Rendering quality is actually based

ontwo factors: the technique used and theamount

of oversampling (antialiasing) that the computer

uses. For production-quality work there are only

two rendering techniques that we need to con-

cern ourselves with: Phong shading and ray

tracing. With Phong shading the

computer calculates the ^y^-^-^"
color intensity of each lE^fi
point on a 3D model that V ^^^C
faces toward the viewer. This ym
technique proves to be the most tHB
useful for professional animators. In

fact, the majority of what you see on

TV and in films is rendered using Phong shading.

Ray tracing, on the other hand, is quite a bit more

complex and a lot more calculation intensive.

Many articles have been written trying to explain

the basics ofray tracing, so I won't attempt it here.

All that is important to understand is that with

ray tracing you are more accurately representing

your3D world. It makes true transparency, refrac-

tions and reflections possible, but you pay the

price in speed. Just the nature of the technique

will always make it slower than Phong shading.

Antialiasing is the process by which the com-

puter oversamples an image in order to compen-

sate for the "jaggies" inherent in a computer

image. Good antialiasing is absolutely vital in the

generation of production-quality graphics.

I iif\i^f v/^in i|| || 1 1 1 ,—
Almost a dozen 3D packages are available for the

Macintosh, each with its own strengths and

weaknesses.

Swivel ID Professional Swivel is probably

the most recognized 3D production tool available

for the Macintosh. Swivel's strength comes from

its ability to model objects quickly and to link

them together to create more complex articulate

forms. From its early beginnings three years ago,

the package has always catered to the needs of

beginners and people who need relatively simple

models. It is possible to render images in Swivel

for final production, but if you plan on doing so

make sure to render them as large as possible so

that you can bring down the scale later, thereby

adding another level ofantialiasing to help soften

the image further. The modeling tools are not

extravagant in their capabilities, but they do

allow very fast model creation. The hierarchical

linking of individual objects makes it relatively

easy to create forms such as robotic arms and

people that move at joints as specified by the user.

Many people use Swivel as a prototype for both

model creation and animation. Because the ani-

mation capabilities within Swivel are limited

(only global keyframing is available ) ,
manypeople

build models in Swivel and then export them to

programs such as Electric Image or MacroMind

Three-D for final animation and rendering.

Infini-D This package is the perfect next step

up for people who use and enjoy Swivel but get

frustrated with some of its limitations. Infini-D

can import all Swivel models with animation

information; in addition, it has its own modeler

and sequencing programs. The sequencer lets the

user set keyframes for objects independent ofone

another, which is important for professional ani-

_ mation. It has some very nice features,

^Vfck such as transparency mapping and

C multiple levels of texture maps.

^ ' ^18^^ Rendering is primarily done

with ray tracing, which is

Hk' ^jJ^ always slow, although its

^^^^p^^ Phong shading has recently

been improved so as to provide

higher-quality output. In general, Infini-D

is an excellent step up from Swivel but it is still

not a professional animation package.

MacroMind Three-D After having so much

success with its 2D presentation tool, Macro-

Mind Director, it was only natural that Macro-

Mind would develop a 3D program. MacroMind

Three-D has some impressive features to offer,

especially to someone who is getting into 3D
animation for the first time. The interface is

similar to that ofDirector. Everything works with

simple point and click commands. Additionally,

the "score" representation used is easy to follow

while changing motion paths and colors specific

to individual objects. The program also has excel-

lent links out toMacRenderMan (described later)

.

This was the first package to offer lights that cast

shadows while rendering in Phong shading mode.

MacroMind Three-D does not come with a mod-

eler; rather, models must be imported from other

programs. With the recent merger between

MacroMind and Paracomp it is likely that there

willbe excellent dealsonThree-D/Swivelbundles

in the future.

Electric Image Animation System Designed

for the professional animator, this impressive

package offers numerous tools that allow users to

create high-quality stills and animations faster

than any other package available for the Mac-

intosh. Using custom-developed algorithms, the

programmers for EIAS have been able to reduce

the number of passes required for antialiasing

without sacrificing quality. Although the pro-

gram is pricey, for a professional animator the

amount of time saved will pay itselfback within a

couple of projects. EIAS does not ship with a

modeler, but it does come with a utility that

allows you import a model from just about any

other 3D program. This software does not cur-

rently include ray tracing and Phong shading

The Japanese cards and Crystal Ball

were created by Jack Davis using

Swivel ID Prefessional and Electric

Image, respectively. "Aeroduck" was

created with MacRenderMan by

Darrel Anderson. "Terra," by Nike

Cilmore, was rendered with Swivel

ID Professional.



3D JMvances for tne Amiga
by John Donovan

EVELOPMENT OF increasingly sophisticated

Amiga-based 3D modeling and animation soft-

ware continues at a rapid pace. Several factors

have contributed to these developments. The

most important factor—besides the software

itself—has been the introduction of 24-bit

display boards. The availability of professionally

oriented boards like Digital Micronic's Resolver,

Impulse's Firecracker-24, NewTek's Video

Toaster, and GVP's Impact Vision 24 have

solved the limitations of the off-the-shelf Amiga

graphics. Additionally, a set of low -cost adapters

(Digital Creation's DCTV, HAM-E from Black-

Belt Systems, and MASTs Colorburst), allow

even the least expensive systems to offer dra-

matically improved displays.

Outstanding Amiga-based products cover

each significant area ot professional 3D design

and animation. The following listing groups the

most popular products according to the primary

method used for object creation.

Constructive Solid Geometry: Real3D

Using CSG technology, ReaBD expands on

methods used in Caligari (a longtime front run-

ner). The modeling ot objects usually begins

with the assembling ot simpler objects, referred

to as primitives, into more complex ones. An
example ot this approach would be using a halt of

a sphere to build a teacup. The use ot primitives

greatly reduces the time spent creating models.

Other significant features include use of boolean

operators, very fast rendering times, ray tracing

support, true optical properties, definable tex-

tures that are easily recalled, and spline base

lathing.

creation, dual frame butters, and NewTek's

essential coolness. Good news tor Macintosh

users: NewTek has plans for bringing the power

of the Video Toaster to the Mac platform.

Imagines creators, Impulse Inc., are familiar

figures in the world ot Amiga 3D. Their Turbo-

Silver series has a long history as providing the

most bang for the buck. Building on this experi-

ence, Imagine offers capabilities traditional on

high-priced workstations. Imagines strengths

include an 8,000 by 8,000 pixel maximum reso-

lution, separate editors for each stage ot object

and animation development, support ot boolean

operators, and excellent modeling ot organic

objects.

Spline Based: Animation: JourneyMan
Although this package is not widely distributed,

it has gained a well-deserved reputation as one

the best packages for objects with "organic"

qualities. These traits make JourneyMan an ex-

cellent choice for the modeling and animation of

cartoon characters. Each step ot the creative

process, from the construction of the small de-

tails to the movement of completed models

within a 3D environment, is based on spline

patches. Spline-generated models and motions

offer several advantages over polygon-based

approaches, the most important ot which is their

smooth and lifelike movements. Other key fea-

tures of JourneyMan include definable axes or

spines around which a model's movements can

flow, acceleration and slowing ot spine channels

over time, and state-of-the-art direct patch

rendering.

Polygon Based: Lightwave and Imagine

As an integral part ot NewTek's Video Toaster,

LightWave has become the reference by which

other 3D packages arc compared. The source of

some of the most impressive Amiga animations

generated to date, it can be credited with reveal-

ing the Amiga's prowess to unsuspecting mil-

lions. Despite the daunting complexities ot its

limitless ability to create textures, the package is

amazingly straightforward. Favorite features in-

clude an extensive range ot procedural texture

Thomas Hollier modeled

this object (above) with

Impulse's TurboSilver

and Imagine, then ren-

dered it with Imagine.

"Candle/* created in

Real 3D, was supplied by

Activa Software.

with shadows. However, knowing the team be-

hind this product, I don't believe that these will

be limitations for long.

Presenter Professional Presenter Profes-

sional is one of the premiere packages available

for 3D modeling and rendering on the Mac-

intosh. Aswith allgood modelers, thisone requires

a significant amount oftime to learn, but after the

initial learning curve you will be able to generate

gorgeous models. If you are already comfortable

with the Bezier curves tools of packages such as

Illustrator and FreeHand, this program will make

the transition to 3D much easier. Models can be

defined in 3D space with curved patches making

up the surfaces. The people at VIDI refer to this as

sculpting in three dimensions with "digital clay."

Animation is supported through the use of stan-

dard keyframing techniques. For rendering, Pre-

senter Professional provides Phong shading and

ray tracing as well as excellent links for Mac-

RenderMan.

Sculpt 4D The fact that this program was

originally designed on the Amiga platform prob-

ably did not help it gain respect in the snobbish

Macintosh community. However, Sculpt 4D is

one of the few programs available for the Mac

that has all of the pieces required for 3D anima-

tion in one box. The modeler is excellent. Al-

though it takes some time to learn how every-

thing works, a proficient 4D sculptor can create

just about any object that he or she can dream up.

The animation and rendering tools are equally

impressive, with rendering modes that go all the

way up to ray tracing. The interface throughout

tends to be a little awkward, but with time a

professional can make this program sing.

StrataVision ID 1.0 Of all of the 3D pack-

ages currently being used by graphic designers

and illustrators, StrataVision appears to be the

most prevalent. A good reason is that Strata-

Vision seems the least technical and thus allows

for greater artistic freedom. It's not that your

objects are treated any differently than other 3D

packages, it's just that the people at Strata feel

that ] ou don't need to know where your model

sits in relation to Cartesian coordinate space.

Strata has limited modeling capabilities but can

import a number of other file formats. Its real

strength comes from its rendering capabilities.

Once you have positioned a model in Strata, you

can choose from a number of surface libraries via

an excellent visual interface. Attributes can be

modified and final rendering can be either Phong

or ray tracing. In fact, the ray tracing within

Strata is probably among the best of any Mac-

intosh package. Strata also offers MacRender-

Man output support if even higher quality ren-

dering is required.

Ray Dream Designer Developed specifically

for designers and illustrators who need to create

still images, Ray Dream Designer tackles the

process of modeling and rendering in new ways.

At this point no animation capabilities are sup-
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ported. Models are generated by using an intrigu-

ing interface based on skinning ribbed structures.

The ribs can change individually, thus giving the

opportunity to create interesting extrusions that

don't necessarily have parallel lines on both sides.

Once models have been built, precise texture

maps can be placed on the individual objects. As

an example, you could place a label for maple

syrup right onto the front ofa cylindrical shape to

create a comp for a package design for a syrup can.

The best rendering in this program is ray tracing,

which is very fast in relation to other3D Tenderers

because of Ray Dream's utility, JAG, that anti-

aliases the image after it has been rendered thus

dramatically reducing computation time.

MacTOPAS The most recent introduction of

3D software into the Macintosh community

comes from AT&T with MacTOPAS. This

program, which follows the highly successful

DOS version (see "The DOS-Based 3d World"

below), includes some very powerful tools that

challenge existing Macintosh 3D packages.

Modeling can be done using spline-based primi-

tives or polygons, and then modified using con-

trols such as drill, bevel and page roll. Mac-

TOPAS rendering includes fog, natural sunlight

(with time of day, latitude and longitude) and

Phong-rendered shadows. For the professional

animator, MacTOPAS has the potential ofbeing

an ideal, all-inclusive software package.

MacRenderMan / Showplace Pixar recently

entered the Macintosh 3D ring with the intro-

duction of MacRenderMan and Showplace.

MacRenderMan is the Macintosh version of the

standard rendering engine known as Render-

Man. This package was written with the inten-

tion of setting a universal standard for defining

and rendering 3D images. The quality generated

by RenderMan is stunning; the big problem is

speed. Using MacRenderMan can be like pour-

ing chilled molasses on a winter's day. However,

if you don't need many images and you need the

quality, use it. MacRenderMan is only a render-

ing engine. All ofthe modeling, animating, shad-

ing and lighting have to be done in another

program. Many packages have added support for

MacRenderMan for that reason; MacroMind

Three-D, Presenter Professional, Super 3D,

Swivel Professional and StrataVision are just a

few. Showplace is Pixar's answer to all of those.

Showplace lets the user set up a scene, bring in

models from other packages, light them and then

send them off to MacRenderMan.

IVi!f:\^l!^!Hi'W'J;HJ.];HT]Hj!U:W

The future will bring a large number of libraries to

the world of 3D. Many of these libraries will

contain 3D models, while others will contain

images suitable for texture and bump mapping. In

fact, the first of these products was recently re-

leased on CD-ROM. Called Wraptures (see New
Frontier Products, page 42), it features about 100

PICT images that were designed specifically for

wrapping as texture maps on 3D objects. For

people using MacRenderMan, the first set of

commercially available shaders has been released

by The VALIS Group. VG Shaders—Volume 1

(see page 46) is targeted at designers who need

looks for product design. We can also expect to

see advancements in the hardware arena. As

rendering algorithms get more complex, people

will need much faster computers to do the num-

ber crunching. NuBus boards such as StarTech's

RenderEdge, which specifically speeds up

RenderMan rendering, will become available to

ease rendering times.

With all of these things happening, it is a very

exciting time to be involved in 3D production on

the Macintosh platform. The hardware is begin-

ning to be fast enough that 3D rendering is

tolerable. The software is definitely coming of

age. All you need to do is get out there and get

rendering.

mamma
Macintosh Programs
Electric Image Animation

System ($7,495)

Electric Image

9690 Telstar Ave.

Suite 225

El Monte, CA 91731

818444-1819

Infini-D ($895)

Specular International

233 N. Pleasant St
Amherst, MA 01004

413-549-7600

MacroMind Three-D

($1,495)

MacroMind
600Townsend, Ste.310W

San Francisco, CA 94103

415442-0200

MacRenderMan/
Showplace ($995)

Pixar

1001 W. Cutting Blvd.

Richmond, CA 94804

415-236-4000

MacTOPAS ($7,495)

AT&T Graphics Software Lab

3520 Commerce Crossing

Indianapolis, IN 46240

317-844-4364

Presenter Professional

($3,600)

Visual Information

Development, Inc.

16309 Doublegrove St.

La Puente,CA 91744

818-918-8834

Ray Dream Designer

($895)

Rav Dream, Inc.

320 Grand View Dr.

Woodside,CA 94062

415-851-0942

RenderEdge ($6,695)

StarTech

8050 CaminoHuerta

San Diego, CA 92122

619457-0781

Sculpt 4D ($3,500)

Byte-by-Byte

9442 Capital ofTexas

Highway N., Suite 150

Austin, TX 78759

512-3434357

Swivel 3D Professional

($695)

Paracomp

1725 Montgomery St.

2nd Floor

San Francisco, CA 94111

415-956-4091

StrataVIS10N3D ($995)

Strata Incorporated

2 West St. George Blvd.

Suite 2100

St. George, UT 84770

801-628-5218

Amiga Programs

Animation: JourneyMan

($500)

Hash Enterprises

2800 E. Evergreen Blvd.

Vancouver, WA 98661

206-573-9427

continued on page 61
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The DOS-Based 3D World
by Gregory MacNicol

HE 3D ANIMATION SCENE on MS-DOS-based

computers has hardly been quiescent. Al-

though there has been little publicity and

hoopla about innovative developments, new-

companies, or bogus breakthroughs, the three

big names in the PC-based 3D world have been

keeping a feverish pace, packing new features

into their latest versions. The result is the

availability of professional-grade systems that

compete with expensive graphics work-

stations.

The three big names are TOPAS from

AT&T (which recently released a Macintosh

version), Studio 3D from Autodesk, and DGS
from Digital Arts. (Crystal 3D from Crystal

Graphics, useJ to create the images on this

pane, is internally the same asTOPAS but has a

different user interface.) Because all were ambi-

tious industrial-strength products from the

beginning, they continue to challenge and in

many instances replace mainframe-based sys-

tems for many animation tasks.

Each product incorporates a unique imple-

mentation strategy, with a design and user

interface that inevitably facilitate certain op-

erations at the expense of others. Nevertheless,

all three have lull capabilities of a complete 3D

animation system: modeling, rendering, and

animation. And with each revision these prod-

ucts have become more sophisticated, offering

new and improved features and better overall

performance. Now multiple shadows, ad-

vanced motion scripting, real-time previewing

and spline-based for rounded objects are com-

monplace. Whether your goal is setting up a

broadcast-grade animation boutique or creat-

ing industrial-grade animations tor corpora-

tions, PC-based systems provide a fast and

complete solution.

Gregory NacNicol created these

images with Crystal 3D on a

Compaq 486-25 with a Vista

board and Lasergraphics LFR

film reorder.
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Ardmation

Animation Works
(for the Mac)

This basic animation pack-

age is for users with simple

needs. There are three

modules to the software.

Background Editor is an

8-bit color paint program

for creating backgrounds. It

also includes a number of

drawing tools and special

effects. Cel Editor creates

the "actors" that will move

through the piece. A library

of editable actors is in-

cluded. Movie Editor com-

bines the actors and back-

grounds to move along

user-defined paths. Special

effects include scrolling

backgrounds, wipes, ani-

mated mattes, and variable

playback speeds. A runtime

player module and Hyper-

Card external commands

(XCMDs) are also in-

cluded. An inexpensive

way to start with anima-

tion. $199.95. Gold Disk,

Inc., 5155 Spectrum Way,

Unit 5, Mississauga, ON,

Canada L4W5A1. 416-

602-4000.

AHIMaxx
(for the IBM)

Previewing and presenting

images and animations

using Windows 3.0 is the

forte of this new product.

Previously created anima-

tions can be loaded into the

program for presentations.

The program will work

with a variety of graphics

boards, including EGA,

VGA orSVGA video.

Autodesk Animator

FLICKS will run in it and

can be disassembled into

their respective component

frames. Windows' BMP and

DIB images will also play

through ANIMaxx. Selec-

tive or continuous cycling

makes it valuable for trade

show presentations. Re-

quires 2 MB ofRAM and

2.5 MB of disk space and a

16+ MHz clock speed.

$59.95. North Coast Soft-

ware, Inc., P.O. Box 343,

Barrington,NH 03825.

603-332-9363.

(for the Mac)

New features in this popu-

lar animation program in-

clude the ability to run

HyperCard stacks on a hard

drive other than the one in

which the RAVE driver re-

sides, MultiFinder compat-

ibility, improved clip art

features, fine-tuned speech

sync laboratory, and im-

provements to the RAVE
driver. HyperAnimator

enables users to create and

Life Forms
(for the Mac)

This 3D human figure ani-

mation program includes

all of the tools the user

needs for creating and

designing realistic human

figures on the Mac. The

animations can then be in-

tegrated into multimedia

presentations or output.

The program includes a

number of animation and

animation. The program

interfaces with MacroMind

Director, Paracomp's

Swivel 3D and Apple's

HyperCard. Requires a

Mac II and up, at least 2 MB
ofRAM, a hard disk and a

13" color monitor. $1,200.

Kinetic Effects, Inc., 1319

Dexter Ave. N., Suite 310,

SeattleWA 98109.

206-283-6961.

File Edit Text Goodies Goto Frame Euent Path

Animation Works

of having to be a software

programmer. In conjunc-

tion with other Optlmage

and Philips authoring tools,

interactive multimedia pro-

grams can be transferred to

CD-I via CD-I Media-

Mogul. Script Writer al-

lows the user to direct the

video and audio effects

with the mouse interface.

A spreadsheet-style inter-

face provides precise con-

trol for the many different

audio and video elements

involved in a production.

24-bit color photo images,

animation and interactivity

can all be used. "Hotspots"

or buttons can be used to

create interactive branch-

ing within the script. An
included utility, Animpack,

will convert Run Length

Seven (RL7) images into a

compressed 5, 10 or 15

frames per second anima-

tion file. This file can then

be played from within the

o
o
o
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Life Forms

control lip-synchronized

talking actors (heads) or

other sound-synchronized

images on their computer.

It converts text into a pho-

netic stream for automatic

speech synchronization. It

works with Mac Plus and up

with 1 MB of memory, best

with hard drives. $199.95.

Bright Star Technology,

Inc., 1450 114 Ave. S.E.,

Suite 200,Bellevue,WA

98004. 206-451-3697.

shape libraries to help cre-

ate the animations. The

libraries contain a sampling

of pedestrian, dance, gym-

nastic and sports move-

ments. Other animation

libraries will be issued in

the future. Animations are

designed and edited using a

set of powerful software

tools, including a Body

Shape Editor that allows

the user to easily position a

humanlike form on the

computer screen, a Time-

line Editor that allows the

creation of complex anima-

tions using the body shapes

and a Stage that allows the

playback and preview of an

ANIMaxx

CD-I

CD-I MediaMogul

(for the Mac and IBM)

This authoring package is

aimed at the user who

wants to do interactive de-

sign and production for the

CD-I market. The graphi-

cal interface uses a mouse-

driven pointer operation

and pop-up menus in place

script. An added advantage

is that "assets" such as

35mm slides, videotape,

photos, and most Mac-

intosh and PC file-format

images can be captured and

converted to CD-I in con-

junction with MediaMogul.

$5,000. Optlmage, 1900

N.W.I 14th St., Des

Moines, IA 50325-7077.

800-CDI-5484.
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Philips's introduction of

their CD-I product has

been long awaited, as it is

the first such product for

the home consumer mar-

ket. Billed as a compact

disc-based home entertain-

ment system, it combines

compact disc-quality audio

with video, text, graphic,

animation and interactive

capabilities. A number of

companies plan to intro-

duce dozens of titles for this

new platform. The intro-

duction will test what up to

now has been a much

touted, but untested, gigan-

tic market for this exciting

$99. Neoview, Inc., 8760

Research Blvd., Austin, TX
78758. 800-880-8888.

Spaceship Warlock

(for the Mac)

High-resolution color

graphics and 3D anima-

tions make this "interactive

movie" fascinating and

entertaining. Although ad-

venture game fanatics may

find that it lacks challenges

and moves too slowly, folks

interested in seeing great

graphics and interacting

with a "movie" at a leisurely

pace will find this a good, if

expensive, introduction to

CD-ROM's capabilities.

$95. Reactor, 3HON.

Graphics Image Processing

Philips Compact Disc Interactive

technology. As a consumer

product, expect to find it

in home electronic stores

nationwide. $795. Philips,

c/o The Rowland Co., 5700

Wilshire Blvd., Suite 475,

Los Angeles, CA 90036.

213-930-2882.

CD-ROM

Screen Caffeine

(for the Mac)

This CD-ROM contains a

collection of 224 full-color

Mac graphics designed for

multimedia, presentation

and video. The package

includes an interactive

viewer, 68 alpha channel

mattes, MediaMaker

collections, and 43 MB of

animation samples. The

program is compatible with

any program that supports

color PICT files. The

CD-ROM contains four

versions of each graphic:

32-bit, 8-bit system palette,

3 -bit adaptive palette and

NTSC Broadcast Legal.

Sheffield Ave., Chicago, IL

60657.312-528-1600.

Wraptures
(for the Mac)

This CD-ROM image li-

brary of textures is in PICT

format. The textures can be

used to map to 3D objects

and to tile an area to create

presentation backgrounds

and animation scenery.

Wrapture textures are Mac-

RenderMan optimized.

Over 120 different textures

plus eight presentation

backgrounds and six PICS

animations are included in

the package. Textures in-

clude marble, wood, water,

fire, metal, stucco, tile,

brick, brushed steel, stone

walls, clouds, sunsets,

shrubbery, clover and many

more. Each comes in a vari-

ety of resolutions and ratio

sets and in a variety of bit

depths. $95. Educorp, 7434

Trade St., San Diego, CA
92121. 800-843-9497.

Classic Fractals

These are prints of fractal

images that were generated

on a supercomputer from a

set of colored points plotted

in the complex plane (real

and imaginary axes). If

that's Greek to you, here's

some more. These sets of

points are known as

Mandelbrot sets, Julia sets,

(for the Mac)

In its short life, Adobe

Photoshop has become the

base application for pro-

cessing of images of all

types. This upgrade empha-

sizes prepress capabilities,

with such new features as

CMYK editing, device

matching for color separa-
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Spaceship Warlock

Canter sets and so on. They

are derived from higher

mathematics used to de-

scribe unpredictable di-

mensions in nature such as

cloud formations or the tur-

bulence in fluid flow mod-

els. But we don't have to

understand how they're

created to enjoy their

unique beauty. See Verbum

4.2, Fractools, for a program

to create your own. Life-

smith, 18533 Roscoe Blvd.,

Suite 302, Northridge, CA
91324.818-886-5451.

tions, and editing of

duotones, tritones and

quadtones. In addition,

Illustrator-compatible EPS

files can now be imported at

any resolution, a pen tool

identical to Illustrator's has

been added, and a number

ofnew special effects filters

(pointillize, emboss, crystal-

lize, etc.) are included.

$895 ($199 to registered

users). Adobe Systems,

Inc., P.O.Box 7900, Moun-

tain View, CA 94039.

415-961-4400.

Aldus Gallery
Effects, Volume I:

Classic Art

(for the Mac)

A set of 16 master artistic

filters allows artists to create

a wide range of sophisti-

cated effects on artwork

generated in programs as

diverse as SuperPaint,

Adobe Photoshop, Digital

Darkroom and others. This

application and desk acces-

sory allows users to work

with either scanned or

original bitmapped images

and to play with the effects

from within the original

program. Effects include

Chalk and Charcoal,

Craquelure, Dry Brush,

tools allow complete edit-

ing, retouching, and com-

position, as well as color

correction, conversion and

separation. Filters offer spe-

cial effects such as ripples,

waves or pinches to images.

File format support includes

TIFF, TGA, EPS, PCX,

BMP and GIF. $795. Aldus

Corp., 411 First Ave. S.,

Seattle, WA 98104-2871,

206-628-2361.

ImagePak Still

Compression

(for the Mac II family)

Users with applications

generating archival, trans-

mission or manipulation of

large 8- and 24-bit images

Aldus Gallery Effects

Emboss, Fresco, Graphic

Pen, Mosaic, Smudge

Stick, Spatter and Water-

color. The user has a choice

of up to 25 custom settings

per filter, allowing for con-

siderable flexibility. The

software requires 32-bit

QuickDraw 1.2, System

6.0.5 or higher, Finder 6.1

or higher and a minimum of

2 MB of memory, although

4MB is optimal. $199.

Aldus Corp., 41 1 First Ave.

S., Seattle, WA 98104-

2871,206-628-6594.

Aldus Photostyler

(for the IBM)

This full-color image-

processing software runs

under Windows 3.0, bring-

ing imaging features to the

IBM that were previously

found only on the Mac.

Users can do photorealistic

image enhancement in

24-bit color, grayscale and

black and white. Advanced

will appreciate this new

JPEG-compatible image

compression board. The

board supports up to a 100:1

rate for "lossy" compression

and about a 2: 1 rate for

"lossless" compression.

Lossy compression is suit-

able for transmission, for

example, when the image is

for proofing or positioning,

where a loss ofsome detail

is acceptable. Lossless, of

course, retains the original

image data integrity. $499.

RasterOpsCorp., 2500

Walsh Ave., Santa Clara,

CA 95051, 408-562-4200.

PictureAccess

(for the Mac)

PictureAccess brings

images into the Mac by

scanning still photos or ac-

cepting input directly from

video sources using built-in

drivers that support a wide

variety of scanners and

video capture boards. The

System 7-compatible soft-

ware includes paint tools
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for 8-, 16- and 32-bit color

that let the user add logos,

bylines, captions, and notes

to the images. Photo

Retouching Lab tools make

it possible to repair blem-

ished photos and create

various photographic ef-

fects. Image compression is

available to the JPEG stan-

dard. PictureAccess will

save images as PICT, TIFF

or JPEG-compressed file

formats. It requires a 4 MB
Mac, while some features

require 16- or 32-bit video.

$99. MediaLab Technolo-

gies, Inc., 1166-F Triton

Dr., Foster City, CA 94404.

415-345-4620.

SuperMac 19 Pual
Node Trinitron

(for the Mac)

Dual-Mode here refers to

the capability of this moni-

tor to display a true

WYSIWYG image for a

single page or a two-page

spread at a different resolu-

tion. The 19" display actu-

ally expands to a 2
1
" dis-

play for the two-page spread

mode. It's completely Mac

compatible and supports

high-resolution graphics

cards, including Apple's

4»8,8«24and8»24GC.

$4,200. SuperMac Tech-

nology, 485 Potrero Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

408-245-2202.

SuperMac 19" Dual Mode Trinitron

Monitors Multimedia

Nirror ProView
Trinitron

(for the Mac)

Continuing the downward

trend in pricing for large-

screen color monitors,

Mirror Technologies

announced this 20" color

display and 8-bit graphics

adapter board for $2,997,

considerably lower than

other systems. The system

supports 256 colors at 1024

by 768 pixels with a refresh

rate of 74.6 Hz. The board

comes in versions compat-

ible with the Mac II family

and the SE/30. Mirror

Technologies, 2644 Patton

Rd.,Roseville,MN 55113.

800-654-5294.

PowerVision

(for the Mac)

This software package in-

cludes all the tools neces-

sary to produce video pre-

sentation and multimedia

productions. Tools for

video, animation, sound,

drawing and text, as well as

interactivity, acceleration

and print to video are inte-

grated into the program.

PowerVision uses a story-

board as its medium for

controlling all media, in-

cluding video, photos,

graphics, animation, text,

music, voice and inter-

active scripting. Once the

user lays out the beginning

and ending of a sequence,

PowerVision creates

blended scenes without

seams. The Draw program

allows the creation of ani-

mated objects and layers to

produce 2.5D effects.

Sound can be recorded

with a microphone or im-

ported from any digital

source, while interactive

screens can be included for

forms to the standards set

by MacroMind Director

and MediaMaker. Demo
videos and demo disks are

available. The software re-

quires a Mac II or higher,

system 6.0.2 or higher,

5 MB ofRAM (8 MB rec-

ommended), a hard disk

with 12 MB free space, 8-bit

color minimum, 32-bit

QuickDraw installed, and

w File Edit Animation Sound Tools/Uleuis Play Draw Project

PowerVision

training, demonstrations

and self-running displays.

Images can be captured

from a video camera or

other drawing programs or

can be scanned in. Color

and background Color edi-

tors make possible a wide

range of dynamic efforts.

Print to Video allows the

creator to include live

action tape and add titles,

dissolves, animation and

special effects. A VHS
videotape sample of Power-

Vision is available for $20.

The program itself retails

for $995. Knowledge-

Vision, 268 Patterson Dr.,

Briarcliffe Myrtle Beach,

SC 29572. 803-272-4483.

VisualMagic

(for the Mac)

Each volume of Visual-

Magic contains 12 MB of

animated titles, charts,

transitions and sequences,

all ofwhich can be easily

customized and integrated

into a broad range of multi-

media, from interactive

presentations to desktop

video. The product con-

MacroMind Director or

MediaMaker. $249.

Barrington Stephens,

620 C St., Suite 201, San

Diego, CA 92101-5312.

619-588-1611.

MusicfMlDl

(for the Mac and IBM)

Combined with a MIDI in-

terface card (not included),

this software provides MIDI

sequencing, a tone editor

and notation software. A
16-track MIDI sequencer

capability is made easy with

the Mac interface. To com-

pose songs in Ballade, the

user places notes on a staff

with a drag of the mouse.

Cut, copy and paste com-

mands are used to edit the

composition. Music can

also be recorded using a

MIDI instrument. Tone

Mode allows the creation of

new sounds by changing

the parameters of existing

sounds. The Tone Editor

supports the Roland

MT-32,CM-32Land

CM-64.$195.Dynaware

USA, Inc., 950 Tower Ln.,

Suite 1 150, Foster City, CA
94404. 415-349-5700.

EZ Music Starter Kit

(for the Mac)

This kit, for people new to

making music on the Mac,

provides all the necessary

hardware and software ex-

cept the computer and a

MIDI synthesizer. Included

are a sequencer for writing

and editing music, a MIDI

interface for connecting the

Mac to MIDI devices, a

HyperCard stack of educa-

tional resources and a mem-

bership to an on-line music

bulletin service. The edit-

ing software has familiar

tapedeck-style controls and

16 tracks that allow graphic

editing of notes, arrange-

ment and mixing. The

the user simply clicks on

the edit button to bring up

the editor for that particular

instrument. Editors include

such features as graphic ed-

iting of all envelopes and

visual display of parameters,

copying and pasting of pa-

rameters, immediate send-

ing of parameter changes,

device-specific on-line

help, and MIDI patch bay

support. The universal

librarian section of the pro-

gram can load and send

patches to and from all de-

vices in a studio setup with

a single command. Multiple

patch types can be stored

together in a single docu-

ment, providing a visual

Ballade

interface has three MIDI

OUTS for connecting the

Mac to a MIDI synthesizer.

$200. Opcode Systems,

Inc., 3641 Haven Dr., Suite

A, Menlo Park, CA 94025-

1010.415-369-8131.

Galaxy Plus Editors

(for the Mac)

This software includes the

Integrated Universal

Librarian and Individual

Editors. With it, users can

store and edit sounds on a

wide variety ofMIDI in-

struments. The librarian

section is compatible with

over 100 MIDI instru-

ments, and the editor mod-

ules included with the pro-

gram support over 45 MIDI

instruments. With a bank

or library of sounds open,

"snapshot" of a MIDI studio

that can be recalled at any

time. The package also

includes OMS (Opcode

MIDI System), which

allows multiple Opcode

programs to access a large

number of devices and

MIDI channels. $379.

Opcode Systems, Inc., 3641

Haven Dr., Suite A, Menlo

Park, CA 94025-1010.

415-369-8131.

MAX 1.1 Update
(for the Mac)

MAX is an object-oriented

programming language for

MIDI and multimedia.

With it the artist can create

"patches" that perform a

particular function or task.

A performer can customize
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software for his or her indi-

vidual performance needs

by simply connecting small

icons with patch cords.

This update includes OMS
(Opcode MIDI System)

compatibility, DSP (digital

signal processing) objects,

over 20 ready-to-use appli-

cations (editors, control-

lers, composition tools) and

newly developed objects.

OMS allows multiple Op-

code programs to access a

large number of devices and

MIDI channels. Devices

can be specified by ports,

and the user can choose dif-

ferent devices by name

from a pop-up menu that

can be linked to any MAX
MIDI object (such as note

in, note out). DSP objects

allow real-time DSP in

MAX patches running on

DSP cards. Sample filter

bank and level meter

patches are included. Up-

date is free to registered

owners. Opcode Systems,

Inc., 3641 Haven Dr., Suite

A, Menlo Park, CA 94025-

1010.415-369-8131.

NIDI Translator

(for the Mac)

This low-cost MIDI inter-

face sports one MIDI in and

three MIDI outs for only

$59.95. The MIDI Trans-

lator provides the means to

let MIDI instruments and

the Macintosh "talk" to

each other. The interface

connects to the printer or

modem port on the Mac

and then connects one or

more MIDI instruments to

the interface. Using the

software included with the

package, the user can cre-

ate, record and edit music

with a sequencer, edit and

store synthesizer sounds, or

add MIDI music to multi-

media presentations or edu-

cational software. Works

on a Mac Plus and above.

Opcode Systems, Inc., 3641

Haven Dr., Suite A, Menlo

Park, CA 94025-1010.

415-369-8131.

(for the Mac)

This timecode synchronizer

will read and generate

SMPTE timecode and then

convert it into one of two

formats: MIDI timecode or

Direct Timelock. The unit

includes Jam Sync and

Auto Merge, allowing

MIDI data from two sources

to be merged into one file.

$169.95. JLCooper Elec-

tronics, 13478 Beach Ave.,

Marina del Rey,CA 90292.

213-306-4131.

Sync*Link

(for the Mac)

This unit combines a Mac

MIDI interface box with an

SMPTE timecode genera-

tor/reader and a frequency

shift keying synchronizer

for synchronizing MIDI de-

vices to audio or videotape.

It comes with two serial

ports that each support

MIDI input and output.

$199.50. JLCooper Elec-

tronics, 13478 Beach Ave.,

Marina del Rey,CA 90292.

213-306-4131.

Presentationware

InfoLynx

(for the Mac)

Users can build interactive

black-and-white or 24-bit

color presentations without

programming or scripts

with this program. Once

finished, the presentation is

self-launching for other

users. The metaphor used is

that of a series of pages.

Each page is constructed by

importing the appropriate

PICT- and Paint-format

images, positioning or re-

sizing them as necessary,

Fractal Design Painter

Painting

Fractal Design
Painter

(for the Mac)

This new paint program

offers tools for simulating

such natural media as oil

paint, watercolor, charcoal,

and pastels, a varied palette

of paper textures and a wide

choice of "brushes" that can

be customized by the user.

The program can be used to

create new images or work

with scanned ones. It sup-

ports RIFF, TIFF, PICT and

Photoshop formats. It re-

quires a Wacom pressure-

sensitive stylus. For more

on Painter, see John

Odam's "First Contact" on

page 50. $299. Fractal De-

sign Corp., 101 Madeline

Dr., Suite 204, Aptos, CA
95003. 408-688-8800.

(for the Mac)

This System 7-compatible

update has speed improve-

ments for faster screen up-

dates and redraws and in-

cludes built-in virtual

memory for processing of

large image files. Other new

features include antialiased

brushes and shapes, user-

definable image resolution,

dithering for improved dis-

play on low-cost 8-bit color

monitors, and plug-in filter

support. For more on Oasis,

see John Odam's "First

Contact" on page 50. $795

(update free to registered

users). Time Arts, 1425

Corporate Center Pkwy.,

Santa Rosa, CA 94507.

707-576-7722.

PixelPaint 1.

(for the Mac)

This latest enhancement to

the already powerful Pixel-

Paint makes the 8-bit color

program 32-bit QuickDraw

compatible, so it can now

run on the Ilci and Ilfx with

13" or larger monitors. The

price has also been dropped

from $395 to $249, which

should make it even more

attractive to those not

already owning it. Like 2.0,

the new update supports

the Pantone color picker

spot-color matching

system. A process color

separator enables the direct

output of prepress materials

to any QuickDraw or Post-

Script compatible device.

PixelScan, a utility in-

cluded in the program,

allows the importing of

color or grayscale images

from a range of scanners.

$249 (owners of 2.0 can up-

grade for $5). SuperMac

Technology, 485 Potrero

Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. 408-245-2202.

Proxima Cyclops and
Ovation LCD

(for the Mac and IBM)

This presentation system

combined a light-weight

portable projection panel

with a remote-control

pointer that takes the place

of a mouse. Using an Ova-

tion LCD projection panel

connected to a personal

computer, a presenter can

now pull down menus, acti-

vate buttons, draw and

select objects without being

tied down to the computer.

When placed on an over-

head projector and con-

Proxima Cyclops and Ovation LCD

and adding text boxes. The

program supports full text-

editing capabilities. Once

the page is finished, the user

saves it to a file called the

Page List. Interactive but-

tons can be added to any

page. A tool called Link

Button To allows any but-

ton to be linked to any

page. Once all the pages are

finished, the presenter can

run the linked pages as a

slide show presentation or

allow it to be interactively

driven by adding the appro-

priate buttons. $495. Info-

Touch Marketing Corp.,

120 Walton St., Syracuse,

NY 13202. 315-426-0515.

nected to a personal

computer's video port or

VCR or laserdisc player, the

Ovation 24,000-color

panel provides large-screen

projection of any computer

or television image. The

Cyclops pointer supports

mouse operations for

Macintosh and IBM sys-

tems (running Windows

3.0), including position-

and-click, drag and double-

click. $1,195 for the

Cyclops pointer, $8,995

for the Ovation LCD pro-

jection panel. Proxima,

6610 Nancy Ridge Dr.,

San Diego, CA 92121.

800-582-2580.
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Printers Publications

PhaserJet PXi

Tektronix's new printing

option is the first tabloid-

sized plain-paper color

printer for under $10,000.

The PhaserJet PXi incorpo-

rates Adobe Systems's Post-

Script Level 2 language and

a new phase-change ink-jet

technology to allow the

machine to print brilliant

CvberEdae Journal

This new journal focuses on

advanced computing tech-

nology, specifically virtual

reality. Subscriptions for

the bimonthly are $87, $12

additional for delivery out-

side North America. Cyber-

Edge Journal, 928 Greenhill

Rd., Mill Valley, CA
94941.415-383-2458.

The Second International Conference on Cyberspace

Santa Cruz Cyberspace Conference

kmmhIM inSouCn*CaUmw.m u» fag-

CyberEdge Journal

colors on any kind of paper,

from thin vellum to cover

stock, in sizes up to 12" by

12". The cost ofconsum-

ables is comparable to laser

printers—about 5 cents per

page for monochrome text

and 25 cents for an average

color page. $9,995. Tek-

tronix, Wilsonville Indus-

trial Park, P.O. Box 1000,

Wilsonville, OR 97070.

800-835-6100, 503-

685-3585.

3DOit)Art

SwivelArt Collections

(for the Mac)

Five new SwivelArt 3D clip

art collections are now

available, including Map
Collections I and II, View-

point Air& Sea, Anatomy

and Car Collections. $250

each ($150 each to regis-

tered Paracomp customers).

Paracomp, Inc., 1725

Montgomery St., 2nd floor,

San Francisco, CA 941 1 1 -

415-956-4091.

Exmmsmem
(for the Mac and IBM)

This collection of3D ob-

jects will work with 3D pro-

grams on both the Mac and

IBM compatibles. The first

package in the series con-

sists of 12 disks of highly de-

tailed 3D objects, some

having over 30 individual

parts. Each disk includes

basic objects illustrating a

theme. The Architectural

Design disk, for example,

contains a series of building

parts for designing a house.

Titles of the other disks are

Future Design, Human
Design, Dinosaur Design,

Interior Design, Microbot

Design, Space Design,

Woodlands Design, Vin-

tage Aircraft, and City

Icons. IBM/PC, $99.95;

Mac, $129.95. Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second St., San

Francisco, CA 94107.

415-957-0886.

3D Reridexing

JEMBESSSSESIM
(for the Mac)

This significant update to

Super 3D allows the pro-

gram to export its models in

3D Design Library

MacRenderMan's RIB

(RenderMan Interface

Bytestream) format. In the

latter rendering program

users can add textures and

shading for photorealistic

output. Thus Super 3D
maintains its lead over

other surface modeling pro-

grams in having the great-

est number of file import

and export options. The

program retains the features

that have made it popular

in the Mac world, the auto-

matic controls for extrud-

ing, revolving, and Sweep

Surface, and the tools to

transform 2D templates

into three-dimensional ob-

jects. $495. Upgrades from

earlier versions for $100,

except version 2.0/2.1, $50.

Aldus Corp., 41 1 First Ave.

S., Seattle, WA 98104-

2871, 206-628-6594.

Alias Sketch!

(for the Mac)

Alias Sketch! is a freeform

3D illustration and design

program, using a set of

natural sketching tools to

create its objects. Most 3D
programs use preformed ob-

jects of rigid tools that can

constrain the designer, who

would often prefer to start

with a sketch and move on

from there. This software

allows the user to scan in an

image and immediately

sketch directly into the per-

spective of the real world.

The user creates freeform

curves by sketching any-

where in 3D space, includ-

ing directly on any 2D

plane or 3D surface using a

tool called the 3D pencil.

For more precise curves the

Curve-o-Matic tool pro-

vides users with the ability

to automatically draw accu-

rate three-dimensional

curves consisting of any

combinations of spline

curves, arcs or straight lines.

Sketch! has bidirectional

links to 2D via PICT and

EPSF formats and a direct

link from Adobe Illustrator.

The program supports a

variety of import and ex-

port formats. The program

is positioned as a comple-

ment to workstation-based

CAD systems and it sup-

ports a wide range of them.

$1,995. Alias Research,

Inc., 1 10 Richmond St. E.,

Toronto, ON, Canada

M5C1P1. 416-362-9181.

Alias Upfront

(for the IBM)

Alias Upfront claims to be

the first 3D product for

Windows 3.0. Using any

386-equipped machine the

user can create fully shaded

ing flying logos. $895 (up-

grade free to registered

users). Specular Interna-

tional, 233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA 01004.

413-549-7600.

NodelShop II

(for the Mac)

Version II of this 3D design

and sketch tool is billed as a

total revision and not just

an upgrade. An extensive

object library, advanced

rendering, shadows and

animation and the ability

to view models from virtu-

ally any user-defined per-

Infini-D

3D design concepts. These

concepts can then be trans-

ferred into CAD software,

such as AutoCAD, where

detailed drawing and mod-

eling occur. $995. Alias

Research, Inc., 110 Rich-

mond St. E., Toronto, ON,
Canada M5C1P1. 416-

362-9181.

(for the Mac)

This 3D modeling, render-

ing and animation program

has gone through a major

upgrade, with full System 7

support. It now includes a

full TrueType interface, al-

lowing text to be squashed

and stretched over time for

lifelike animation effects.

Solid textures can also be

applied to type, and type

can be morphed. Another

new feature is a virtual

memory scheme for map-

ping large PICT maps onto

3D objects, allowing for

high-quality complex

images. This program is par-

ticularly useful for generat-

spective strengthen the

program considerably.

Lighting is more sophisti-

cated with helodonic light

placement. This feature

calculates the sun's position

in the sky when given the

latitude, date and time of

day. A large library of often-

used design components,

including desks, cabinets,

chairs, tables and more,

speeds up the architect's

model-creating job. Cus-

tomizing is the order of the

day with the new version,

with 85% of the program's

functions customizable to

suit the user's preferences

and needs. The software

also features user-definable

working planes, export to

DXF,PICS, PICT2and

24-bit PICT, import from

Claris CAD, DXF, PICT
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and PICT2, and on-screen

text entry and editing.

ModelShop II is System 7.0

compatible and requires

2MBofRAM,4MBfor
color, and will run on com-

pact Macs as well as the

Mac II line. $600-$800.

Paracomp, Inc., 1725

Montgomery St., 2nd Floor,

San Francisco, CA 941 11.

415-956-4091.

Presenter
Professional

(for the Mac)

3D illustrations, photo-

realistic rendering and ob-

ject/path animation can be

combined in this product to

Byte Corp., 9442 Capital of

Texas Hwy. N., Suite 150,

Austin, TX 78759.

512-343-4357.

Sculpt 4D
(for the Mac)

Byte-by-Byte's Sculpt 4D is

finally shipping for the

Mac. Up to now it's only

been available for the

Amiga. The software inte-

grates a spline- and vertex-

based three-dimensional

modeler, materials editor,

photorealistic renderer and

animation choreographer

into one interface. It in-

cludes all of the features of

Sculpt 3D as well as the

ModelShop II

facilitate 3D presentations.

The program will work

with MacRenderMan,

Claris CAD and Photo-

shop. $3,600. Visual Infor-

mation Development, Inc.,

16309 Doublegrove St.,

La Puente,CA 91744.

818-918-8834.

(for the Mac)

This is a significant upgrade

to the popular 3D program.

Vertex- and spline-based

surface modeling, materials

editing, texture mapping

and photorealistic render-

ing are now supported in a

single, integrated applica-

tion. Surface shaders allow

a great variety of colors or

patterns, such as wood,

marble and camouflage, to

be applied to 3D model sur-

faces. Special effects such as

wrinkles, dimples and

cracks with algorithmic

bump mapping are now

possible. $2,500. Byte-by-

animation capabilities of

key framing, multitracking,

object cycling and hierar-

chical path animation.

Once rendered, the ani-

mated frames can be re-

corded automatically to

videotape or disk via the in-

cluded frame controller

drivers. Sculpt 4D can also

compile images as PICS

files or in a custom high-

compression animation for-

mat for playback directly

from the Mac. The Sculpt

interface mimics traditional

sculpting and animation

metaphors, which enables

users to interact more freely

with their ideas and de-

signs. $3,500. Sculpt 3D
owners upgrading will re-

ceive credit for the price of

their original package.

Byte-by-Byte Corp., 9442

Capital ofTexas Hwy. N.,

Suite 150, Austin, TX
78759,512-343-4357.

Showplace

(for the Mac)

This picture composition

software allows users to im-

port objects from 3D mod-

eling applications (in the

form ofRIB files) or from

clip art libraries (one such

library comes with Show-

place), arrange them in a

scene, give each object a

"Look" (metal, wood,

stone, pattern, etc.), locate

light sources, set up a "cam-

era" to shoot the picture,

create and render a proto-

Swivel ID Pro

(for the Mac)

This overdue update to

Swivel 3D combines ren-

dering, modeling and lim-

ited animation in one pack-

age. Multiple light sources

and Phong shading permit

advanced rendering. Sup-

port for 24-bit color will be

welcomed, as will the tex-

tured-surface creation func-

tion and support for DXF
and RenderMan Interface

Bytestream (RIB) output.

Its 3D modeling capabilities

Sculpt 4D

Showplace

type 3D picture, then

finally use MacRenderMan

to transform the scene into

a photorealistic picture.

Images can be saved as

TIFF or PICT files. Show-

place comes bundled with

MacRenderMan and re-

quires a Mac II with a hard

disk, at least 5 MB ofRAM
(8 MB recommended),

QuickDraw, and an 8- or

24-bit color display. $995.

Pixar, 1001 W. Cutting

Blvd., Richmond, CA
94804. 415-236-4000.

are complete, while its ren-

dering capabilities lack sev-

eral advanced features such

as translucence. Its more

powerful modeling tools in-

clude links, constrains and

object hierarchies. Linking

isn't the simple object

grouping common to other

programs but rather estab-

lishes a parent-child rela-

tionship between linked

objects. This means that

changing the parent's atti-

tude and position will also

cause the child's to change

in a dependent fashion.

Hierarchies allow a series of

such links of objects in de-

pendent attitudes and posi-

tions in complex models to

change in a coordinated

manner. Constraints allows

limits to be placed on one

or more objects. For ex-

ample, limits can be placed

on the degree of movement

allowed a moving part,

which produces realistic

motion effects. These tools

are unique to this program.

Once constructed, the

model can be rendered, ap-

plying shading, antialiasing,

lighting and other effects.

A Light Panel allows the

user to graphically set the

intensity and position of

eight light sources. Anima-

tion is limited to tweening,

ture maps. The result is in-

telligent or procedural sur-

face descriptions, or, as the

company likes to call them:

"Smart 3D Surfaces." Every

VG Shader contains infor-

mation about how each

material should reflect light

when a VG Shader is ap-

plied to an object. The sur-

faces of objects with VG
Shaders will respond cor-

rectly to the kinds of lights

the user selects and will ap-

pear appropriately different

under different lighting

conditions. $495. The

VALIS Group, 1001 W.

Cutting Blvd., Richmond,

CA 94804. 415-236-4124.
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VG Shaders

where the program will

create the intermediate se-

quences between a begin-

ning frame with the model

and an ending frame, (key-

frames). The user can con-

trol how many tween

frames there will be and

hence the smoothness of

the motion. Unfortunately,

the program doesn't sup-

port an animation playback

feature. $695. Paracomp,

Inc., 1725 Montgomery St.,

2nd floor, San Francisco,

CA 94111.415-956-4091.

VG Shaders *

VG Looks. Volume I

(for the Mac and IBM)

VG Shaders are sophisti-

cated surface, atmospheric

and displacement shaders

for RenderMan-compatible

products. Unlike other

products, these aren't flat,

decal-like texture maps of

materials. Since they derive

from algorithms written in

the RenderMan Shading

Language, the user gets sur-

face effects as well as the

ability to manipulate tex-

WMsmmmm
(for the Mac)

Virtus Corp. has cut its

price for WalkThrough by

more than half, from $895

to $395, which should

broaden this unique

product's appeal. The soft-

ware lets you move through

a 3D model, viewing it from

different angles and select-

ing the best perspective for

the final design. It also pro-

vides tools for creating and

editing models. Virtus

Corp., 117 Edinburgh S.,

Suite 204, Cary.NC 27511.

919-467-9700.

Utilities

(for the Mac)

JAG stands for "Jaggies Are

Gone." And they mean it.

This utility is a break-

through for solving an en-

during problem, the visual

stair-stepping effect caused

by the sampling process re-

quired for the display of im-

ages on a computer screen.
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JAG can antialias 8- and

24-bit still images and ani-

mations. The program first

opens the high-resolution

image, removes the jaggies,

and then outputs PICT and

PICS file formats. It can

handle grayscale, 8-, 24-

and 32-bit images. In anti-

aliasing animation (PICS)

files, JAG outputs 24-bit

animations to videotape

minus the jaggies. The pro-

gram will work with files

from 2D paint and 3D ren-

dering software packages as

well. $99.95. Ray Dream,

Inc., 1804 N. Shoreline

Blvd., Mountain View, CA
94043. 415-960-0766.

Video

ColorSnap-31

(for the Mac)

This combination hard-

ware and software package

allows the user to capture

24-bit color images in real

time. Images can be cap-

tured from live cameras,

laserdiscs, VCRs and TV
monitors. Input formats

may be NTSC composite,

S-Video or component

RGB. A resizable view-

finder displays the video

image directly on the Mac

screen. Software controls

are also provided for hue;

saturation; contrast and

IT WAS A DAY LIKE ANY OTHER DAY -
AND THEN SHE WALKED INTO MY LIFE .

s
hi

IT WAS A DAY LIKE ANY OTHER DAY -
AND THEN SHE WALKED INTO MY LIFE .

II

1

JAG (before and after)

SPECtacular

(for the Mac)

This utility automatically

creates font specimen and

specing sheets for all in-

stalled fonts on the Mac.

Predefined templates make

it easy to create the speci-

men sheets. They also allow

the user to create E-charts,

character location charts

and average characters per

pica tables as well as pica

rulers and compass/protrac-

tors. $79.95. Omega Sys-

tems, P.O. Box 7633,

Chico,CA 95927-7633.

916-894-6351.

brightness; gamma correc-

tion for red, green and blue;

and cropping, resizing and

rotation of images. The

product includes modules

for direct capture into

Photoshop, ColorStudio or

QuarkXPress. This package

is compatible with the new

still video cameras and

players from Canon, Sony

and Panasonic. Saving can

take place in compressed

formats with the built-in

JPEG compression capabili-

ties. An audio option allows

users to attach stereo sound

to captured images, digitiz-

ing the audio at 8 bits per

sample. Software control is

provided for volume, bal-

ance, treble and bass. $995.

Computer Friends, Inc.

14250 N.W. Science Park

Dr., Portland, OR 97229.

503-626-2291.

ColorSpace III

(for the Mac II)

AppleColor monitor own-

ers can create interactive

text and video applications

by combining ColorSpace

Hi with the ColorSpace FX

video processor card (Ver-

Card externals for control-

ling video devices, al-

though only with respect to

the basics of starting, stop-

ping, recording, rewinding

and so on. Also included in

the toolkit is CueTrack, an-

other application for edit-

ing and logging videotape.

$199. Abbate, 83 Main St.,

Norfolk, MA 02056.

508-520-0199.
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VideoAuthor

bum 3.3), which is usable

for interactive kiosks,

videodiscs, film and picture

archiving, and multimedia

presentations. Full-color

video can be run in a win-

dow on the AppleColor

monitor. Standard NTSC
or PAL composite video

signals can be converted

into an RGB video signal

for the AppleColor moni-

tor. ColorSpace Hi takes in-

put from VCRs, videodisc

players or cameras and out-

puts to VCRs, large-screen

projectors, and other de-

vices. It comes with

HyperPro's VideoAuthor.

ColorSpace Hi, $1,295;

ColorSpace FX, $1,695;

combined, $2,495. MASS
Microsystems, 810 W.
Maude Ave., Sunnyvale,

CA 94086, 408-522-1200.

OnTrack

(for the Mac)

This HyperCard 2 toolkit

comes with a cable for con-

trolling video equipment

through the Mac's serial

port. The package provides

a complete set of Hyper-

colors. A company's corpo-

rate color, or any matched

color used in its ads and

brochures, can be trans-

lated closely onto video.

The new system is always

incorporated in the Digital

F/X Composium System,

and is supported by Video

F/X. The latest version of

Pantone's color matching

system is the 747XR, offer-

ing a range of 747 colors,

which includes the corre-

sponding printing ink for-

mulas for each color,

complemented by the

familiar, indispensable,

tear-out chips in the Color

Specifier 747XR. Pantone

Inc., 55 Knickerbocker Rd.,

Moonachie,NJ 07074.

201-935-5500.

VideoAuthor

(for the Mac)

This package puts full-

motion interactive video

into windows on the Mac.

It permits control of video

hardware peripherals, in-

cluding videodisc, VCR or

definition and export of

video sequences from a

source and playback of

these sequences within

HyperCard stacks. Video-

Author supports Pioneer,

Sony and Hitachi Laserdisc

players and works with

RasterOps, Moonraker,

E-Machines, Orange Micro

and MASS Microsystems

video boards. $395. Hyper-

Pro, Inc., 491 N. Pastoria

Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. 408-522-1300.

Video F/X 1.0

(for the Mac)

Video F/X, a desktop video

production system, has just

announced release 2.0,

sporting major software en-

hancements, including the

addition of nonlinear edit-

ing as a standard feature

and an optional A/B roll

and PICS-animation sup-

port. This complements the

previous capability of seam-

lessly integrating live video,

audio, graphics, transitions

and animation elements

Video F/X

Pantone Broadcast
Color System
Pantone, best known for its

printing color standards,

has brought a color match-

ing system to the moving

screen. This will allow for

greater color consistency

between printed and video

productions. This system

would replace the eight

"color bars" seen by late-

night viewers as they turn

off their TV sets. Television

stations can now calibrate

their equipment to repro-

duce the full range ofPMS

video camera via processing

boards that install into Nu-

Bus slots. The video can

then be integrated into

HyperCard-based presenta-

tions. Applications on the

Mac can include full-

motion and still-frame

video in windows sizable up

to the full screen. The user

can control the display of

color graphics and text in-

cluding video overlay.

Video effects include

zooms, wipes, spins and

fades. The VideoMaker

component allows the easy

into professional-quality

video productions. The

program supports the entire

video production process

from storyboarding to

frame-accurate video and

audio editing, integration

of graphics, and output to

final tape. The system now

supports a wider variety of

tape decks, including the

major formats such as Hi8,

S-VHS, U-matic and Beta-

cam. The upgraded system

will retail for $9,995. It re-

quires a Mac II family com-
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puter,8MBofRAM,

40 MB of disk storage, a

Mac 8-bit RGB color moni-

tor, two videotape recorders

(VTRs), anNTSC video

monitor, and System 6.0.5

or higher. For A/B roll, one

additional VTR with time-

base correction is needed.

A 300 MB or larger hard

disk is recommended for

nonlinear editing. For those

who want the editing fea-

tures but don't want to

spring for an integrated sys-

tem, Soft F/X is available

for $995. This software-

only package contains all

the software features of

Video F/X and allows video

and audio footage to be

edited in digitized form on

any Mac II with no addi-

tional hardware. Digital

F/X, 755RavendaleDr.,

Mountain View, CA
94043. 415-961-2800.

VideoSpigot,
VidcoSpigot Pro

(for the Mac

)

VideoSpigot is a digital

video capture-and-play-

back system for Mac LC
and Ilsi systems with small

screens; it retails for $499.

The Pro version is for accel-

erated 8-bit and 24-bit dis-

plays on the Ilsi system

when it has a big screen; it

retails for $1,899. Reel-

Time, digital movie-editing

software, is bundled free

with both products. Both

allow users to make movies

with Apple's QuickTime

system update. Both pro-

grams will capture NTSC
or PAL input from a VCR,

laserdisc or video camera at

rates that vary with window

size. ReelTime allows the

captured and digitized

video to be edited, includ-

ing transitions, special ef-

fects, image-processing

filters, A/B roll and over-

lays. It provides for random

access interactive editing

and includes a variety of

plug-in software effects and

filters. SuperMac Technol-

ogy, 485 Potrero Ave.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

408-245-2202.

Virtual Reality

Mandala Virtual

Reality System

(for the Amiga)

Up to now, the widely

praised Mandala Virtual

Reality System has been

available only as a $20,000

stand-alone system. Now
the system is available as a

software program for only

$495 that will run on the

Amiga 500, Amiga 1000

and Amiga 2000 series sys-

tems. Mandala allows users

to create interactive envi-

ronments that can be en-

tered and controlled

through the use of any

video camera. Scenes are

created using standard

Amiga paint programs.

Requires an Amiga, an A-

Squared Live! Board, and

video camera. Virtual real-

ity involves using video

cameras to capture the

image of a person and carry

him or her via the video

connection into the arti-

ficial world of the computer

screen. With this human

interface technology, the

person who is transported

into the computer environ-

ment can control events

occurring in the computer

application. Many people

saw a demonstration of this

live at the Verbum Be-In

held at the 1991 MacWorld

Expo in San Francisco. It

works! The Vivid Group,

317 Adelaide St. W., Suite

302, Toronto, ON Canada

M5V1P9. 416-340-9290.

WorldToolKit

(for the IBM)

This is the first virtual real-

ity application develop-

ment software that will run

on a personal computer.

WorldToolKit combines a

fast Tenderer with 3D tex-

ture mapping for real-time

simulation applications.

The program is targeted at

C-language programmers

with moderate program-

ming ability. $3,500.

Sense8Corp., 1001 Bridge-

way, Suite 477, Sausalito,

CA 94965. 415-331-6318.

Books on Virtual Reality

The Revolutionary
Technology of

Computer-Generated
Artificial Worlds-

ami How It Promises
and Threatens to

Transform Business
and Society

HOWARD HHHEfNG0LD

Artificial Reality II

1 'v

VIRTUALREALITY
This comprehensive historical overview of the VR field was

written by Howard Rheingold, author ofTook for Thou^xt

and editor of the Whole Earth Review. He weaves an intric

trail through the various VR research paths and introduce

the reader to such leading researchers as Scott Fisher,

Thomas Furness, Brenda Laurel and John Walker. Rhein

produces compelling discussions of the economic, social,

psychological and philosophical implications ofVR and iti

application in fields ranging from business to medicine and

art. Although one must be willing to dig among the pages to

connect specific dates and individuals with particular events,

the book is entertaining and informative and serves as a

launchpad into the world ofVR. $22.95. Summit Books,

Simon& Schuster Building, Rockefeller Center, 1230

Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020.

COMPUTERS AS THEATRE
In this thought-provoking book VR pioneer Brenda Laurel

raises interesting questions about computer interface design

and the human experience. In clear, accessible language, she

examines the fundamental paradigms that have driven the

operation ofcomputer interfaces from the beginning and

discusses the advantages and barriers they generate. Laurel

suggests that program designers view the computer as a

medium rather than as a tool and look toward the study of

drama for the answers to complex design problems. In her

view, using dramatic theory to help immerse the user in the

interface experience would stimulate thought, emotion and

die senses, thus creating interfaces that are smoother and

more pleasurable. The ideas Laurel presents may provide the

first step toward the integration ofhuman-computer

activities and the artificial worlds in which they will take

place. $36,75. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1

Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867.

ARTIFICIAL REALITY II

Myron Krueger, who has been doing VR research for over

years, details the mechanics and results of his many ex-

periments over the years, up to his current VideoDesk

project, and he discusses ways of entering computer-

generated worlds without the encumbrances of goggles,

gloves, or data suits. More than a simple revision of Krueg<

previous book (Artificial Reality, 1984), this volume is fill

with up-to-date infomiation on the current status ofVR
including its ramifications for communication, art, theatre,

poetry, medicine, science and technology, business and more

Krueger's vision of a future "cybernetic society" is both

frightening and inviting. He takes us to worlds, artificial

real, that we must be ready to deal with, whether we like it or

not. $24.95. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1 Jacob

Way, Reading, MA 01867.
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continued from page 24

scious and the conscious there is a

truth and we need to be aware of

that. That's what makes art great

down the ages, because it makes it

relevant when people look at it

500 years from then; there's a truth

there and people can relate to it

—

it has universality that transcends

the time period.

MG: And at the same time show-

ing the time period just in the way

it's done, the artists' personal

touch on things.

BN: Right. It has to show the time

period—it was done in that time,

it has this imprint—but still there's

something about it that is just so

beautiful and it compels you in

some way that you can't even ar-

ticulate. And it's that nonarticula-

tion of the experience of looking

that makes it meaningful, and that

meaningfulness—words can't ex-

press it. So for me to comment on

it I have to say [whispers] "Notlv

ing."

MG: Are there any new directions

that you're looking forward to with

your work? Any plans or desires?

BN: Yeah, I'd like to have an exhi-

bition on the moon. •
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and
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An International, Interdisciplinary, Interactive Exploration of the New Human for the 21st Century
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Available from Verbum

Call 61 9-233-9977 (or fax 9976) with VISA/MC
or send check to P.O. Box 1 2564, San Diego, CA 921 1 2

or come to the Verbum booth #5423 (in Brooks Hall) at MacWorld Expo, January 12-15

Sponsored by Apple Computer, Pantone and Verbum Magazine
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singly weary ot

Iged illustrations that have ob-

ly been done in Illustrator, Free-

I, Corel Draw or some such Post-

Script drawing program. The colors

are flat and the lines are monotonous.

There is definitely a place tor that

kind of art
,
especially in technical,

diagrammatic or cartographic

work—my own studio is responsible

for churning out large quantities of

that sort of thing—but too often

these techniques are inappropriately

applied in situations where a more

humanistic approach is required.

Until recently the solution was

simple: if you want humanistic art use

humans—humans unassisted and un-

encumbered by high-tech gadgetry,

humans armed only with pencils,

brushes and those quaint, smelly

markers that were once the cutting

edge of technology. Many years ago,

back in the precom-

puter days, my former

studio-mate, Steve

Harrison, was looking

over my shoulder as I

was doing a marker

pen comp of a river

rafting catalogue. By

building up layers of

small dabs of ink with

the pens I managed to

get the blotty effect of

an out-of-focus river

rapid. Steve referred to

this technique as

"blotulism." Much to

my surprise, blotulism

made a major comeback when I

started to use the Wacom tablet.

Some ingenious software pro-

grammers have gotten together with

the clever hardware folks to come up

with something that promises to

bridge the gap between the humans

and art-droids. The Wacom digitiz-

ing tablet is a slender desktop item

about twice the size of a normal

mouse pad. Using a stylus that re-

sembles a ballpoint pen, the Wacom
serves as an ultrasophisticated Etch-

a-Sketch, faithfully recording the

motion of the stylus across the tablet

and transcribing it to the screen. But

that's not all. It also records the

amount of pressure you give the pen,

so with the right program you can get

the effect of a dry brush, watercolor

variations in density, or even the

blobby trails of markers.

There are now over 22 programs

on the market that take advantage of

the Wacom. I had the opportunity to

test two: Oasis by Time Arts and

Fractal Design Painter by Fractal

Design Corporation. Both have well

thought out interfaces, with Painter

being elaborate and comprehensive

and Oasis spartan and straight-

forward. The creators of

Painter have also

ently incorpo-

rated special Van Gogh and

Seurat brushes into the program that

emulate these artists' multicolored

strokes and stipple. These effects can

be applied to any exiting color image

with the cloning function, enabling

Direct tracing on

the Wacom tablet.

A famous photo-

graph of Thoreau

served as a tem-

plate for this

Oasis file. For

some reason the

aspect ratio of the

tablet was differ-

ent from that of

the screen, result-

ing in an elonga-

tion of the image.

I placed a straight

edge down on the

tablet and ran the

stylus along it to

produce the

almost-straight

lines framing the

portrait.

Simply doodling with

the various brush tools

in Painter produced

such pleasing results

that I decided to in-

clude these two images

as examples of some of

the painterly effects

that seem to emerge

almost effortlessly.

SO
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any photograph to be trans-

formed into a painting. To
sum up the relative

merits of the pro- jA

One nice feature of

Painter Is the library of

paper and canvas tex-

tures available. The fish

scales are produced by

using the "halftone"

texture and the soft

chalk brush tool. I first

made the paper black,

then when I had fin-

ished the inside of the

drawing I outlined it in

opaque white paint with

a broad brush. Note the

fuzzy areas at the edge

where lighter pressure

on the "brush" allowed

some of the underlying

"paper" to show

through.

grams, I would say that Oasis works

better for drawing and Painter for

painting and special effects.

Oasis is rather sluggish and

does not allow the dele-

tion of a selected area

with the delete key (it's

done with a

directly traced appeared elongated,

although otherwise quite accurate.

But when I worked freehand with the

tablet, no such distortion occuned.

Evidently our eyes and muscles com-

pensate for the differential tracking.

The tablet supplements rather than

supplants the mouse;

menu item

called

Clear). Painter is smooth running

and versatile but lacks a paint bucket

tool for filling flat areas

The tablet itself if a fine piece of

engineering. Its tracking is precise: if

you draw a circle with the stylus and

come back to the starting point it will

connect, unlike the early graphic

tablets that generated drawings like

the classic art school exercise of

drawing without looking at the pa-

per. Strangely enough, images that I

Akthough the armamen-
tarium of brushes in

Painter is impressive,

the more modest tool-

box of Oasis actually

gave me better results

for |ust plain pencil

drawing. Here I have

tried to capture the

flavor of two of the

English pen and

wash artists whose

work I admire:

David Gentleman

and Tony

Matthews.

t

both may work

together. I find it quicker

to get at the pull-down menus

with the mouse, for example. It is also

worth noting that you can run almost

any program with the stylus, not just

those with fuzzy paintbrushes. When
it comes to droid art, the stylus per-

forms brilliantly in FreeHand and

Illustrator even though the

pressure function is inelevant.

Although the stylus is marvel-

ously sensitive, it still lacks the pre-

cise feel of a real pencil. Ifdrawing

with the mouse can be likened to

drawing with a bar of soap, then

drawing with the stylus is a little like

drawing with lipstick. Perhaps the

comparison is unfair: the sensation of

using the tablet has a virtual-reality

quality. Virtual paint on virtual

canvas. Real painters may or may not

take to this new medium. The smell

of turpentine is gone, but ah, the

Undo button.

The beautiful and

rare torrey pines

that grow around my
studio served as a

starting point for

this Oasis-generated

study in "bletulism."

I don't miss the

smell or squeak of

those marker pens.

i
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Barlow
continued from page 20

about making the complex thing we
call reality. Dramatically enhanced

tools are becoming available to pursue

that. I think the best thing about vir-

tual reality is that it's the first time

we've had a mechanism for studying

how reality gets created in the first

place. We thought we knew what in-

telligence was until we set out to make

some. And now we don't know very

much about making artificial intelli-

gence, but we do know a hell of a lot

more about intelligence. I think vir-

tual reality is going to deliver to a lot of

people the realization that reality is an

opinion and not a fact. And that's a

helpful realization, I think.

MC: I'm hoping multimedia can

strike back at the numbing literal-

ism that the canned media is forc-

ing on us*

JB: Well it's going to go both ways. It's

going to make matters worse and

better.

MC: The point that it gets to is,

what do we do with multimedia?

JB: If you look at it as a medium from

the many to the many, ifyou look at it

as a telephone and not a television,

which is how I prefer to look at it, then

you don't have the imposed spewing of

market insensitivity. A hell of a lot of

what's wrong with TV is terror of

offending anybody out there in this

vast market. If you know who your

audience is, you know if you're going

to offend them or not. So I think in

that sense, many-to-many multi-

media has the capacity to carry the

unvarnished truth a lot more effec-

tively than something that is pitched

at 20 million. It's something that costs

a hell of a lot to produce. If it's really

expensive, chances are it's not likely to

be as truthful as if it's sort of loincloth

and machete.

HG: Back to the culture, the

people who are creating these

tools, this melding of artists and

software engineers and so forth,

do you see any parallels with the

kind of rock V roll culture of the

sixties?

JB: Oh sure. I don't want to make too

much of that parallel because I think

that there's something debilitating

about a certain kind of sixties nostal-

gia. It's sort of the re-creation of that

golden glittering era, often leaving out

a number of side effects that were

pretty appalling—then and later. I

mean, this is now and that was then.

And what's going on now is as inter-

esting to me in a lot of different ways

than what went on then. I think

what's going on now is subtler, doesn't

have the same kind of mass cultural

quality; it's much more splintered and

individualistic and segmented, and

that's okay. There's something inevi-

tably dangerous about mass move-

ments of any sort.

HG: Multimedia and virtual reality

technology have started to take on

a pop culture kind of dimension*

JB: Oh, yeah. I just recently became

aware that what I was looking at was a

movement. People are going to look

back and talk about cyberpunks in the

same way they talk about hippies and

beatniks.

MC: So it's really a social move-

ment that people are going to

start relating to?

JB: They're relating to it now. They're

developing a style and an aesthetic,

actually less in the United States than

in Japan, Europe and England. We're

sort of behind the curve on this one,

which is curious because this is where

the stuff that it's based on is getting

done.

MC: We're also leading the curve.

JB: The mass cultural movement
among younger kids is taking place

elsewhere, but the tools that they're

picking up on are being made here.

MC: Yeah, it's fascinating in that

respect. The U.S. culture in general

is kind of boring these days.

JB: Well, I don'tknowhow boring it is,

but I think the people in general are in

datashock. They've been so blud-

geoned with this continual hosing-

down of information that they don't

have any way of incorporating it into

their lives. Their lives are confusing

and alienating. A lot ofpeople are just

sort of hunkered down to the extent

that they can be. Personally, I like

ambiguity. I like confusion—I look at

it as an opportunity. But most folks

look at it as a threat. I once had adream

in which Sigmund Freud told me that

neurosis was the inability to tolerate

ambiguity, and that's actually a pretty

good definition. And there's a hell ofa

lot of that form of neurosis out there,

believe me, and it's getting worse. I see

a tendency in this country for people

to rise up and call for shorter chains

and smaller cages. And the trouble is

that this is enough ofa democracy that

they're going to get what they want.

MC: Do you have any final thoughts

for us?

JB: No, I just think we live in interest-

ing times.

MC: Like it or not.

JB: Like it or not, and the difference

between it's being a blessing or a curse

is whether or not you've got sufficient

confidence in yourselfto surf it. It's like

being in heavy white water: If you try

to control the situation, you're in big

trouble but ifyou try to interact with it,

you're going to be all right. #

Kimeger
continued from page 2

1

location. What you have is a 36" by

30" desktop with a video camera

mounted overhead. The video camera

scans the hands and digitizes them

into the computer and the hands are

interacting with the computer inter-

face. So you and the individual at the

remote location are working together

in the computer environment. The

screen becomes a shared space, a

separate reality that you accept as real.

You interact with the other person in

the same way you would if you were

together.

The one thing that is really new in

all of this is the opportunity for full-

body participation, which the head-

mount people are backing away from

because the data suit is hard to manu-

facture. We do full-body participation

much more easily because we don't

need to make you wear anything. The

next step is for the computer to let you

use your body in a natural way wher-
'

ever you are. That will come. The

computer will understand you as a

creature with a body the same way

another person does. So it will read

body language, it will react to you and

it will probably come up with some

way of nodding and so on. Whether

you believe in artificial intelligence or

not, the computer is going to be able to

fake it well enough to fool a lot of

people just like people do. (To work at

a cocktail party, hell, you could write

that software in a weekend. Artificial

intelligence is a separate issue.) And it

is going to happen.

NG: A programmed being?

MK: Yeah. You will have that as an

interface. That's how you'll think of

the computer. Within five years you'll

see people taking that approach. The

thing that will make it unavoidable is

when you have speech input. Not

speaker-independent speech recogni-

tion, that's what everyone thinks we

need, but speaker-dependent speech,

which is a much easier problem; there

will be lots of uses for that.

The problem with the hand

—

gloved or not gloved—is that you

haven't got any buttons on it, so you

need some way of saying to the com-

puter that you mean it. "Do something

when I do this." I can have a menu and

touch it in space, but really to be able

to say while you are working, "Now do

this: Make it blue. Red. Okay, a little

more blue. Now shade it to dark,"

without moving a hand from the

work—that will help tremendously

and that will come. Then the com-

puter will be useful in the house. The

computer isn't useful in the house now
continued on page 54
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Artist: Jon Watson; image modeled and rendered entirely in StrataVision 3d.

StrataVision 3d is realistically the best 3D pro-

gram on the Mac. • Already donned with

industry awards, there's even greater power

with version 2.0. Extended modeling gives you

more control over objects. Apply realistic textures,

set reflectivity and soften shadows with

improved ease. Animations of

linked objects offer stunning results.

StrataVision 3d 2.0 also has a realistic

price; $995. • Whether you're an

illustrator, a designer or an architect, we have the

realistic solution. Call toll-free 1-800-869-6855 today.
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Discover how other people
are using multimedia suc-
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continued from page 52

because you've got to go to one room

to do it.

MC: Just stand in front of the

video eye of the computer?

MK: There will be videos all over.

They already have a one-chip camera

just within the last year. Video cam-

eras will be at the bottom of your

Cracker Jack box. No cost. They'll be

in the wallpaper. It's not going to be an

issue.

MC: So your whole room will be a

ID grid and it will sense your

movements, and if you do the

right moves or you turn it on with

a voice command then

MK: You can just be there with it. The
computer will inhabit your house.

Anywhere in the house you'll be able

to converse with it. For me the re-

minder function alone would be price-

less, that would be invaluable. An
example that I give inmy book is that I

lose yet another screwdriver so I tell

the computer to remind me so that the

next time I drive by a hardware store

the car, who's been alerted by the

home computer and is interacting

with a satellite to navigate, knows

where the hardware stores are, and

asks me, "While we're here do you

want to pick up that screwdriver?"

That sort of integration is a prob-

lem with the gloves and suits. I mean,

can you imagine telling an executive

he or she is going to put on a special

costume to give a talk? They won't

allow a keyboard on their desk and

now they're going to wear something

that'll make them look foolish? It

won't happen. It's a matter of accept-

ing human constraints and working

with them. My guess is the headmount

will go the direction of becoming less

and less encumbering. When it does,

the glove will become, in contrast,

more and more encumbering.

MC: When I look at our TV-addicted

culture* and then interactive tele-

vision and virtual reality, I wonder

if there is something to fear about

getting lost in there. Somehow
going against nature?

MK: Well, see, I think this is natural. I

think technology is a natural conse-

quence of the chemicals: You put the

chemicals together and you add heat

and light and you come back in a few

million years, you're going to have

artificial or virtual realities.

MC: In other words, this technol-

ogy is an extension of biological

evolution?

MK: It's part of natural law. When I

thought ofVIDEOPLACE it was God
speaking. It was just . . . click, it was

right. It's there and I know it'll work.

The process of invention is not really

invention, we're just monkeys with

typewriters and every once in a while

we read it. When I look at nature I see

technology. The dark side is that it

might be a virtual horror movie that

will attract the people that want to

play Jason. Any adventure hero these

days is committing mayhem. If you

were to be Jason, I can't help but think

that rehearsing actions makes them

easier to perform. I don't think that

sitting and watching them passively

on the screen or reading them in a

book incites action. I think it's just the

opposite.

MC: To actually act them out is

something to be concerned about?

MK: Yeah, because that's exactly how
you train people. You rehearse them.

In the army they make you do things

until it is mechanical sowhen the time

comes you do them reflexively. How-
ever, my initial work was a reaction to

the assumption that the dark side was

going to win.

MG: So you're a crusader for the

positive application of virtual

reality?

MK: Yes, on the assumption that the

evils of the world can be ascribed to

human nature and not technology.

NG: Well, hopefully the early ex-

amples of technology can really

show very positive uses, very

humanistic uses of the technology

and start a trend.

MK: I really wanted to showmy exhib-

its as benign experiences. When I

started, people were really hostile to

the technology and I wanted to allow

people to walk into a room for three

minutes and come out having just sort

of a warm feeling about technology.

They didn't need to understand it,

they just had to know it was possible

for it to do something pleasant. That

was a little educational one-liner and

that's all that was needed. There were

things I always wanted to do with it

like physical therapy—humanistic

applications that really should be pur-

sued, things like education, language

immersion, poetry, or acting out social

scenarios.

NG: Is there a reason for the pub-

lic to fear virtual reality?

MK: Well, my response to that ques-

tion is that I'm old enough to be living

in the future that I was warned about.

This is as bad as it gets. I don't think our

instincts are towards anything too

evil. On the other hand, it's not going

to make us happy: You're not going to

open your Christmas present and

there's the artificial reality package

and say, "God, my life is just (after

that) so wonderful." #
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One ofthe hottest areas in

computing these days is

interactive media. PartiaJ^

useful are inexpensive
,

accessible, funprograms that

helppeople ham. How does

one go about creatingsucha

program? Designer Steven

mppaportf^minm^
process he went through to

develop aprogramfor teaaung

people how to use MJDl
(musical imtmment digital

interface) equipment He used

Apple's HyperCard, the

authoringsoftware hat comes

withtheMac.

Steven Rappaport is

president of Inter-

active Records, whose

CD-RON "So You Want
to Be a Rock and Roll

Star" will be released

at the January 1991
Macworld Expo.

YEAR AGO, Opcode Systems, a California mi

software publisher, retained me to create an inter-

active multimedia HyperCard stack about MIDI,

the protocol that specifies how computers and

synthesizers communicate. Opcode had four goals

for the product: (1) to explain MIDI so well that

it could replace most of the current books on the

topic; (2) to jHHfeful to both

advanced computer musicians; (

and delight" the user; and (4) to introduce poop

to Opcodes product line. In addition, I had it

own goal: to create a product that was a powei

demonstration of the substantial educate

pabilities of interactive multimedia.

LI Uil U1C

i novices and

had my
Dowerful

onal ca-

[ties or inc

THE METAPHOR

The

phafl

• first step was deciding the stack's basic m<

r. I wanted to mo13ve beyond HyperCard's

etaphor, a stack of index cards, because I

erCard is capable of much more than

wrnH^TOTStrTlrTg' the stack The Book

of MIDI, directly emulating a book would not

take advantage of the unique capabilities of a

computer. Something else was called for.

The metaphor issue was further complicated

by Opcode's stipulation that the stack be useful

for the entire spectrum of MIDI users, from nov-

ices to old hands. I considered creating two stacks

(beginners and advanced) that would call each

other as needed. Eventually, however, I thought

to take advantage of HyperCard's "scroll up" and

"scroll down" visual effects to create a "book"

with two separate, distinct levels. The upper level

would be a series of linear interactive cards that

discussed topics in general, introductory terms. In

addition to right-arrow (Next Page) and left-arrow

(Previous Page) icons, many upper-level cards

would also have a down arrow (see Figure 1);

clicking on that arrow would take the user to a

deeper level with one or more cards that go

"deeper" into the subject of the upper card.

All deeper cards are specific examples of the

topic covered on the associated upper card. For

example, an upper card might discuss what a

"sampler" is, while its associated deeper cards

show pictures and descriptions of specific sanv

Figure I. An example
of one of the upper-

level cards in The

Book of NIDI stack.



piers (see Figure 2). Another upper-level card

might explain what a MIDI "aftertouch message"

is, while its associated deeper cards show the

message's hex and binary code and discuss after-

touch idiosyncrasies that the advanced usershould

be aware of.

The Book ofMIDI has 3 18 different cards. It's

easy for users to get lost in such a large stack, so I

created visual cues that constantly let users know

where they are. The most obvious cue is a line at

the top of each card that identifies the chapter

number, chapter name, and topic. And since

deeper-level cards always have an upper card, all

deeper cards have an up arrow that returns the

user to the appropriate upper card. Background

design is a less obvious but equally important

location cue: all upper cards have one back-

ground, while all deeper cards have another. If

users see an upper background, they come to

understand that the information will be general;

if they see a deeper background, they understand

that the information will be specific.

Two categories ofbasic operation are represented

by icons: navigation and reference. All the icons

are in a row at the bottom ofthe screen, reference

icons at the left, navigation icons at the right.

The reference icons are Chapters, Glossary, Index,

Help and Print. The navigation icons are Quit,

Previous Page, Up/Down/Neither andNext Page.

Two other icons, the Ear and Book, play an

important referential role in The Book of MIDI,

but they do not appear on every card. The Ear

icon appears whenever there is a sound associated

with the information on a card, and the Book

icon whenever there are citations to magazine

articles or books related to the subject ofthe card.

The Book icon has proved particularly conve-

nient. In a physical book, citations are found in

footnotes or endnotes. However, HyperCard's

hidden fields allow a designer to put cited mate-

rial directly with the primary information yet not

have it compete with that information for the

user's attention. When users want citations, they

click on the Book icon and a hidden scrolling

field containing the citations appears. When
they go to another card, the field automatically

hides itself again. This feature adds depth to the

stack without making things seem dry or over-

whelming.

STACK OPENING

I wanted the opening screen to entice users into

The Book ofMIDI, overcoming any fear of learn-

ing MIDI they might have. Animation seemed

the ideal way to do this (no one is afraid of

cartoons). Razzaq Lodhia (of Chicago's Video-

Mation) and I designed an opening animation,

which we created in MacroMind Director. It

features the "Little Guy," a character Opcode

puts on all its packaging. The animation shows

the Little Guy trying to connect a synthesizer and

a Mac. He looks back and forth between the two,

confused. He tries to connect two MIDI cables

end to end (which they won't do) and becomes

hopelessly perplexed. At this point manna falls

from heaven (the top ofthe screen) in the form of

floppy disks that fly into the Mac and boot The

Book of MIDI. (I particularly like the self-

referential nature of this part of the animation.

The user is looking at The Book of MIDI on his

or her Macintosh, which shows Opcode's Little

Guy looking at The Book of MIDI on his

Macintosh.) As soon as the Little Guy's Book of

MIDI boots, things suddenly work and the Little

Guy (and hopefully the user) smiles. Fortunately,

The Little Guy's face has very few features. He is

Everyperson, and his confusion and subsequent

relief are easy to identify with.

Charming as it is, I knew that watching this

animation the tenth time would be far less charm-

ing than the first. Interactivity puts control in the

hands of users; I didn't want to take that control

away, even for the few seconds required to watch

the animation. So I created a button that, when

clicked, branches to logic that skips the introduc-

tory animation when the stack is subsequently

opened. Users had to be able to easily find this

"Skip animation" button, so I put information

about its existence in three places: the documen-

tation, the general Help screen and the stack's

Index (under "Introductory Movie [On/Off]").

c
People learn better when learning is leavened

with humor. Because the referential icons (Glos-

sary, Print, Help) are used only occasionally, I

decided that a little humorous animation upon

clicking them would not become tiresome. So I

added some small (3K) Director animations to

enjoyment would turn to annoyance. There is a

fine line between the amusing and the tiresome;

a multimedia designer must be sure not to cross it.

I placed several other small animations, as

appropriate, throughout The Book ofMIDI. One

of my favorites has to do with a picture of the

17th-century composer Pachelbel. The Book of

MIDI includes a MIDI file of his ubiquitous

Canon in D. Inclusion ofthe MIDI file enabled me

to demonstrate an Opcode product called

MIDlPlay, which allows for playing and process-

ing MIDI files directly from HyperCard stacks.

The user sees a card with a picture of a smiling

Pachelbel on the left and a music staffon the right

(see Figure 3). The staffhas 12 whole notes on it,

one for each note of the chromatic scale. Each

whole note is really a radio button. Users can

click one of the notes to indicate which key they

want the Canon transposed to. As soon as they

click the Play button, Pachelbel wrinkles his brow,

frowns, and protests with a heavy accent, "But I

wrote it in D!" Then, of course, the newly trans-

posed MIDI file plays.

HYPERTEXT

Hypertext is another much-discussed feature of

hypermedia, and The Book ofMIDI uses it exten-

sively. Ideally, whenever an unfamiliar word or

concept is discussed in a hypermedia document,

a user should be able to click on it and see a pop-

up definition. Someday, perhaps, every appropri-

ate word in a hypermedia document will be

hypertext. At this time in the evolution ofhyper-

media, however, it is the designer's job to decide

which words should be hypertext and how to

identify them.

In other stacks, hypertext words tend to be

marked with bullets, # like this •, because Hyper-

Card was unable to support different styles of

fonts in the same text field until version 2.0. I

those icons. Clicking on the Glossary icon, for

example, causes the letters G-L-O-S-S-A-R-Y to

fly out of the icon before the user is whisked into

the Glossary. Clicking on the Printer icon causes

a piece ofpaper to fly out of the printer before the

user is shown the available print options.

I did not add animation to the navigational

icons because they are clicked so often that get-

ting from screen to screen would be slowed, and

Figure 1. A diagram

of The Book of MIDI'S

basic structure, using

two levels of cards.
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think this approach looks awkward. HyperCard

12x does allow boldfaced and plain words to share

the same text area; the designer just has to work

harder, creating a new field for each boldfaced

hypertext item, carefully placing it in the appro-

priate blank spot on top of a normal text field.

This results in a more elegant, easy-to-read and

functional final product.

The Book of MIDI's dynamic index illustrates

another approach to hypertext. Clicking on a

word in the index immediately zooms the user out

to the relevant card. Once there, the user can

digest the information, click on the Return but-

ton to go back to the Index, navigate with navi-

gational icons or browse at will.

DISK SPACE

Animation, pictures and sound—the media of

multimedia—take up lots of disk space. In fact,

lack of disk space imposes the most significant

design constraint on the creation of multimedia

software, assuring that compromises will have to

be made. The Book of Midi had to fit on three

floppy disks.

The cute introductory animation that Razzaq

and I created ran perfectly on the Mac Ilex we

used for development, but it was unacceptably

slow on a Mac Plus or SE, the machines most

likely to be used for learning. We solved that

problem by using MacroMind's Accelerator, an

ancillary product to Director. An accelerated

animation runs at the same speed on all Macs.

However, the accelerated file became three times

the size of the original, ballooning from 1 1OK to

339K—14% of the entire available disk space on

three 800K floppies! Nevertheless, I felt the in-

troductory animation so important to establish-

ing user comfort that I kept the accelerated

version.

Sound is another integral ingredient of multi-

media. I had always intended to include digitized

1 4: MIDI Software Multimedia MIDIPlay /

Click on • note to transpose

Pachelbel's C«non to that key. Then

click on "Start Pachelbel."
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sounds of all the important synthesizers, from

1968's Moog Modular to today's Korg Ml. They

would "engage and delight" the user, while teach-

ing how synthesizer sound evolved as a book

never could. However, like accelerated anima-

tions, digitized sounds require lots of disk space.

To digitize sound, you sample it at many

different points; the more samples, the better the

fidelity, but the more disk space required. I used

Farallon's MacRecorder hardware and Sound-

Edit software, and at SoundEdit's best fidelity,

22K of disk space is required for each second of

sound. Many of the synthesizer sounds required 8

to 10 seconds to complete. I just did not have the

disk space to allow 200K for a given sound. As a

result, I digitized sounds at 1 IK; those sounds

with fewer high-frequency components than

others were digitized at a lower sampling rate

(7K) and didn't lose too much sound quality.

Toward the end of the project, when I was

looking for every K of disk space, I even sampled

one sound at 5K!

EXPERIMENTS

I loved the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia as a

boy, just as I love San Francisco's Exploratorium

as a man. They both offer many hands-on experi-

ments where visitors learn by doing. HyperCard

allows the creation ofhands-on experiments, so I

designed several that illustrate basic MIDI con-

cepts.

For example, one basic MIDI concept is that

a MIDI keyboard can only control an external

synthesizer if both are set to the same MIDI

channel (or ifthe external synthesizer is inOMNI
mode). This experiment shows a keyboard and an

external synthesizer on one card. Users can click

on card buttons to change the MIDI channels of

the keyboard and synthesizer; they can then click

on the keys of the keyboard. If the channel

numbers match, the external synthesizer sounds

the note played (using HyperCard's built-in

harpsichord sound). Otherwise, a dialogue box

says, "Channel numbers do not match."

THE NIDI GAME

The Book of MIDI contains a lot of information

about a complicated topic. I encourage self-testing

by giving users a way to do so that is interactive

and fun, more a game than a test.

I adapted a friend's unpublished "trivia" game,

turning it into The MIDI Game. It works very

simply: 12 pairs of boxes appear on the screen, all

but one pair containing MIDI-related words. The

two boxes that do not contain MIDI-related

words are empty. As originally seen by the user,

the words in each pair ofboxes are unrelated. The

user moves the words around the boxes until all

words are matched into conectly associated pairs.

All of the answers are found somewhere in The

Book of MIDI, and users can get hints by Shift-

clicking on any box in The MIDI Game. The

The Book
of MIDI,

0 t1

game scores itself when the user completes it. It

tells users how they did and offers them the

choices of seeing which pairs were right and

wrong, playing another game, or going to another

part ofThe Book of MIDI.

PRINTING

Clicking on the Printer icon offers the user two

choices: (1) print the smallest available unit, or

(2) print the next larger unit. For example, if a

card has a Book icon and the icon's associated

citation field is showing, clicking the Printer icon

brings up this dialogue box: "Print citations or

print this page?" If the citations are not showing,

the dialogue box asks, "Print this page or print this

chapter?" Similarly, clicking the printer icon

while the user is on the title card of a chapter

brings up a dialogue box that asks, "Print this

Chapter or print entire Book?"

Much of the depth ofThe Book ofMIDI is in

Chapter 5, "MIDI Messages," a 105-card rewrite

of the entire MIDI specification. Here I found a

big difference between effective design on a com-

puter screen and on paper. The amount of infor-

mation a HyperCard 1.2x screen can show is the

size of a Mac Plus screen; good design will limit

the amount of information offered at any one

time even more. I believe that about 100 words,

one "chunk of information," per screen is the

right amount of text to enhance a user's under-

standing. However, when users print the infor-

mation in Chapter 5, they (and our planet) are

not well-served by 105 pages of printout, since

the text itself, minus screen graphics, fills only 25

printed pages.

HyperCard does not have the capability to

join, format and print text fields from contiguous

cards. However, all the text in Chapter 5 takes

about 60K, and one HyperCard text field can

hold 32K. I copied all ofChapter 5's text into two

separate text fields, placed those fields on the first

card ofChapter 5, and then "hid" them. When a

user prints Chapter 5, the program prints each of

these text fields in succession. The text in the

fields is arranged so that the first text field ends at

the bottom of a printed page and the second

begins at the top of the succeeding page. A little

brute force, perhaps, but effective.

Much ofThe Book ofMIDI is text, so I had to be

concerned with its look. The system fonts I could

depend on being in every user's Mac were accept-

able, but I wanted a more attractive font. I'm very

partial to Adobe's Palatino, but I could not be

sure purchasers would have Palatino in their

system if I used that font in the stack. While in

theory I could have used a Palatino paint font to

finesse the problem, paint fonts take much more

disk space than text fonts, and, as I've said, disk

space is the ultimate constraint. The answer was

to use the text font and be sure users would have

it by supplying it as a resource in the stack itself. Of

course, I had to get Adobe's permission and,

because of the limited budget, had no extra

money to offer Adobe in return. I explained my

situation to the person in charge of licensing at

Adobe, pleading the educational nature and low

retail price ($39.95) of the stack. She agreed to

license us the font at no charge, a very generous

action, and one that really made the stack look

wonderful.

PACK THE STACK

When all was said and done, the stack was way

too big for three disks; thank goodness for com-

pression utilities like Stufflt and Disk Doubler.

We licensed the use of a disk-packing utility that

compressed the stacks 3.2 MB into 2.4 MB, just

enough to fit on three disks. The utility walks a

user through the unpacking process, as did our

documentation, and we've had no complaints

from people unable to extract the files.

LOOKING AHEAD

It took 10 weeks to finish 95% of The Book of

MIDI, and another 15 weeks to wrap up the last

5%. The work was definitely worth it. The stack

has been favorably reviewed in the standard

computer and music press as well as by The New
York Times. MacWorld named it one of 1990's

Superstacks. Most important, users like it and are

learning MIDI.

However, The Book ofMIDI is only a begin-

ning. Ultimately, whether 5 years fromnow or 50,

there will be a big "hypermedia database in the

sky," in which all information of all media is only

a few mouseclicks away. You'll be reading about

Wendy Carlos's Switched on Bach in The Book of

MIDI, click on an icon, hear the recording, click

on another icon to learn about Bach, have your

interest piqued about Baroque Germany, click on

an icon to see a video of Baroque architecture

—

well, you get the idea. Designing interactive

multimedia for that environment—now that will

be a challenge!
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3D RESOURCES

continued from page 39

Imagine ($350)

Impulse, Inc.

670 Shingle Creek Pkwy., Suite 112

Minneapolis, MN 55430

612-566-0221

ReaBD
Activa Software—Distributed in North

America by Programs Plus& Video

544 Queen Street

Chatham, ON CanadaN7M 2J6

519-436-0988

Video Toaster ($1,595)

NewTek, Inc.

215 S.E. Eighth St.

Topeka,KS 66603

913-3544146

DOS PROGRAMS

3D Studio ($2,495)

Autodesk, Inc.

2320 Marinship Way
Sausalito,CA 94965

415-322-2344

TOPAS/Crystal 3D ($2,250 to $7,500

depending on module)

AT&T Graphics Software Lab

3520 Commerce Crossing, Suite 300

Indianapolis, IN 46240

317-844-4364

DGS (about $10,000 depending on

modules)

Digital Arts

7050 Convoy Court

San Diego, CA 921 11

619-541-2055

0H, MY

G0VW ..... d^YOU

toTaehyon

WUZ flife begins at
,OAG>

by Mike Swartzbeck

111 2700 bucks for

an ACCELERATOR

CARWI

hmmm~ Oh, it's

OK...

So . . , you sank almost

three grand into an

accelerator that

craehee half the stuff

youVa got

Cyberspace: First Steps
edited by Michael Benedikt

Cyberspace, "an infinite artificial world where humans navigate in informa-

tion-based space" is the greatest innovation of today's computer develop-

ments. Original contributors like

science fiction writer William

Gibson explore:

• philosophical basis for

cyberspace in ancient

thought • basic

communications

principles for cyberspace

• ramifications of cyberspace

for future workplaces,

and a great deal

more.

$24.95

TECHNOBABBLE

John A. Barry

$22.50

THE NEW HACKER'S DICTIONARY

edited by Eric Raymond

foreword and cartoons by Guy L Steele, Jr.

$10.95 paper

Available at fine bookstores or toll-free 1-800-356-0343

The MIT Press 55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 02142

An insider's view of a

m i n d
- b e n d i n g new technology



BACK ISSUES

1.0 Summer-Fall '86 1000-

copy edition, inaugural issue.

Cover: illustration by Michael

Gosney with FullPaint and

ThunderScan, with type and

format designed by John

Odam with PageMaker. Mini-

mal writing and no advertis-

ing. Retrospective of pub-

lisher Gosney's "Macintosh

Verbum" one-man show, and

Macintosh art by French illus-

trator Jean Sole, Australian

Malcolm Thain, nature artist

Jim Pollock, Jim Hance, Jack

Davis, Ed Roxburgh and

Nathan Weedmark, plus ex-

cerpts from Michael Green's

Zen and the Art of the Macin-

tosh. $20.00—available in

limited quantities.

1.1 Winter-Spring '87 The

first "real" Verbum, designed

with PageMaker 1.2, black-

and-white, 300 dpi laser out-

put, beautifully printed on

701b. Sequoia Matte, 5000-

copy edition. Cover: mast-

head type treatment by Jack

Davis with MacDraw and il-

lustration, also by Jack, with

Pro3D (Linotronic output).

Avant-garde concept artist

Paul Rutkovsky's redigitized

illustrations. Mike Swartz-

beck's trailblazing scanned

image montage. David

Brunn's digital photography.

John Odam on Fontographer.

$12.00—available in limited

quantities.

1.2 Summer '87 Produced

withReady,Set,Go! 3.0, 1270

dpi Lino imagesetter output.

Cover illustration by Jack

Davis using Realist (pre-re-

lease of ImageStudio). "Amiga

Video" on the animated

Amiga. "Painting as Spiritual

Discipline" by Jack Davis on

Mac Calligraphy. "Big Blue

Art" by Mike Kelly on DOS-

based graphics. "Lino Seps" by

Mike Saenz features the first

publication of his Marvel

Comics' Iron Man cover, the

first PostScript sep. Australian

Mac-artist Malcolm Thain.

$7.00

13 Fall '87 Produced with

PageMaker 2.0. 10,000-copy

run, the first to be sold on

newsstands. Cover: masthead

type by Ed Roxburgh and

Verbum Interactive I .O— The Pioneering
Multimedia Magazine on CP-ROM
If you don't have a CD-ROM drive yet, this is reason alone to get one. Verbum

Interactive is a fully integrated "magazine," with text (on screen and available for print-

ing), sound, graphics, animations, talking agents, video and music—all at your com-

mand through an engaging point and click interface. Developed by Verbum's editors

and designers and some of the leading multimedia producers in the industry, Verbum

Interactive contains columns, feature stories, a Gallery ot exemplar)' animation and

multimedia works, a Demo section with product presentations and demo programs and

a Sourcebank of products, publications and sendees,

VI also features stereo music (playable on regular CD players) from Todd Rundgren,

Graham Nash, D'Cuckoo, Pauline Oliveros, Christopher Yavelow and Geno An-

drews, integrated with animations and interactive files. 3D animations, sound clips,

talking agents and other advanced multimedia elements are used throughout. The Ver-

bum Roundtable is an interactive panel discussion on multimedia with six industry

leaders that fills a separate CD-ROM disc, which contains 1.5 hours of video material

accessible through an interactive interface.

The two-disc Verbum Interactive 1.0 is priced at only $49.95 for the Macintosh edi-

tion. A version for IBM-PC/Windows will be available in early 1992.

photo/illustration by Jack

Davis, both developed with

ImageStudio. April Greiman's

"Pacific Wave" sculpture/

exhibit. "Desktop Videos."

"Continuum," a short story by

Linnea Dayton. Dominique de

Bardonneche-Berglund, Swiss

digital painter. Jack Davis on

ImageStudio. "Creative Wave-

forms" by Neal Fox focuses on

music. $7.00

2.1 Winter-Spring '88 The

first color cover produced with

Illustrator 88, by John Odam,

digitally separated. Steve

Hannaford's first "Against the

Grain" column with critical

technical/economic guidance.

"Stackware Party" by Linnea

Dayton. Lawrence Kaplan's

"Hot-Tech" prints. "The Fine

Art of Dot-Matrix Printing"

by Nira. "PC 3D Showcase" by

Jack Davis. "Color Output

Options" by Erfert Nielson.

John Odam's "First Contact"

onFreeHand.$7.00

2.2 Summer '88 Verbum 's

first cover theme is "Fashion."

Cover by Jack Davis, Lisa King

and Michael Gosney com-

bined scanned images with

Adobe Illustrator elements

(this cover won a magazine

industry award). "PC Fashion

Design." Mel Ristau's "Elec-

troglyphs"—iconic PostScript

illustrations. Georganne

Deen's "Rock and Rolling

Amiga." "Sound Sampling

Sensation" by Neal Fox. A
how-to on shooting slides off

your high-resolution monitor.

OUT OF PRINT.

2.3 Fall '88 "Space" concept

issue cover by Tom Gould uti-

lizing Aldus FreeHand 1.0.

"Outer Space" gallery of cos-

mic visions by Ron Cobb and

William Lombardo. Architec-

tural CADD survey with

"Living Space" gallery. "Art

Space" gallery features works

by Bert Monroy, Ikeda

Tomoyo and Dominique de

Bardonneche-Berglund, digi-

tally separated with Pixel-

Paint 2.0. Nicholas Mac Con-

nell and Linnea Dayton travel

to "Inner Space" with

"Through the Silicon Look-

ing Glass," an exploration of

PCs as mind machines. John

Odam on PixelPaint. $7.00

3.1 Winter '89 "The Word"

issue cover illustration by

Tom Lewis and company with

FreeHand. Jack Davis' "Initial

FX" on special-effect initial

caps. Mike Kelly's "Grammar

and Style Checkers." A
parody on "Third-Generation

Software for Writers" by

Michael Rossman. The first

Verbum Interview with the

intelligent program Racter.

Gallery of image-laden poetry

and poetic images. John

Odam takes a second look at

Fontographer and font design.

OUT OF PRINT.

3.2 Spring '89 "4D" issue

cover by Jack Davis with

Pro3D and Photo Finish.

"The Democratization of

Computer Graphics" by Peter

S0rensen. "Down to the

Desktop" by Gregory MacNi-

col. "MIDI-Laser Perfor-

mance Art—Cosmic Jam" by

Nicholas Mac Connell. "The

Telemorphic Future" by Tad

Williams. "HyperAnima-

tion," by Elon Gasper. "Inter-

active Artistry" with pioneer-

ing HyperCard projects. The

Verbum Interview with Todd

Rundgren. "HyperGallery"

features HyperCard art and

the "4D Gallery" showcases

animated visions. Produced

with PageMaker 3.01 and in-

cludes many digital color

separations. $7.00

3.3 Summer '89 "Lifestyle"

theme issue with cover de-

signed by David Smith using

Adobe Illustrator 88. Brenda

Laurel's essay, "On Dramatic

Interaction," is a definitive

study of virtual reality and the

dramatic arts. An update on

"Computer-Aided Fashion

Design." Russel Sipe covers

hot computer games. Mark

Stephen Pierce writes about

designing games in "Making

Fun." Columns cover telecom

and health issues for PC users.

The Gallery emphasizes hu-

man forms. $7.00

3.4 Fall '89 "Metaprint" issue

focuses on output, with a Gal-

lery that explores printing op-

tions. Cover by John Odam

using FreeHand 2.0. "Separa-

tion Anxiety" by Steve Han-

naford. "Pixels at an Exhibi-

tion" by Brian Alexander

studies the techniques for put-

ting PC art on the wall.

"Imagine Tokyo '89" recounts

the latest major Verbum-

produced exhibit with four

pages of art and photos (all

separated with the Scitex/

Visionary system). "Architec-

tural CAD on the Macintosh"

by Phil Inje Chang. The first

installment of David Traub's

"Neomedia" describes the

educational advantages of

videodisc barcode readers.

"First Contact" explores

PhotoMac color separation/

editing software. OUT OF
PRINT.

4.1 Spring '90 "The Word"

revisited is the first perfect-

bound issue. Steve Roth's

"W(h)ither PostScript?" pro-

vides a definitive report on

the essential page description

language. "The Interlocution

Solution" by Christopher

Yavelow and "OCR" by Mike

Kelly bring us to the cutting

edge of voice recognition and

optical character recognition,

respectively. George Seibt's

"Oh George! Where Has All

the Film Gone?" gives a thor-

ough overview of still video

technology. The "Type Gal-

lery" features creative font

forms. In honor of the 20th

anniversary of Earth Day, a

colorful "Earth Gallery."

"Neomedia" begins a glossary

ofnew media terminology.

"Against the Grain" covers

the industry changes in digital

font standards. John Odam's

"First Contact" takes us

through 3D rendering of type.

$7.00

4.2 Summer-Fall '90 The

"Blendo Issue" focuses on

movement, synergy, and the

convergence of creative cul-

tures through computers. The

"60's/90's Trip" by Michael

Gosney looks at the melding



of subcultures at Verbum's an-

nual San Francisco Digital

Art Be-In. "MultiMIDIa Per-

formance Art" by Marc Wei-

denbaum examines several

artists' fusion of sound and vi-

sion through digital creativ-

ity. Galleries focus on

Blendo—image montage and

animation—and interactiv-

ity, with a selection of note-

worthy multimedia design

projects. The debut of

"Secrets of the Universe

Revealed," the Verbum How-

To column, features Bert

Monroy making multimedia.

John Odam makes type with

FontStudio. David Traub of-

fers his "Neomedia Glossary"

and industry observations.

Steve Hannaford plays devil's

advocate with "MuddyMedia

Revisited." The lead feature

story sizes up the NeXT Cube.

OUT OF PRINT.

4.3 Winter '90 "Digital Art

Lifestyle" explores the "set

and setting" of those working

with PCs. Michael Gosney's

Intro covers "Creative Com-

puters/Creative People" and

"Virtual (What Is) Reality?"

Steve Hannaford explores

"Home Office Politics." The

Verbum How-To features

Jack Davis' type effects with

Photoshop. John Odam

makes his "First Contact"

with SuperCard and Macro-

Mind Director, converting a

book to hypermedia format.

Dave Traub's "Neomedia"

takes readers on a hypertour

of key multimedia confer-

ences. The Verbum Interview

with rock legend Graham

Nash and partner Rand

Wetherwax reveals Nash's

enthusiastic involvement

with digital photo output and

multimedia. "The Smart Stu-

dio" profiles electronic design,

MIDI, and multimedia stu-

dios. Gene Brawn's "Confes-

sions of an Amiga User"

details the new world of

Amiga, including the Video .

Toaster and CDTV. The

Gallery concentrates on

human forms. OUT OF
PRINT.

5.1 Spring 1991 "Input/Out-

put" issue focuses on scanning

and printing, with a second-

ary emphasis on desktop

Verbum 1.0 Verbum 2.2 Verbum 3.4

Verbum 1.3 Verbum 3.2 Verbum 4.3

V E B U

Verbum 2.1 Verbum 3..3 Verbum 5.1

video, or "PC-TV." Publisher

Gosney's Relay column gives

an overview of multimedia

optical publishing technol-

ogy, and a poetic piece, "We

Create Our Mythos Creates

Us." Verbum News updates

on the 3rd Annual Digital Art

Be-In. Odam's First Contact,

"Pass It Along" shows an art

file progressively modified by

several digital artists. The

Verbum How-To steps

through the production of the

Verbum Roundtable interac-

tive panel discussion.

Dayton's Look and Feel offers

"Writing and Designing for

Multimedia" In Neomedia,

David Traub sums up hard-

ware on the Mac for "PC-

TV." John Donovan's "Build-

ing Bridges—The

Amiga-Mac Connection"

provides cross-platform solu-

tions. "Fine Art Output" by

Aden Britton offers technical

details on archival reproduc-

tion of digital art. The Gallery

is extensive, with an emphasis

on scanned imagery and cre-

ative output solutions. $7.00

[HIIBHBBMMI
The Verbum Book of

PostScript Illustration by

Michael Gosney, Linnea Day-

ton and Janet Ashford (M&T
Books). The first title in The

Verbum Electronic Art and

Design Series offers compre-

hensive instruction on the use

of leading PostScript illustra-

tion tools on PCs. Featuring

projects by top illustrators

such as Don Baker, Bert Mon-

roy and John Odam, the book

recounts each artist's step-by-

step process, both technically

and creatively. PostScript

technology and key products

are covered thoroughly, but

the emphasis is on the cre-

ative process. The book in-

cludes color signatures and

over 100 sample illustrations.

224 pages, 32 in 4-color,

8.5" x 11", $29.95

The Verbum Book of

Electronic Page Design by

Michael Gosney and Linnea

Dayton (M&T Books). The

second volume in the Verbum

series explores desktop pub-

lishing design on Macintosh

and IBM systems. Top profes-

sionals such as Tom Lewis,

Laura Lamar and Clement

Mok guide us through the

electronic design process for

real projects. Leading DTP

applications and support pro-

grams are thoroughly covered.

Over 100 sample designs. 224

pages, 32 in 4-color, 8.5" x

11", $29.95

The Verbum Book of Digital

Painting by Michael Gosney,

Linnea Dayton and Paul

Goethel (M&T Books). The

third book in the Verbum se-

ries focuses on bitmapped il-

lustration, the most "paint-

erly" of electronic art tools.

With the same format but

twice as many color pages as

the other books, this is a cre-

ative feast for both commer-

cial and fine artists. Features

projects by leading artists such

as Trici Venola, Michael

Scaramozzino and Sharon

Steuer executed on Macin-

tosh and IBM systems, plus a

stunning gallery of digital

paintings by a variety of artists

working in a wide range of

styles. 224 pages, 64 in 4-

color, 8.5" x 11", $29.95

The Verbum Book of

Scanned Imagery by

Michael Gosney, Linnea

Dayton and Phil Inje Chang

(M&T Books). The fourth

book in the Verbum series fo-

cuses on the capture, editing

and manipulation of scanned

images. Accomplished artists

such as Mike Uriss, Michael

Johnson and John Knoll take

us through step-by-step devel-

opment of projects, with

plenty of tips and tricks. Each

chapter covers a main project

along with a portfolio of addi-

tional works created by the

featured artist, highlighting

the interesting aspects of each

one. Scanned imagery tech-

nology and key products are

thoroughly described in the

first section of the book. This

volume also includes an ex-

tensive gallery showcasing the

imagery of leading artists

working with digital photog-

raphy. 224 pages, 32 in full

color, 8.5" x 11", $29.95



The Verbum Book of Digital

Typography by Michael Gos-

ney, Linnea Dayton and Jen-

nifer Ball (M&T Books). The

fifth book in the Verbum series

cover digital type creation and

design. Recognized designers

such as David Smith,

Jonathan Hoefler and Cleo

Huggins recount the step-by-

step development of type de-

sign projects, with graphics

and screen dumps. As in the

other books, each chapter cov-

ers a main project along with a

portfolio of additional works

created by the featured artist,

highlighting the interesting

aspects of each one. Digital

type tools, standards and key

products are thoroughly de-

scribed in the first section of

the book. This volume also in-

cludes an extensive gallery

showcasing original fonts and

type design by leading design-

ers. 224 pages, 8.5" x 11",

$29.95

The Qray Book—Designing

in Black and White on Your

Computer by Michael Gos-

ney, John Odam and Jim

Schmal (Ventana Press). This

book is a cornucopia of infor-

mation and examples, show-

ing how to achieve effective

designs and illustrations with

one color. Covers the basic

principles of single color de-

sign, including contrast,

shades of gray, light and shad-

ing, scanning, etc. The book

contains over 250 computer-

generated designs and illustra-

tions, including the extensive

Gray Gallery, a feast of art-

work by some of the top artists

in the field, with tips on how

the works were accomplished.

9.25" x 7.5", 224 pages. $22.95

Verbum Stack 2.0 1991

version with usable icons and

start-up screens, as well as tons

of great bitmap art, anima-

tions, sounds, surprises.

Shipped on two 800 K

floppies. $12.00 ppd.

Verbum Digital Type Poster

Designed by Jack Davis and

Susan Merritt, this deluxe

5-color, 17" x 22" poster show-

cases the variety of digital type

effects possible on the Mac-

vL LARGE INITIAL CAPITAL

efirst letter ofa *•«

word or name*
mm

Iso catted**

majuscules 29 bey began chapters.

verses and paragraphs \}tjien~

highly decorated
Jjf

nitial caps ...»

sometimes contained paintings called

illumination *

Kg!
i Itbougb embellish-

incuts became simpler as ptvsses

came into use r >e initial cap is - »

still used to enliven text

VERBUM ORDER FORM

Name

Address.

City State ZIP
.

Phone. Country _

Qty Item Price Total

One-year / 4-issue subscription

(Canada & Mexico $28, all other countries $45)

$24.00

Two-year / 8-issue subscription

(Canada & Mexico $54, all other countries $85)

$46.00

Verbum Interactive 1.0 CD-ROM $49.95*

Back Issues - (circle issue/s)

1.2, 1.3, 2.1,2.3, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 5.1

$7.00*

Verbum 1.0 $20.00*

Verbum 1.1 $12.00*

The Verbum Book of PostScript Illustration $29.95*

The Verbum Book of Electronic Page Design $29.95*

The Verbum Book of Digital Painting $29.95*

The Verbum Book of Scanned Imagery $29.95*

The Verbum Book of Digital Typography $29.95*

The Gray Book $22.95*

Verbum Stack 2.0 $12.00 ppd

Verbum Digital Type poster $10.00 ppd

Verbum T-shirt 2.0 - Large only $17.00*

ORDER SUBTOTAL $

CA residents add 7.25% sales tax to all items, including subscriptions. TAX $

*Add $3.00 for first item and $1 .50 for each additional item. Foreign orders

(except subscriptions) will be charged for Air Mail delivery. SHIPPING $

Payment must accompany order. US funds only. TOTAL $

Check enclosed, payable to Verbum

account #

.

Charge my VISA/MasterCard account

exp_

Send to: VERBUM, PO Box 12564, San Diego, CA 92112

Credit card orders: Phone 619/233-9977 or FAX 619/233-9976. MCl/MacNET: VERBUM

|

Please allow six weeks for delivery of order. 5.2

intosh. It was produced on a

Mac II with PageMaker, out-

put on a Linotronic L-300 and

printed on a 100 lb. coated

sheet. The text explains the

history of initial caps in pub-

lishing and how each sample

letter was created. A framable

"illuminated manuscript" for

every electronic design studio.

Limited edition of 2000.

Shipped in capped tube.

$10.00 ppd.

Verbum T-shirt 2.0 Illustra-

tions, on back and front, de-

veloped by Jack Davis with

Adobe Photoshop, Swivel 3D

and TypeAlign on the Mac.

The second Verbum T-shirt

uses fun 50s images in a bla-

tant promo for a provocative

90s art mag. Printed in red

and black on both sides of

heavy white 100% cotton

Verbum T-shirt back

64



System 7 Studly Graphics

Zeus Monet

Godlike Graphics for Macintosh Impressionism for Macintosh

Zeus & Monet © 1991, Delta Tao Software, Inc. 760 Harvard Ave. Sunnyvale CA 94087
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